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1. Introduction

1. Introduction
Dear User,
Welcome to the sound world of TSOP. We provide you with our first product inspired by polish elec
tronic instruments – the sound from Central Europe that have never been sampled previously. B-11X
is the virtualization of the electronic organ manufactured by the currently nonexistent polish com
pany UNITRA-ELTRA in the second half of the 20th century. Polish electronic instruments make a
rather short history. Since 60's there have been only few models released, which didn't conquer Euro
pean and world markets at the time. They weren't known wider than a close circle of domestic musi
cians. In fact, they were doomed to fail by the current political system and economical conditions.
Poland of that time wasn't a nice place to live and create. Everyday life, work and so-called 'produc
tion of culture' were leaded by the one and only Socialist United Workers' Party, proclaiming old and
discredited ideas of Workers Power. Poles' emotions, gradually turning into an anger, were sup
pressed with post-totalitarian methods. The Party forced ideas of a completely self-sufficient and cen
trally controlled economy. Such economy was to predict, design and deliver all goods that might be
needed by civilians, trying to invent what already had been invented and deployed in developed
countries. A hopeless pursuit of so-called 'The West' sometimes brought surprising results – one of
such results is right in the front of you, in a virtualized form.
According to the information we've collected, the instrument had been designed by polish engineers,
assembled from polish electronic components, polish plastic and copper, and possesses a unique col
oration of sound mainly thanks to those factors. There is a great possibility you can hear the sounds
that have never been heard before – the unusual combination of economic restraints with cleverness,
bold conceptions with the lack of technical means. Furthermore, despite many years that have
passed since releasing last item, the organ have not been available in the form of a professional digi
tal sound library. We aim to fill the gap. We hope, we've created a valuable proposal for everyone
seeking originality in a crowded market.
B-11X you will use is also a good example of TSOP's mission, which is delivering the highest quality
pro audio products based on polish sound idioms. We strive to find and elaborate the most unique
sounds and music phenomenons to give you an opportunity to learn and to apply them in your own
productions. By buying our product, you contributed to our current and future research activities. We
hope B-11X will be not only a useful tool but also a new mark on a virtual sound map of the World.
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1.1. Multi-timbral rediscovered
The idea of B-11X origins from the synthesizer classics. It is a rediscovery of the concept of multi-tim
bral synthesizer, which was in fact a fully equipped working station offering wide variety of sounds in
many styles. Multi-timbral synthesizers were particularly effective devices in the hands of musicians
of the '80s and the '90s. Some of so-called “workstations” performed almost all tracks of many songs,
replacing live drums, live pianos, guitars and brasses. However, it is not only the usefulness that
made them so successful. The most important was the inspiration emerging from instant access to all
kind of sounds, fueling imagination with every single button press. As we know now, the world of
sounds changed dramatically since early General MIDI workstations. Musical language has incorpo
rated diverse styles of the electronic and digital music. We use greater variety of musical language as
sociations, we successfully build complete virtual orchestras, we buy separate tracks fitting exactly in
mix and also ready-made songs instead of composing them ourselves.
B-11X grows out of such new reality. We wish to create a virtual equivalent of multi-timbral synth,
which is not only a powerful tool but, and first of all, a modern inspiration for musicians and produc
ers. For those seeking ready to use, best quality sounds, we offer more than 800 ready-to-load Fac
tory Presets. For artists delving deeper into styles and musical meanings, we've prepared detailed de
scriptions of sound idioms, linked cultural meanings and creation techniques. For musicians looking
for their own, unique sound, we offer almost infinite customization capabilities.
Thank you for becoming the TSOP user.
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2. B-11X Library Overview
In this chapter, you will familiarize yourself with the general idea of B-11X, with its Factory Presets
Bank and custom technologies used.
As we mentioned earlier, the primary goal of TSOP is spreading polish sound idiom throughout the
World, to let artist know it and use it on their own. Polish electronic instruments do not constitute a
long product line. There were only few similar models designed and manufactured. However, the
most interesting issue is the design effort itself, which had been picked up by engineers against all
odds. “What would happen, if talented constructors might work in a better economical environment?
What could they achieve, knowing the same as their foreign competitors? How might the next version
of instrument sound when upgraded with modern technical solutions?”. The search for answers
quickly became the main design idea of B-11X. Genuine instrument hasn't been manufactured for
decades, production facility does not exist, and there are few items available on the secondary mar
ket. Having finished product on the screen, next to the best virtualizations of the most famous syn
thesizers you can judge the result by yourself.

2.1. Technical overview
Name: B-11X Multi-timbral Synth/Organ
Host: Native Instrument KONTAKT, KONTAKT Player
Samples: 24bit / 44.1 kHz, high quality samples of every key and every generator
Library size: approx. 200MB
Groups: 5 organ registers FLUTE + 5 analog synth generators SOLO + 2 TREMOLO SOUNDS + 4 organ
PERCUSSION + Release Samples
Max polyphony: 16 voices
Audio Effects: 2 resonant LPFs, Filter Matrix, Chorus/Flanger, Delay, Fuzz, Compressor, Stereo Mod
eler, Rotary Speaker, Wha Filter, Vibrato
MIDI processors: Block Chord Harmonizer, Keyswitches
Factory presets: 810 settings
User presets: 10 slots available
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2.2. Quality vs. Performance
Processor load generated by B-11X can vary from preset to preset. Noticeable differences comes
from the complexity of instrument structure and are normal. Some presets like stabs and noises uti
lize many layered sample groups and audio processing to get dense harmonic structure. Other pre
sets use multiple layers to give you the full and very smooth sound that fits perfectly in the mix. This
of course requires more processor power.
We decided not to optimize performance but leave it to you. Where quality mattes the most you can
take full advantage of instrument capabilities at the costs of increased processor load. In most cases
you can use built-in optimization features to achieve required performance and latency.

2.3. DAW Integration
Please note that Factory Preset Bank works independently – it controls some B-11X internals that are
inaccessible from host software. This includes preset selection which has to be done manually, like in
your outboard gear. When you use the instrument within your favorite DAW, the host does not store
preset selection with session data. To overcome this, you can name the track or make a short note in
an integrated notepad.
This minor drawback allowed us to create divide huge amount of presets into simple and intuitive cat
egories, which immediately narrows your search to the sound and style you're working on the mo
ment. Actually, we find this feature equally important for successful creative process.

2.4. General Structure of the Library
2.4.1. Factory Presets
B-11X is the sound library containing more than 800 Factory Presets from ten music genres, and di
vided into nine sound types. For every combination of genre and style you can find nine separate pro
grams. Every program stores settings of all instrument controls, and can be freely modified. The Fac
tory Bank provides sufficient space to store:
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•

Reconstructions of widely known sounds from records and concerts,

•

Imitations of classic instruments and their specific sound colorations,

•

Original settings by the TSOP, inspired by culture and literature,

•

Special effects, soundscapes and stabs,

•

Musically useful noises, cracks and signal distortions.

Certain programs also became a good opportunity to remind some episodes from Polish history,
both famous and ordinary.

2.4.2. What is B-11X program?
B-11X program is a set of settings of all instrument controls (from Instrument, Effects and Applications
panels). An exact control position is stored for every knob and slider, even if it does not process any
signal at the moment. Loading Factory Presets does not block any control in its position, so you can
reset them right after a successful load. No hidden or protected data is stored within a program.

2.4.3. Categorization System
We've designed a straightforward categorization system to let you easily navigate through over 800
Factory Presets. The system has two category groups: Music Genre and Sound Type. The table below
enlists all names from both category groups:

B-11X Categories
Music Genre

Sound Type

Classic Pop

Pad

New Pop

Lead

Dance & Techno

Organ

Vintage Rock

Piano

Grunge & Metal

Mallet

Jazz & Blues

Bass

Funky & Fusion

Stab

Movie Soundtrack

Noise
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Hip-Hop

Soundscape

Sci-Fi

While selecting above genres and sound types, we primarily followed everyday usability and intelligi
bility of musical meanings. You can find the preset you need quickly by selecting Music Genre and
Sound Type. It immediately narrows you search to 1% of all Factory Presets. The selection we chose is
easy enough to become really useful. It combines many less significant sub-styles in a number of
more general style groups tagged with well known names. Short descriptions of selected category
groups are as follows:
•

Classic Pop – The sound of electronic instruments from the 20th century top charts,

•

New Pop – Pop music of the 21st century, the era Internet,

•

Dance & Techno – Music of digital era, computers, DJs and samplers,

•

Vintage Rock – Golden era of Rock music, from the '60s to the '80s,

•

Grunge & Metal – Electronic instruments among distorted guitars and psychedelic lyrics,

•

Jazz & Blues – Electric organs, electric pianos, vibraphones and double basses since blues
roots to now,

•

Funky & Fusion – Fusion of technology and music, harmonic explorations, improvisation,

•

Movie Soundtrack – Soundscapes, musical colors and movie effects,

•

Sci-Fi – Experimental settings, special effects, unusual utilization.

•

Pad – Harmonic backgrounds, backing chords and accompaniments,

•

Lead – Single voice tunes, recognizable melody lines, solo instruments,

•

Organ – Classic, electric and synthetic organs,

•

Piano – Electric pianos and synthesizers with decaying volume envelopes,

•

Mallet – Harmonic and melodic instruments with a percussive attack,

•

Stab – Accents, hits and loop elements,

•

Noise – Noises, distorted sounds, scratches and industrial atmospheres,

•

Soundscape – Musical atmospheres and sound painted images.

2.4.4. Favourite Presets
If you find the preset you like, you can add it to Favourite Presets. The Favourite Presets list has 10
slots excluded from the categorization system, so you can store and restore the preferred preset with
a single mouse click regardless of actual search settings. Loading is straightforward – just select a
name and click the Load button.
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2.4.5. User Presets
If you want to save the changes you made, use User Presets. You can name your new preset as you
like, and add it to the Available User Presets list. The list has 10 slots. Loading is straightforward – just
pick a name and click the Load button.

2.4.6. You Can Modify Every Factory Preset
One of the B-11X advantages is the fully editable Factory Presets Bank. All presets have been created
from scratch using available user interface controls during many sessions in a reliable listening envi
ronment of the TSOP control room. The Factory Presets Bank is also a good place to start building
your own B-11X instruments. In many cases, just a slight modification might be needed to get the re
sult you need. We encourage you to do so. The B-11X license lets you modify, copy and rename Fac
tory Presets the way you wish. Finished programs might then be stored in User Presets section or saved
as a KONTAKT instrument (.nki).

2.4.7. TSOP Electro Series
B-11X is the first instrument from the TSOP series of polish electronic musical devices. We carry on re
search and design activities to provide you with the most valuable virtual equipment. Subsequent
products will be released under the TSOP Electro Series label.

2.4.8. TSOP eXtended
TSOP eXtended is the generic name of extended features of B-11X, which have been designed solely by
our team. The features are available via the Applications panel and includes the advanced Harmonizer
and the fully programmable Keyswitches module. Both modules have been briefly described below.

2.4.8.1. Harmonizer
The Harmonizer module connects B-11X with the world of harmony and intervals triggered with a sin
gle key press. You can create great variety of chords, enable and disable voices during performance,
change chord types with a single button click, and multiply root notes (unisono). From a mathemati
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cal point of view, there are 19680 different settings available, from simple intervals to 5-voice block
chords.

2.4.8.2. Keyswitches
The Keyswitches module controls selected settings of the Harmonizer and the Filter Matrix in real time
with programmable keys of instrument keyboard. The module has 8 free Slots. Setting up a functional
key is straightforward – just select a key to serve as a switch and assign a function. Available functions
are enlisted on a drop-down menu. All your settings will be saved with a preset, so you don't have to
reset them every time.

2.4.9. TSOP Technologies
TSOP elaborated two technologies for the purposes of virtual instrument projects. At the early stage
of design process, we realized how important is to preserve all details of the original instrument un
touched. Human ear is incredibly sensitive to barely measurable tonal coloration we wish to preserve
in samples. To achieve that, we had to eliminate all unwanted influences of analog and digital signal
paths. This led us to two solutions named Direct to Sample and Virtual Analog. The first one relates to
the phase of preparation of a genuine device and the actual sampling, the second one is about as
sembling a complete virtual instrument from separate samples. Some issues might be applicable to
your work, so we willingly share them.

2.4.9.1. Direct to Sample
The Direct to Sample (D2S) describes a method of sampling a
source properly to preserve every single detail of original sound
unchanged. It is not only to reflect the waveforms but also all im
portant aspects of original design and instrument control. The
D2S technology combines:
•

The optimum sample resolution for the best quality and performance,

•

Level differences between keys of the original instrument keyboard,

•

Small sound differences caused by changes in powering and grounding quality,

•

Sound differences coming from analog circuits triggered by subsequent key presses of the
same pitch,
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•

The sound of on-board filters and modulators, which can be recorded in samples,

•

Maximum output volume levels of a single voice or a module,

•

Specific key press and key release clicks,

•

Noises and hums that makes the original sound unique,

•

Unwanted distortions and interferences induced by external appliances, which have to be
eliminated,

•

Genuine analog signal paths: sockets, plugs, cables and switches that might influence the
sound.

We quickly realized, we need a source device in a very good shape to fulfill all above requirements.
Luckily, it wasn't as difficult as it seemed, and we quickly focused on subtle details during consecutive
work. A genuine instrument was prepared and sampled according to D2S guidelines, and we are con
vinced we provide you with the most accurate and highly usable virtual replica, free from technical
defects of a run-down original.

2.4.9.2. Virtual Analog
Even the best samples do not create a professional instru
ment themselves. Moreover, some sound characteristics
couldn't be recorded in samples directly, and had to be reconstructed with DSP (Digital Signal Pro
cessing). This is the scope of our Virtual Analog technology, which describes methods of assembling
an instrument in the digital domain, to reconstruct all nuances of the source. We take into account:
•

Exact mapping of original samples on the virtual keyboard,

•

The reconstruction of original panel controls and their ranges,

•

The reconstruction of Vibrato and Tremolo effects with appropriate controls and modulating
waveforms,

•

The reconstruction of on-board analog filters with exact transfer functions,

•

The full bypass option to disable digital processing and reveal all qualities of original sam
ples,

•

Exact volume and filter envelopes, sustain and decay times.
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3. Installation
3.1. Quick Start Guide
B-11X is delivered with Native Instrument KONTAKT Player host software as a KONTAKT library. It
must be activated the same way as any other library in Native Instruments Activation Service. You can
find installation and activation instructions in KONTAKT's documentation. After installation just press
Add Library to select B-11X from your folder structure. To activate the product enter the serial num
ber you've purchased.
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4. Panel Interface and Operations

In this chapter, you will familiarize yourself with B-11X features, the graphic user interface, knobs,
sliders and their actions. The instrument has five panels:

Presets – Factory Presets, Favourites and User Presets,
Instrument – Main voice control panel,
Effects – Filters, Effects and Amplifiers,
Applications – Custom TSOP features: the Harmonizer and the Keyswitches,
Help – Block diagram of instrument structure.

4.1. Presets Panel
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4.1. Presets Panel
Presets panel controls let you load and save User Presets, browse Factory Presets, and add selected
presets to Favourites, to quickly access them later. Every preset aggregates all settings from every
panel: Instrument, Effects, Applications. Exact control position is stored for every knob and slider, even
if it does not process any signal at the moment. Loading a preset does not block any control in its po
sition, so you can reset them right after a successful load. No hidden or protected data is stored
within a program.
Presets Panel is divided into three sections:
•

Factory Presets,

•

Favourites,

•

User Presets.

4.1.1. Factory Presets Section
The Factory Presets section lets you browse and load
factory settings. It has two menus (Music Genre,
Sound Type) you can use to navigate through cate
gories, and to narrow your search. Presets from se
lected category will then be displayed on the list.

4.1.1.1. Music Genre
The Music Genre menu control lets you narrow you search to one of the following
names:
Classic Pop – The sound of electronic instruments from the 20th century top
charts,
New Pop -- Pop music of the 21st century, the era of Internet,,
Dance & Techno – Music of digital era, computers, DJs and samplers,
Vintage Rock – Golden era of Rock music, from the '60s to the '80s,
Grunge & Metal – Electronic instruments among distorted guitars and psychedelic
lyrics,,
Jazz & Blues – Electric organs, electric pianos, vibraphones and double basses
since blues roots to now,
Funky & Fusion – Fusion of technology and music, harmonic explorations, improvisation,
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Movie Soundtrack – Soundscapes, musical colors and movie effects,
Sci-Fi – Experimental settings, special effects, unusual utilization.

4.1.1.2. Sound Type
The Sound Type drop-down menu contains following names to choose from:
Pad – Harmonic backgrounds, backing chords and accompaniments,
Lead – Single voice tunes, recognizable melody lines, solo instruments,
Organ – Classic, electric and synthetic organs,
Piano – Electric pianos and synthesizers with decaying volume envelopes,
Mallet – Harmonic and melodic instruments with a percussive attack,
Stab – Accents, hits and loop elements,
Noise – Noises, distorted sounds, scratches and industrial atmospheres,
Soundscape – Musical atmospheres and sound painted images.

4.1.1.3. Factory Presets in Category
Below the drop-down menu control there is a list of se
lected factory presets in a category. Enlisted presets be
longs to actually selected Music Genre and Sound Type.
You may highlight the preset to load, by clicking its name – the gray button turns red then.

4.1.1.4. Load
Press the Load button to start loading selected preset to the memory.
Please note that all current settings on all panel will be replaced with
loaded data. The Undo feature is not available, so if you want to save your
work use User Programs or KONTAKT instrument file (.nki).

4.1.2. Program Name Syntax
Some Factory Presets Names contain abbreviations placed in brackets to indicate extra features. You
can find following marks:
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•

KS – The preset uses the Keyswitches. You can read the current configuration from the Appli
cations > Keyswitches section.

•

VS – The sound depends on MIDI Velocity (Velocity Sense). You can read sensitivity settings
from the Effects > FilterMatrix section.

•

Split – The keyboard is divided into regions (Keyboard Range) to use the Harmonizer. You can
read range settings from the Applications > Block Chord Harmonizer section.

•

_ voices – Polyphony is restricted to the enlisted number of voices. Note that base
polyphony depends mostly on a number of generators enabled and Harmonizer settings.

For example: The preset named „Rusty Brass (KS, VS)” uses keyswitches (KS) and depends on MIDI
Velocity (VS) to sound the best.

4.1.3. Selecting and Loading Factory Presets
Caution! Loading factory preset irreversibly overwrites all current settings. Undo
feature is not available. If you wish to save your work, use KONTAKT instrument
file (.nki) or User Presets, which have been described in next chapters.
The Factory Preset loading sequence is as follows:
1.

Pick Music Genre from the drop-down menu,

2.

Pick Sound Type from the drop-down menu,

3.

You have already selected 9 programs according to picked criteria,

4.

Pick a single program form the list and highlight it by clicking its name,

5.

Press the Load button under the list and wait for a while. B-11X displays the Please Wait mes
sage box while executing the command.

At the start, B-11X software always sets category names to Classic Pop and Pad.

4.1.3.1. Double Click and „Drag and Drop” Actions
KONTAKT application does not support double clicks to open a preset from the list. Loading a preset
is always triggered by the Load button. It protects from unintended overwrites as well, given that
Undo feature is not available. Dragging and dropping with a mouse is not supported either. If you
drag a factory preset name and drop it on the Favourite Presets list nothing will happen. To do so,
you should use dedicated buttons.
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4.1.4. Favourite Presets Section
The Favourites section lets you
create your own list of pre
ferred factory presets. To avoid
ambiguity, User Presets cannot
be added to the list. All updates
of the Favourites are immedi
ately saved to disk, so you don't
have to execute any additional
command.

4.1.4.1. Available Favourite Presets
The list consists of 10 slots you can fill as you like. Operations are the same as those of the Factory
Preset list – click on a gray bar to activate a slot and highlight it in red. Activated position becomes a
target of button's actions: Add Current, Remove Selected, Load.

4.1.4.2. Add Current
The Add Current button adds highlighted factory preset to a highlighted list
slot. The highlighted factory name appears on the list replacing the previous
label. The operation is irreversible, so ensure you've picked proper slots on
both lists. There are no other restrictions – you can add the same name to
different slots several times.
Changing order on the list by dragging and dropping with a mouse is not available either. If you need
factory presets in a particular arrangement you should unfortunately reconstruct the list from
scratch.
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4.1.4.3. Remove Selected
This button removes a highlighted name from the Favourites. It is not possi
ble to highlight several slots simultaneously using the CTRL or SHIFT key, you
should always clear the list slot by slot.

4.1.4.4. Load
The button has been described previously. It simply loads a highlighted pre
set to the instrument. Please note that all knob positions will be changed.
Loading a preset irreversibly overwrites all current settings.

4.1.5. Selecting and Loading Favorite Presets
Caution! Loading a favorite preset irreversibly overwrites all current settings.
Undo feature is not available. If you want to save your work, use KONTAKT instru
ment file (.nki) or User Presets described in next chapters.
At the start of software all unused slots will be replaced with initial factory preset names. The se
quence of loading a preset is simple:
1.

Pick a name from the list,

2.

Press the Load button and wait for a while. B-11X displays the Please Wait message box while
executing the command.

4.1.5.1. Double Click and „Drag and Drop” Actions
KONTAKT application does not support double clicks to open a preset from the list. Loading a preset
is always triggered by the Load button. It protects from unintended overwrites as well, given that
Undo feature is not available. Dragging and dropping with a mouse is not supported either. If you
drag factory preset name and drop it on the Favourite Presets list nothing will happen. To do so, you
should use dedicated buttons.
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4.1.6. User Presets Section

The User Presets section lets you save your work to a disk for later use. User preset has the same data
structure as factory preset. It aggregates settings of all knobs and sliders of the instrument. You can
give your preset a distinctive name, but it does not have to be unique. User presets names may be
the same as factory presets, and may repeat – there are no limitations here. User Presets are stored
in “..UserPreset... .nka” files inside /Data subfolder. You can copy these files to different locations or
overwrite them with previously saved ones. This way you can create multiple custom preset banks.
Caution! Loading and saving presets are ASYNCHRONOUS OPERATIONS, executed
by your operating system, with a limited control from B-11X. We equipped our
software with the features that handle asynchronous execution correctly. How
ever, in certain cases of increased system load, operations can fail, resulting in
wrong settings loaded. In such case, first, we recommend to close other applications running
on your system and click “LOAD” again. It is also important to keep your HDD in overall good
condition, therefore we recommend to run HDD error checking and defragmentation regularly.

4.1.6.1. Available User Presets
There are 10 free slots to store your programs on the list. Unused slots will be given default names –
"User Preset 1...10". An active slot is highlighted in red and becomes a target of Save and Load com
mands.
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4.1.6.2. Enter Name
This is the text area to enter your preset's name. To activate the control,
click the text in brackets and start typing. To accept an entered name,
press Enter or click somewhere outside the control.

4.1.6.3. Save
The Save button sets preset's name to the one you typed in the Enter Name
control, and writes your settings to a disk. The B-11X displays the Please Wait
message box while executing the command.

4.1.6.4. Load
The Load button reads your settings from a disk, and sets all controls and
sliders to new positions. The operation replaces the settings you made up
to the moment. The B-11X displays the Please Wait message box while exe
cuting the command.

4.1.7. Creating and Loading User Presets
Caution! Loading a user preset irreversibly overwrites all current knob and slider
positions. Undo feature is not available. If you want to save your changes, you
have to create another User Preset or create a KONTAKT instrument file (.nki).

The sequence of saving User Preset is as follows:
1.

Activate the Enter Name text area and type a new name.

2.

Highlight the slot you want to save your preset to,

3.

Press the Save button and wait for a while. The B-11X displays the Please Wait message box
while executing the save command.

The sequence of loading User Preset is straightforward:
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1.

Pick and highlight a name.

2.

Press the Load button and wait for a while. The B-11X displays the Please Wait message box
while executing the command

4.1.7.1. Double Click and „Drag and Drop” Actions
KONTAKT application does not support double clicks to open a preset from the list. Loading a preset
is always triggered by the Load button. It protects from unintended overwrites as well, given that
Undo feature is not available. Dragging and dropping with a mouse is not supported either. If you
want to change list order, you have to load a preset and save it to another location. If you drag a user
preset name and drop it on the Favourite Presets list nothing will happen either.
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4.2. Instrument Panel

The Instrument panel is actually the virtual replica. It consists of main instrument sections and con
trols – organ registers, synth generators, volume sliders and effects that have been reconstructed. It
includes 4 voice sections: Flute, Solo, Tremolo, Percussion, the volume control section and the effect
section. B-11X's basic sound is mixed from signals from each section. A single voice channel consists
of knobs and sliders aligned vertically inside a section frame.
The Instrument panel is a product of our Virtual Analog technology – an exact model of the analog
source. By bypassing all effects and setting up volume controls to their default values, you obtain a
direct sound of the genuine analog device, without digital processing, normalization and filtering. You
can read a brief description of the Virtual Analog technology in previous chapters.
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4.2.1. Virtual Improvements
4.2.1.1. Additional Voice Tune Controls

Genuine B-11X lacked voice tuning feature. As you probably see for yourself, it was a significant limi
tation. Detuning voices greatly enhances a sound with additional harmonics. It also creates a wide
stereo space and a natural Chorus effect that significantly influences a basic sound. Voice channel
tune knobs can be switch off immediately, so we decided to 'virtually improve' the original by en
abling tune controls for 10 generators.

4.2.1.2. Additional Volume Control

The lack of volume control of a single Solo generator was another drawback of an original analog de
vice. We decided to enable separate volume controls in the B-11X. Great variety of factory presets
have been created thanks to this upgrade. The option does not lower the accuracy of virtual replica.
You can always revert to original settings by restoring default values of all knobs with CTRL+click.

4.2.1.3. Additional Decay Controls

The analog instrument had two voice sections with decaying volume envelopes: the Tremolo and the
Percussion. Decay time had been controlled by an alternating switch with Slow/Fast options. After a se
ries of tests, we decided not to record fast decaying envelopes in samples. It is now reconstructed
with a standard ADSR envelope, and allows for greater flexibility. The advantages of sampling the en
velopes are insignificant compared to continuous control provided by the knob. If you want to revert
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to original Slow settings, you only need to turn the Decay knob all the way left. This allows samples to
fade out naturally.
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4.2.2. Flute Section

The Flute section has five organ registers, which have been extended with tune controls. Each register
channel consists of a vertical volume slider and a silver tune knob. A purpose and a range of each
control has been described in the table below. To restore default settings, hold the CTRL key and click
the control.

Flute Section Voices
Pitch

Interval

Organ Pipe Name

Volume control

Tune Control

16'

Sub-Octave

Bourdon

inf...0 dB
(default -6dB)

-0.7...0.7 halftone
(default 0)

8'

Unison

Principal

inf...0 dB
(default -6dB)

-0.7...0.7 halftone
(default 0)

4'

Octave

Octave

inf...0 dB
(default -6dB)

-0.7...0.7 halftone
(default 0)

2 2/3'

12th

Nazard

inf...0 dB
(default -6dB)

-0.7...0.7 halftone
(default 0)

2'

15th

Flute

inf...0 dB
(default -6dB)

-0.7...0.7 halftone
(default 0)
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4.2.2.1. Bypassing a Voice
You can bypass a voice signal path by moving the slider all the way down. It not only re
duces volume to the minimum, but also bypasses all sample groups and allocated sampler
voices. KONTAKT application immediately stops processing related samples, which signifi
cantly reduces processor load as well. You should keep it in mind while creating your own
programs – always move unused sliders of barely heard organ registers all the way down.
You can achieve better overall performance and greater polyphony this way.
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4.2.3. Solo Section

The Solo section has five generators with analog synth characteristics that have been extended with
tune and volume controls compared to original design. Each generator channel consists of a rectan
gular on/off switch, a green volume knob and a silver tune knob. The purpose and the range of each
regulator has been described in the table below. To restore default settings, hold the CTRL key and
click the control.

Solo Section Voices
Name

Interval

Switch

Volume

Tune

16' Trombone

Sub-Octave

On/Off

inf...0 dB
(default -6dB)

-0.7...0.7 halftone
(default 0)

8' Trompette

Unison

On/Off

inf...0 dB
(default -6dB)

-0.7...0.7 halftone
(default 0)

8' Clarinet

Unison

On/Off

inf...0 dB
(default -6dB)

-0.7...0.7 halftone
(default 0)

8' Violin

Unison

On/Off

inf...0 dB
(default -6dB)

-0.7...0.7 halftone
(default 0)

4' String

Octave

On/Off

inf...0 dB
(default -6dB)

-0.7...0.7 halftone
(default 0)
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4.2.3.1. Bypassing a Voice
Moving the switch to Off position bypasses generator's signal path. It not only
switches off the sound but also bypasses related sample groups and allocated
sampler voices. KONTAKT application immediately stops processing related
samples that significantly reduces processor load as well. You should keep it in
mind while creating your own programs – always switch off unused or barely
heard Solo generators. You can achieve better overall performance and greater
polyphony this way.

4.2.4. Tremolo Sounds Section
The Tremolo Sounds section has two specific voices of analog synthesizer
with a decaying envelope. Decay times of both Sustain generators are con
trolled with the single Decay knob. A single generator has only a switch –
there is no separate volume control. The purpose and the range of each
regulator has been described in the table below. To restore default settings,
hold the CTRL key and click the control.

Tremolo Sounds Section Voices
Name

Switch

Decay

Volume

Tune

Sustain 1

On/Off

3 - 1900 ms

-

-

Sustain 2

On/Off

3 - 1900 ms

-

-

4.2.4.1. Bypassing a Voice
Moving the switch to Off position bypasses generator's signal path. It not only switches off the sound
but also bypasses related sample groups and allocated sampler voices. KONTAKT application immedi
ately stops processing related samples that significantly reduces processor load as well. You should
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keep it in mind while creating your own programs – always switch off unused
or barely heard Tremolo generators. You can achieve better overall perfor
mance and greater polyphony this way.

4.2.5. Percussion Section
The Percussion section has 4 generators of a typical per
cussive attack which is widely used in electric organs. A
decaying envelope is similar to the Tremolo section. Decay
times of all registers are controlled with the single Decay
knob. Individual register has only a switch – there is no
separate volume control. The purpose and the range of
each regulator has been described in the table below. To
restore default settings hold the CTRL key and click the
control.

Percussion Section Voices
Name

Decay

Switch

Volume

Tune

8'

3 - 1800 ms

On/Off

-

-

4'

3 - 1800 ms

On/Off

-

-

2 2/3'

3 - 1800 ms

On/Off

-

-

2'

3 - 1800 ms

On/Off

-

-

4.2.5.1. Bypassing a Voice
Moving the button to Off position bypasses all signal paths. It not only switches
off the sound but also bypasses related sample groups and allocated sampler
voices. KONTAKT application immediately stops processing related samples
that significantly reduces processor load as well. You should keep it in mind
while creating your own programs – always switch off barely heard Percussion
generators. You can achieve better overall performance and greater polyphony this way.
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4.2.6. Volume Controls Section
The Volume Controls section has four volume sliders to control
sums of Flute, Solo, Tremolo and Percussion sections. Above the
sliders there are signaling diodes that flashes when signal reaches
an overload threshold. The purpose and the range of each regula
tor has been described in the table below. To restore default set
tings just hold the CTRL key and click a slider.

Volume Controls Section Channels
Name

Switch

Volume

Overload diode treshold

Flute

-

inf...0 dB
(default -6dB)

> 0 dB

Solo

-

inf...0 dB
(default -6dB)

> 0 dB

Tremolo

-

inf...0 dB
(default -6dB)

> 0 dB

Perc.

-

inf...0 dB
(default -6dB)

> 0 dB

4.2.6.1. Bypassing a Voice
Section volume regulators does not switch off section voices when moved all the way
down. It would have been a duplication of the bypassing feature of a single voice. Slider, at
its lowest position, simply turns down section volume to zero, but does not switch any sam
ple group.
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4.2.7. Effect Controls Section
The Effect Controls section has been mostly rebuilt compared to the
original. The biggest change is that the original Repeat effect has
been replaced with Release samples section controls. The decision
of removing Repeat from virtual replica was driven by the fact that
note repetition is very easy to program in almost every MIDI se
quencer with much greater control. Other original effects – the
Wha-Wha and the Vibrato – have been reconstructed with KON
TAKT's filters and pitch modulators. The purpose and the range of
each regulator has been described in the table below. To restore
default settings just hold the CTRL key and click a slider.

Effect Controls Section Controls
Name

Description

Control range

Wha-Wha

Enables hpf filter

On/Off

Vibrato

Enables Vibrato effect

On/Off

Release

Enables Release Samples

On/Off

Vibrato Depth

Vibrato depth

0 - 4.7 halftone

Vibrato Speed

Vibrato speed

0 - 5.4 Hz

Release Level

Release Samples level

inf...0 dB (default 0dB)

4.2.7.1. Release Samples
Release samples contains clicking sounds of a disconnecting electric circuit that appear with every key
release of the analog device. It usually comes from tiny electric discharges between contact surfaces
located under a key. The presence of such clicks greatly enhances the realism of analog sound. B-11X
has the release samples layout almost as big as basic samples. Every pitch of every generator has
been processed to extract release tails. B-11X matches sound groups in real time and triggers appro
priate release samples with the „MIDI Key Off” action. Furthermore, you can set the volume precisely
using the stepless Release Level volume slider.
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4.3. Effects Panel

The Effects panel combines various types of effects, filters and modulators, greatly expanding genuine
device features. Every module has been carefully designed to match sound characteristics of the orig
inal. It also provides an answer for the interesting design question: “How might the original instru
ment sound when upgraded with the most recent technical solutions at the time?”. Our enhanced vir
tual replica has become very flexible, very musical, good sounding and easy to program thanks to the
extra effects. It wouldn't be possible to create many factory preset without the additional modules. It
wouldn't be easy to match music genre requirements either.
It's a pity that constructors probably had no opportunity to include, at least basic effect set that might
lift their product to a higher level. We claim that primary idea might have been transformed to a really
competitive product with some additional effort.
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The Effects panels is divided into four sections – FilterMatrix, Modulation, Space and Output. Each sec
tion contains one or more effect modules with knobs and switches. The number of possible effect
settings is basically infinite. From the mathematical point of view, you can set panel controls in 1.0
e+56 different ways. All modules have been carefully designed to take full advantage of analog char
acteristics of sound samples. You can quickly transform monophonic voices into spatial musical at
mospheres, sharp accents, synthetic pianos, organs and great variety of special effects.
Despite of considerable number of knobs and sliders, panel operations shouldn't be difficult for you
to comprehend. You may explore B-11X capabilities experimenting with different settings. You may
also read following chapters prior to making any change, to familiarize yourself with each knob, slider
and fixed factory settings.
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4.3.1. Filter Matrix Section

The Filter Matrix section lets you tune multiple digital filters located in signal paths of all basic voices.
You have two types of low-pass filters at your disposal, with separate controls of Cutoff frequency,
Resonance and MIDI Velocity Sensing. The filters differs in timbre – the Type I is more aggressive, and
becomes unstable when set to higher Resonance values. The Type II has more gentle characteristics in
pass-band, and it is stable in every setting.
You enable filter types in signal paths of selected voices with 16 red switches. The switch has three
positions: middle – neutral, upper (I) – enables the filter of Type I, lower (II) – enables the filter of Type
II. Every switch has a label with section and voice names it relates to.

4.3.1.1. Keyswitches. Controlling Filters from Keyboard
You can enable filters with panel switches and also with instrument keyboard and MIDI commands.
You can configure the Keyswitches module (described in the chapter Application Panel) to control filter
switching. Thus, filters may be rhythmically switched on and off to create modern filtering effects.
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4.3.2. Modulation Section

The Modulation section includes the Chorus and the Phaser – two common effects based on periodic
modulations of pitch and phase. You enable a module with the Selector switch on the right.

The switch has three positions. By moving the red handle up, you enable the Type I Phaser,
by moving the handle down, you enable the Type II Chorus. Setting the handle to the mid
dle position bypasses both effects. A red diode placed above the Mix knob indicates mod
ule activation, it turns red when a module is enabled. It may happen that the Mix knob
has been turned almost all the way left, and the effect is barely audible. Keep in mind to
set the Selector to the neutral position, if you are not using any modulation at the mo
ment, to reduce processor load.

The Chorus makes an impression of multiple sound
sources or simultaneous play of a group of musicians.
It achieves that by adding a number of pitch modu
lated and time shifted copies to original signal. Modu
lation parameters are controlled by there knobs: Depth (pitch change range), Speed (rate of pitch
change) and Phase (time shift of modulated copies).

The Phaser transforms signal copies by modu
lating the phase (time shift). It changes the
timbre periodically, but pitch remains the
same. The table below enlists all tunable pa
rameters and their ranges.
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Modulation Section Controls
Effect Name

Control Name

Control Range

Control Target

Phaser

Depth

0 - 100 %

Phase modulation depth

Phaser

Speed

0.05 - 8 Hz

Phase modulation speed

Phaser

Phase

0 - 90°

Phase shift of modulated signal copy

Phaser

Feedback

0 - 100 %

Feedback level of the phaser output signal

Phaser

Mix

100% dry - 100% wet

Direct to modulated signal ratio

Chorus

Depth

0 - 100 %

Pitch modulation depth

Chorus

Speed

0.05 - 8 Hz

Pitch modulation speed

Chorus

Phase

0 - 90°

Pitch modulation phase shift

Chorus

Mix

100% dry - 100% wet

Direct to modulated signal ratio

4.3.3. Space Section

The Space section includes the Stereo Delay – the classic echo effect that creates stereophonic acoustic
space. There are five knobs available to shape the space to you liking. You enable the effect by turn
ing the Mix knob from its minimum position until the diode turns red. The table below enlists all pa
rameters and their ranges.

Space Effect Controls
Effect Name

Control Name

Control Range

Control Target

Delay

Time

5 ms - 2.9 s

Time delay between echo taps

Delay

Damping

0 - 100 %

High frequency damping of echo taps

Delay

Pan

0 - 100 %

Stereo spread of echo taps

Delay

Feedback

0 - 100 %

Output signal feedback level, fade time of the
effect

Delay

Mix

100% dry - 100% wet

Direct to effect signal ratio
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4.3.3.1. Bypassing an Effect
Please keep in mind to set the Mix knob all the way left whenever possible. The effect will be by
passed then and the diode above will be highlighted in red. Bypassed effect does not put additional
load on a processor. It may happen that you set the Mix knob to a very low but non-zero value, when
the effect is barely audible. It just takes processor power and makes no difference. You can release
resources immediately by turning the Mix knob all the way left to bypass the section.

4.3.4. Output Section

The Output section includes four amplification effects that shape mixed output signal and stereo
phonic sound: the Fuzz, the Compressor, the Stereo Modeler and the Rotary Speaker. There is also a
master volume slider (VOL) at the bottom.
The volume slider is linked with the main volume slider of KON
TAKT instrument. A VOL slider position is always saved with a pre
set. Note that the Output section slider has priority over KONTAKT's regulators. It is necessary to con
trol master volume from inside because of significant level differences between settings that must be
compensated. B-11X has a lot of voices and effect that sum to a stereo output signal and vary the
level. It means that every VOL slider change will be reflected in a KONTAKT instrument's control strip.
The opposite does not work this way. You can move KONTAKT slider, but it reverts to a VOL slider
value after the next interface refresh. It might be a change of your habits, but you'll surely appreciate
that after creating your first programs. The table below enlists the parameter and its range.

Volume Control
Effect Name
Volume

Control Name
VOL

Control Range
-inf....+12dB
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Control Target
Overall instrument volume
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4.3.4.1. Fuzz
The Fuzz effect has only one knob and a diode. It is basically a digital simulation of valve
amplifier that you can overdrive like a real thing. The knob controls amplifier's gain, gradu
ally adding distortion and upper harmonics. You enable the effect by moving the knob
from extreme left position, which also lights up the diode. The Fuzz is bypassed, if you turn
the knob all the way left, and it does not put an additional load on a processor.

Fuzz Effect Controls
Effect Name

Control Name

Fuzz

Fuzz

Control Range
0 - 100 %

Control Target
Virtual valve amplifier gain

4.3.4.2. Compressor
The classic Compressor effect that reduces dynamic range of an output signal. There is only
one knob available from a number of standard compressor knobs, which sets a signal
threshold. Other regulators has been fixed in carefully selected values after a series of
tests, to match typical level envelopes of a B-11X signal. Consequently, it is easy to operate
and effective. You enable the effect by moving the knob from its extreme left position, which also
lights up the diode. The Compressor will be bypassed, if you turn the knob all the way left.

Compressor Effect Controls
Effect Name

Control Name

Control Range

Control Target

Compressor

Compress

0 …-68dB

Compressor treshold

Compressor

-

Constant value 1:1.5

Gain reduction above treshold

Compressor

-

Constant value 1.0ms

Gain reduction attack time

Compressor

-

Constant value 50ms

Gain reduction release time

4.3.4.3. Stereo Modeler
The Stereo Modeler finally shapes an output signal, which have been altered by previous
modules: the Chorus, the Phaser and the Delay. The range of the single control knob ex
tends from mono to widened stereo. The effect lets you fit a sound to required music genre
characteristic. You enable the effect by moving the knob from its extreme left position,
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which also lights up the diode. The Stereo modeler will be bypassed, if you turn the knob all the way
left.

Stereo Modeler Effect Controls
Effect Name

Control Name

Control Range

Control Target

Stereo Modeler

Stereo

mono…pseudo-stereo

Stereo width

Stereo Modeler

-

Constant value = Center Stereo L-R shift

4.3.4.4. Rotary Speaker
The Rotary Speaker is a simulation of a classic organ amplifier with rotating
horns and bass speakers. The specific sound coloration coming from wooden
cabinet defines the well-recognized electric organ sound idiom. Internal
speaker usually rotate with two speeds, as well as our virtual equivalent.

The Rotary Speaker has two controls: the Speaker knob that mixes direct signal and effect output, and
the Speed switch that alternates between two rotation speeds. The switch has three positions: the up
per (I) enables slow rotation, the lower (II) enables fast rotation, and the middle, which bypasses the
effect. Bypassing the Rotary Speaker slightly reduces processor load.
The Speaker knob adjusts dry to wet ratio. It is worth mentioning, that it wouldn't be possible in a real
speaker cabinet, outside digital domain. Direct signal from electric organ always flows the same path,
through amplifier and rotary speaker, which introduce a stereo animation and sound coloration.
Thanks to the virtualization, you can gradually control both aspects. The table below enlists all param
eters and their ranges.

Rotary Speaker Effect Controls
Effect Name

Control Name

Control Range

Control Target

Rotary Speaker

Speaker

dry...wet

Direct to effect signal ratio

Rotary Speaker

Speed

I...0...II
(slow...bypass...fast)

Revolution speed of virtual speaker
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4.4. Applications Panel

The Applications panel includes two modules: the Block Chord Harmonizer and the Keyswitches. Both
modules have been designed by TSOP to extend B-11X MIDI control capabilities. the Block Chord Har
monizer automatically creates block chords based on root notes you play on the instrument key
board, opening up a new palette of musical colors. You don't have to know much about musical har
mony to start creating quite advanced block chord structures. We built in a number of ready-to-use
chord templates triggered with a single key press.
You can also control the Harmonizer by means of the second module – the Keyswitches. The module
provides eight programmable function keys you can set up as you like.
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4.4.1. Block Chord Harmonizer Section

The Block Chord Harmonizer has be designed by TSOP to extend MIDI capabilities of the instrument. It
connects B-11X to the world of musical harmony and intervals, triggered with a single key press. The
Harmonizer generates additional chord notes and sends them directly to sampler's engine. You can
create great variety of block chords, enable and disable particular voices during a live performance,
change chord type with a single button click, and multiply root notes (unisono). From a mathematical
point of view, there are 19680 different settings available, from simple intervals to 5-voice block
chords.
Generated notes are not transmitted via MIDI out.

4.4.1.1. Chord Building Logic
Read carefully the following chapter. It seems long and complicated but the information isn't difficult.
You surely can read it through.
At the beginning, you shall understand the concept of Block Chord. Simply put, it is a type of chord
with constant interval structure. Chord structure is determined by distances between forming notes
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and root note, measured in halftones. Block chords have fixed interval layouts, regardless of actual
root pitch. By moving a block chord on a keyboard, we simply transpose every chord note by the
same interval. It somewhat looks like a train and its wagons – regardless of an actual arrangement, all
wagons move in the same direction and with the same speed, covering the same distance.
Block Chord movements create basic polyphony, but voices are not considered independent. They al
ways move parallel to root note movements. Human hearing system tends to blend the voices with
root note and treat them as regular harmonics rather than simultaneous playing of musicians. It only
needs to hear a short sequence of successive block chords to detect parallelism. This feature is widely
used by professional composers to extend harmonic textures.
Knowing what the block chord is, you can now learn the basics of the Block Chord Harmonizer:
•

Every key you press becomes a root note of block chord.

•

Additional voices are generated at the moment of key press.

•

A basic chord structure (intervals) is determined by a selected Chord Type.

•

You can modify a basic structure with the Level knob and the Octave Shift switch.

•

The Harmonizer processes your settings and generates additional MIDI notes to send to the
sampler's engine.

•

Sampler's engine plays the notes using the current sound.

In short: you press a key, the Harmonizer adds chord components according to panel settings and
sends MIDI commands to the sampler's engine. Therefore, the result depends mostly on basic struc
ture of a Chord Type. The structures have been built in the software, and cannot be changed, but you
can modify them to some degree by transposition and level adjustement. The table below describes
all built-in block chord structures.

Chord Structures of the Harmonizer
Chord Type

Voice 1 Interval

Voice 2 Interval

Voice 3 Interval

Voice 4 Interval

No Chord

-

-

-

-

Quartal

perfect 4 up

minor 7 up

octave + minor 3 up

octave + minor 6 up

Octave

2 octaves down

1 octave down

1 octave down

2 octaves up

Major

major 3 up

perfect 5 up

major 6 up

octave up

Minor

minor 3 up

perfect 5 up

major 6 up

octave up

7th

major 3 up

perfect 5 up

minor 7 up

octave up

9th

major 3 up

perfect 5 up

minor 7 up

octave + major 2 up
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The adverbs up and down designate directions on instrument keyboard, in which the intervals are cal
culated.

4.4.1.2. Voice Control Strip. Modifying Intervals and Levels

The Harmonizer lets you modify every single voice of a basic chord structure. You can transpose a
voice by one or two octaves up or down to create multiple variations including unisono, close posi
tions, open positions, dissonances and high pitch additives. The maximum span is 8 octaves. Every
voice has a separate control strip containing a white Level knob and a horizontal Octave Shift switch.

4.4.1.3. Level Knob
Level knob enables particular voice and sets its level. You enable a voice by mov
ing the knob from its extreme left position, that also lights up the signaling diode.
If enabled, the knob determines a MIDI velocity value of a voice, which is a per
centage of root note event velocity. If you turn the knob all the way right (100%),
all added voices receive the same MIDI velocity value as the root note. By that means, you can tune
the Harmonizer to velocity sensitive Filter Matrix filters (Velocity Sensing).
The Harmonizer lives in the quantized reality, so it happens that the module sometimes responds in
steps to an incoming velocity. The step behavior occurs when note's MIDI velocity multiplied by a
Level knob value gives a number between 0 and 1 that must be rounded in the digital domain. Added
voices may suddenly disappear when you play soft on the keyboard. It isn't a major drawback, more
over, it may be even creatively used.
All voice settings are saved with a User Preset. They are also stored with every Factory Preset.

4.4.1.4. Octave Shift Switch
Octave Shift switch lets you transpose a chord note in the range of 5 octaves (two octaves up and two
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octaves down). Switch operation is straightforward – just move
the red handle to a position below desired value: -2, -1, 0, +1, +2.
In the middle setting, notes are not transposed, and you obtain
the initial interval setting of the enabled Chord Type.
Please note, that voice transpositions can be independently set and saved for every Chord Type. If you
modify Quartal and Major chord types in different ways, both changes will be saved with a preset. It is
a great advantage, as you can alter every basic chord structure and store all settings on a disk.

4.4.1.5. Setting up Active Keyboard Range
The Harmonizer needs to know a keyboard range you want to use to control it. It must be configured
to read root notes from selected keys. Not every MIDI note may trigger a block chord. You can limit an
active range to an octave or two. For example: you can set up an active range in higher octaves to en
hance a melody while keeping bass lines unaltered. There are no restrictions put on region limits, but
it is always a continuous range.
You can select between two methods to set up active region:
•

Setting a range with a keyboard,

•

Editing text controls directly.

Method 1. Setting the Range with Instrument Keyboard.

To do so, you must press the Select button of the Active Keyboard
Range section. When the button is enabled, the diode is highlighted in
red, and the Harmonizer waits for two successive key presses. The
lowest MIDI note becomes the lower limit, and the highest becomes
the upper limit of an active range. Both entered values will be dis
played in text controls below the button. If you press two keys in re
verse order (higher > lower) the software will recognize that, and it will reorder the keys properly. To
confirm your selection, just release the Select button. Entered values are always saved with User Pre
set.
Method 2. Editing Text Controls Directly

You can also set an active range by entering MIDI note names to text controls directly. To start typing,
double click and activate the text area, then type a MIDI note name and press Enter. You can also
scroll the list of all MIDI notes with a mouse. If you move the mouse pointer above the text control
and press the left button, you can scroll the list by moving the mouse up or down. To scroll the list in
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halftone steps use small arrows on the right side of the control. To
confirm you selection, just click somewhere outside the text area. En
tered values are always saved with a User Preset.

4.4.1.6. Switching Between Chord Types
You can activate picked Chord Type inside the Active Keyboard Range in two ways:
•

Statically, by pressing an appropriate button,

•

Dynamically, by using the Keyswitches in real time.
Method 1:

The first method is straightforward, and reduces to a single button
click. The picked Chord Type is also marked with the red diode near
the button. Your choice will be saved with User Preset. If you want to
switch off the Harmonizer completely, press the No Chord button,
which bypasses all the algorithm and significantly reduces proces
sor load.
Method 2:

You can also configure functional keys to dynamically switch be
tween chord types. The method have been described in details in
next chapters.

4.4.1.7. Harmonizer Performance
It isn't difficult to predict that using complex chords along complex sounds might put much load on a
processor. Indeed, it isn't so rare. Simple calculation shows, that using all Harmonizer features with
four voice polyphony generates 20 voices, which must be rendered by the sampler's engine with
multi-layered B-11X sounds. It is like using all fingers by two piano players in the same time. Thus,
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you should take it into account while programming you own sounds.

4.4.2. Keyswitches Section

With the Keyswitches module you can transform eight independent instrument keys into function
keys. You can select from 42 action targets and map them to function keys the way you like. The table
below enlist available options.

Available Keyswitch Target Actions
Keyswitch Menu Short Name

Full Name

Target Module

Voice1 Off

Voice1 Off

Harmonizer

Voice2 Off

Voice2 Off

Harmonizer

Voice3 Off

Voice3 Off

Harmonizer

Voice4 Off

Voice4 Off

Harmonizer

Ch.Quartal On

Chord Quartal On

Harmonizer

Ch.Octave On

Chord Octave On

Harmonizer

Ch.Major On

Chord Major On

Harmonizer

Ch.Minor On

Chord Minor On

Harmonizer

Ch.7th On

Chord 7th On

Harmonizer

Ch.9th On

Chord 9th On

Harmonizer

Flt.S16-1 On

Filter Solo 16 Type 1 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.S16-2 On

Filter Solo 16 Type 2 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.S8T-1 On

Filter Solo 8 Trompette Type 1 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.S8T-2 On

Filter Solo 8 Trompette Type 2 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.S8C-1 On

Filter Solo 8 Clarinet Type 1 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.S8C-2 On

Filter Solo 8 Clarinet Type 2 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.S8V-1 On

Filter Solo 8 Violin Type 1 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.S8V-2 On

Filter Solo 8 Violin Type 2 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.S4-1 On

Filter Solo 4 Type 1 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.S4-2 On

Filter Solo 4 Type 2 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.F16-1 On

Filter Flute 16 Type 1 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.F16-2 On

Filter Flute 16 Type 2 On

Filter Matrix
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Flt.F8-1 On

Filter Flute 8 Type 1 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.F8-2 On

Filter Flute 8 Type 2 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.F4-1 On

Filter Flute 4 Type 1 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.F4-2 On

Filter Flute 4 Type 2 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.F223-1 On

Filter Flute 2 2/3 Type 1 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.F223-2 On

Filter Flute 2 2/3 Type 2 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.F2-1 On

Filter Flute 2 Type 1 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.F2-2 On

Filter Flute 2 Type 2 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.TS1-1 On

Filter Tremolo Sound 1 Type 1 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.TS1-2 On

Filter Tremolo Sound 1 Type 2 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.TS2-1 On

Filter Tremolo Sound 2 Type 1 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.TS2-2 On

Filter Tremolo Sound 2 Type 2 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.P8-1 On

Filter Percussion 8 Type 1 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.P8-2 On

Filter Percussion 8 Type 2 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.P4-1 On

Filter Percussion 4 Type 1 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.P4-2 On

Filter Percussion 4 Type 2 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.P223-1 On

Filter Percussion 2 2/3 Type 1 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.P223-2 On

Filter Percussion 2 2/3 Type 2 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.P2-1 On

Filter Percussion 2 Type 1 On

Filter Matrix

Flt.P2-2 On

Filter Percussion 2 Type 2 On

Filter Matrix

Action names are basically self-explanatory. For example: „Filter Solo 8 Clarinet Type 1 On" refers to
the Type I filter of Clarinet 8' voice in Solo section. You can also easily associate action targets by read
ing switch labels in Filter Matrix section, that match the abbreviations in action names.

4.4.2.1. Configuring a Keyswitch
Configuring a keyswitch is intuitive – just enter a MIDI note name
into a text box of a selected Slot. You can do it in two ways – by
typing a text in or by scrolling the list. To start scrolling, move
mouse pointer over the text box and press the left button. You
can also do it step by step using small arrows on the right side of
the box. To select a target action, unfold the menu below and pick a name. A con
figured switch is marked with a color on KONTAKT's virtual keyboard, so you can
easily verify your choice.
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A keyswitch may also be placed inside the Active Keyboard Range of the Harmonizer. In such case, it is
both a function key and a root note of block chord. It rarely takes place within the Factory Presets
bank, but it sometimes might be useful.

4.4.2.2. Multiple Keyswitches Configuration Tips
B-11X does not determine any specific keyswitch layout. Though, some layouts might be more useful
than others. For example: if you perform a bass line live and need to access keyswitches at the same
time, you can place them close to the octave you play, to operate with your left hand alone. If you use
keyswitches to disable all Harmonizer voices, place them on neighboring white keys in the right order.
If you use all eight slots, consider placing function keys on neighboring halftones.
Within the Factory Preset bank, we always place keyswitches on the left side of the keyboard to avoid
conflicts with high pitch notes added by the Harmonizer. However, this is not a general rule. Some li
brary designers used to place keyswitches in high octaves, above a normal play range.
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4.5. Help Panel

The Help panel is simply a block diagram of the virtual instrument. It basically illustrates B-11X signal
flows. We use widely recognized graphic symbols to mark modules, generator, control points,
switches and their relationships. The image serves as a quick reference card before you delve into
product documentation. We use following common electronic symbols in the diagram:

Empty circle with an oblique arrow designates a regulator.
Thin lines with dot caps designate connection points or a switch.
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Larger and empty triangle designates a sum of signals. Multiple input signals flow in, and a
single mixed signal flows out of the lower vertex.

Gray rectangles with text or graphics designate signal processing modules, filters or ef
fects.
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5. Performance Optimization
B-11X executes in KONTAKT environment, which runs as a regular process on an operating system. All
system restrictions applies also to the virtual sampler running in computer's memory. All running
processes share system resources, and request access to processor cores according to current de
mands. Music software usually require the highest performance as the music exists in real time. In
this chapter, we will provide with some optimization tips to help you tune your hardware and operat
ing system to higher requirements of multimedia applications.

5.1. Performance Requirements and Factors
5.1.1. Performance Factors
Overall system performance management usually combines a number of parameters that establish
the limits of system capabilities. Here are some performance factors:
•

The lowest latency. A system is more efficient when there is a shorter delay between a key
press and an actual execution resulting in a final sound.

•

The highest polyphony. In digital domain, every press of a key requires time and processor
power to calculate an output. Current system configuration determines upper limit of paral
lel sounds that might be generated by a music software. In some cases, inefficient system
may even reduce polyphony to only one voice.

•

Low processor load. This is well a comprehended performance factor that shows how much
time have been allocated by an operating system kernel to serve an application. The less
time required, the lower latency.

•

Low memory consumption. Application performance is tightly tied to RAM memory reads and
writes. Every operation requires data transfer via a main hardware bus. A transfer is ex
tremely fast, however, a large amount of memory in use can cause slight but noticeable de
lays or digital drop-outs.

•

The best sound quality. Quality costs money, and also increases system load. Real time appli
cations always put significant load on a processor, disks and music hardware.
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•

The best usability. Final results depends also on good software design. Poor design with awk
ward control layout can easily slow down your work, or even disturb live music performance.

To achieve the best possible results with B-11X, you can optimize your system in many aspects. It is
always good to know the built-in options of an operating system, as well as those of KONTAKT envi
ronment and B-11X.

5.1.2. Typical Performance Limitations
You will probably face common performance limitations, so we describe some of them briefly in fol
lowing paragraphs:
•

Slow processor, memory and main board. The key parameter here is FLOPS (Floating Point Op
erations Per Second) usually tightly coupled with processor's clock rate. The faster the clock,
the more calculations may be executed in a single time frame. Multi-core processors can exe
cute operating system kernel threads in parallel, however, IO (Input-Output) operations
mostly depends on bus clock rates.

•

Poor sound card and drivers. Negative impact of poor hardware usually results in high latency
that is a time delay between a key press and an actual sound generation. Generated binary
data are being sent to a sound card buffer to be converted. It runs as long as it is determined
by sound card design.

•

Non-optimized software. Real-time software designers pay special attention to every detail
that can be improved. Well designed applications usually utilize hardware acceleration, and
allow for switching-off unused features. B-11X can bypass voices, voice sections and effect
modules for better performance.

•

Outdated computer settings. To get the best from your system, you should always install the
latest updates. You may also disable unnecessary window animation effects, screen savers,
and defragment your hard disk.

•

Background processes. Remember to disable all applications and background services running
in parallel to a music software. Every executed command requires system resources and op
erating system kernel's time. Many system services do not manifest themselves, therefore,
many users do not realize how many processes are running at the moment – automatic up
dates, schedulers, database engines, network connections, to name a few.
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•

Anti-virus programs. Contemporary security requirements demand continuous control of
many process activities. Anti-virus programs check almost every input-output operation,
therefore, they take processor time and significantly slow down you system. If you're working
with music software, you can scan your system and disable network connections. Then you
can stop anti-virus process to reduce processor load.

5.2. Internal Optimization of B-11X
The B-11X built-in optimization is probably the most important of all optimization options, and has
the greatest impact on the overall instrument performance. It is simple and intuitive as it relies on by
passing unused sample groups and effect modules. Every section of the instrument has its own by
passing mechanism utilizing on-board switches and knobs. We covered many optimization topics in
previous chapters on the Instrument Panel, the Effects Panel and the Applications Panel. It is worth
mentioning that bypassing a module not only disables a sound, but also omits large segments of
code processed by sampler's engine.
B-11X optimization becomes even more important when using the Harmonizer. Performance require
ments grows quickly with every additional chord note, because sampler engine calculations are being
multiplied. You can imperceptibly reach 20 or even 30 voice polyphony – hence polyphony restric
tions we describe in next paragraph.

5.2.1. Polyphony Restriction to 16 Voices
B-11X restricts polyphony of every generator to 16 voices by design. It means that you can play full
chords not bothering about losing any sounding note. A problem emerges when you program com
plex polyphony and long MIDI notes in your sequencer software, or become using Sustain pedal ex
tensively. In this case, polyphony requirements can quickly exceed 16 voices. If it happens, B-11X dis
ables 'the oldest' voices to reduce polyphony. The oldest means the earliest played. Such restriction is
necessary to achieve the best performance because of multi-layered nature of B-11X sound, which
comes from mixing many generators and effects.
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5.2.2. Bypassing Sample Groups and Effects
As we mentioned previously, the B-11X optimization is based on disabling sample groups and bypass
ing effect modules. These operations have been described previously in details.
We only wanted to remember a general rule regarding everyday usage. It may happen
that you set a knob or a slider to a very low but non-zero value, when the sound is
barely audible. It just takes processor power and makes no difference. You can release
resources immediately by turning the regulator off to bypass a section. Performance
gains could be even higher when using the Harmonizer. When you play a standard 4-voice chord
structure, bypassing a single voice actually disables the root and all added voices (!).

5.3. Operating System Optimization
We now present some optimization tips for your operating system. We basically concentrate on more
general issues, which are platform independent. You can install KONTAKT software both on Mac and
Windows platforms, and you may apply following solutions on both.

5.3.1. Tunning Processors and Memory
All modern operating systems are multi-tasking, and utilize all available processor cores. Operating
system kernel provides central scheduling mechanism that divides processor time between all run
ning processes. So-called scheduling algorithms are deeply hidden from users, and can be customized
to a small degree. What you can do, is to change process priority and processor affinity of a comput
ing core. Both options have been described in next paragraphs.

5.3.1.1. Changing Processor Core Affinity
The term affinity relates to workload distribution between processor cores as conducted by a kernel's
scheduling mechanism. By default, task scheduler aims to stress processor cores evenly. Single
process usually executes on all available cores, regardless of actual performance requirements. Back
grounds threads also execute on every core and take processor time.
You are allowed to control task distribution to some degree by limiting working cores of a process, i.e,
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– by changing the affinity. You can usually find a detailed description
of the operation in the operating system documentation. To run mu
sic software, you may change the affinity of any process except your
main application. Try to restrict other running processes to one or
two cores, leaving KONTAKT settings untouched.

5.3.1.2. Changing Process Priority
You have one more option to tune kernel's scheduling mechanism –
you can change the priority of any running process, as well as the in
strument process. You may usually choose from a number of prede
fined options. User mode applications commonly run with 'normal' pri
ority. You can leave all but KONTAKT's process unaltered, and raise the
sampler's engine priority to 'above normal' or even higher. That favors
your application in processor access. It needs some experiments to
achieve the best results. You can learn technical details from the operating system documentation.

5.3.1.3. Stopping Unnecessary Processes and Background Services
To unload a processor, you may also stop some background processes and services. There are many
applications running that do not manifest themselves, therefore, many users do not even realize how
many tasks are running at the moment – automatic updates, schedulers, database engines, network
connections, to name a few. Try to locate all unnecessary services and disable them. To view all run
ning applications, you should open a standard Task Manager or its counterpart. Read system docu
mentation or Internet resources to learn how to stop a process.

5.3.2. Stopping Anti-virus Applications
Anti-virus programs are common nowadays. They run in background and check almost every in
put-output operation, therefore, they take processor time and significantly slow down you system. We
recommend to stop anti-virus services for the time of working with music software. You can scan the
system and disable network connections, then you can stop anti-virus processes to reduce processor
load. Learn how to do it from product documentation, however, it ordinarily reduces to checking an
appropriate option on application's user interface.
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5.3.3. Changing Power Schema
Laptops, tablets and other hand-held devices that run on batteries have to manage power resources
effectively. It often has a significant impact on system performance because of so-called Power
Schema Management. To save the power, it is possible to switch-off processor cores or reduce the rate
of main clock. It usually takes place when you pull the plug. Power saving mode is generally not appli
cable to real-time music software and should be avoided. Wrong settings of power schema may en
able power saving mode even if you actually use external power supply, so be sure to verify your set
tings before working with any virtual instrument. Read system documentation to learn how to set a
high performance power schema. You can revert to the power saving mode later.
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6.1. Classic Pop
6.1.1. Pad
Title

Description

000

Thin Wires

The sound of the first factory preset is dry and metallic. The pad has been
combined from Solo section voices only. The result is somewhat dry and ascetic,
and reminds a simple analog synthesizer with basic outboard gear. You can use
the preset as a self-sufficient harmonic background.

001

Warm Bath

A warm and atmospheric instrumental background with a muffled sound of
digital filter. The preset fits very well into a track, always staying behind leading
instruments regardless of an octave range being played. You can also obtain an
intriguing sound in lower octaves.

002

New Romantic Dreams

The New Romantic genre intensively employed sounds consisting of highpitched, shiny bells, and wide, soft synthesizer backgrounds. You can use the
preset in a modern ballad referring to the genre.

003

Keyboard Rig Live

This preset is basically a tutti of synthesizers, which utilizes a whole set of
electronic instruments. You can frequently hear such timbre accompanying
guitar's riffs at an opening of a big concert. Keyboardists often used the whole
available sound potential obtained by layering many synths and effects. We've
also used almost every generator section and modulation capability of B-11X to
recreate the impression. The mixed signal has been located inside an acoustic
space of open-space live stage.

004

So Excited!

The preset's name refers to a music hit performed by a famous Pop-Soul girls
band of the '80s. The program has been built from a synthesizer brass section,
which had been frequently used in many top chart tracks in this genre. Our
version recreates the timbre quite well with tuned Solo generators.

005

First Aid

While the B-11X had been manufactured in Poland, the international musician's
community joined a famous charity program. The initiative united many music
stars and top performers around a common idea of fighting poverty. A song they
performed not only became a top chart winner all over the world, but also
sparked lots of successive ideas of that kind. This factory preset recreates a soft
timbre of harmonic background from the winning song.

006

Soft Piano Pad

The preset provides you with a classic chord background of Pop music, having
bright and optimistic expression. An attack phase has been dominated by a
synthetic, piano-like timbre, which fades out into a soft sound of analog
synthesizer.

007

Pluto 105

The preset delivers a well recognized timbre of synthetic string section. It has
been genuinely combined from a number of basic waveforms, which had been
available in early synthesizers. We've achieved similar sound by precisely tuning
B-11X generators and filters.

008

Synth Brass Pad

The preset is a reconstruction of a common sound of synthesizer brass section,
based on analog qualities of B-11X samples. Such timbre is usually a part of a
standard General MIDI set.
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6.1.2. Lead
Title

Description

009

Next Jump

A time jump into 1984, to the times of construction of a genuine B-11X. The
preset reconstructs a sound of a great hard-rock hit from that year. The specific
stage image of hit's performers is still present in the today's pop culture.

010

Terra Electronica

With this setting, we've linked to characteristic sound textures of electronic music
works. Many electronic musicians from the '80s intensively applied complex
modulation patterns to the sounds they created. This preset combines a
melodious leading sound of upper octaves with a rich and wide bass. The sound
expands in a deep and calm acoustic space, creating a kind of lyrical feeling.
Keyboard is velocity sensitive and makes the sound brighter with higher values.
The preset also incorporates some distinctive character of analog synthesizer.

011

Bemowo Hills Cop

The preset reconstructs a synthesizer sound from a very popular action movie
from the '80s. The main music theme became a standard of popular music, and
it is frequently played on the radio and during various live performances
nowadays. The term 'Bemowo' designates a famous housing estate of Warsaw,
with flats made of prefabricated concrete parts. The streets of the settlement
had been virtually an action movie location from time to time.

012

Soviet Manoeuvres in the Dark (C#3
Split)

A reconstruction of a futuristic synthesizer sound with a bit of mechanical
character. A number of layered modulations shape the sound significantly. To
achieve a stylish effect you only need to press a single key, which makes a
complete background for other tracks. The keyboard has been divided into
regions at the key position of C#3. The Harmonizer has been applied in an upper
part.

013

Hello...

A replica of leading sound from a famous Pop ballad from 1984. To achieve the
timbre, we've have applied a soft sounding LPF filter along the Delay, which
imitate a deep reverberation of the original recording.

014

King of the Dawn (KS)

A leading sound of classic analog synthesizer. This preset replicates a sound,
which had been used in the main melody line of the most famous polish
electronic music composition of the '80s. The composer performed the theme on
a classic Mini, which our program imitates with precisely tuned Solo registers.

015

Top Chart Winner

A typical sound, which made a lot of classic Pop tracks top chart winners. A deep
Chorus effect makes it really melodious and spacious. You can use the preset as
a pronounced stylistic element of you new production.

016

I'm Sailing

A very spacious sound of a synthesizer, with a bit of 'lonesomeness' created by a
digital filter. In the background of main timbre, there sounds a bright, highpitched component, which creates a kind of musical horizon. The preset could be
used in atmospheric pop ballads, as well as instrumental compositions in the
electronic genre.

017

Pipeline (KS)

The program sound good is a broad range of the keyboard. In high octaves it
delivers a bright and penetrating leading timbre. In a lower keyboard region, it
changes to nasal sonority of a single generator reminding an artificial bassoon.
You can use the C1 key to switch off an additional Harmonizer's voice.
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6.1.3. Organ
Title

Description

018

The Accordion

An accordion sound, synthesized from samples of an electronic instrument.
Acoustic accordion frequently accompanies traditional dancing parties in Poland,
and we come back to that custom here. As technology developed, the timbre had
been reproduced by keyboard instruments. We've recreated its qualities utilizing
precisely tuned voices of the Solo and Flute sections. The digital filters of Filter
Matrix emphasize subtle nuances of accordion's reeds and bag.

019

Radio Praha

The signal of Praha Radio Station became the main motif of a song by a
prominent New Romantic group of the '80s. Musicians used an innovative
technique of that time which was the sampling. We've recreated this specific
sound of short wave radio transmission by tuning digital filters and adding a
small amount of fuzz.

020

Harmonica

The preset imitates the sound of Harmonica. We've built a basic reed waveform
from detuned voices of the Solo section. That kind of clear, synthetic sound was
used in Pop music a lot. You can find a variation of this preset in the Vintage Rock
category.

021

Summer and the Radio

The title refers to a very popular polish radio program of the '80s. We have tried
to recreate a specific sound of electric organ of the decline of socialism. It was a
period when polish musicians rarely played world class instruments. During
recording sessions, they often used more affordable electronic devices designed
and manufactured in neighboring socialist countries. This preset has a kind of
vibrato and high frequency damping that made the genuine sound so specific.

022

"Charming" Restaurant

An unmatched atmosphere of evening dancing parties at a city restaurant with
live music.
In Poland, many meetings had been initiated by local socialist authorities. Hired
musicians often tried to outshout a crowd by cranking up their insufficient PA
equipment to the maximum. They often set all registers and effects to their
highest values, which made the sound exaggerated and piercing.

023

Pop Organ Classics

A versatile sound of a Pop style Hammond organ. It is characterized by a sparing
modulation and soft sounding settings of Flute registers. Looking for classic pop
organ sound, we discovered additional capabilities of our instrument, which had
been difficult to achieve in the genuine B-11. For example: the instrument
couldn't be connected to a rotary speaker cabinet, which makes organ sound so
idiomatic. Thank to the virtualization, we can overcome this limitation, and hear
the qualities hidden in the basic analog sound of the original, which constructors
hadn't probably been aware of. Due to the use of the Harmonizer, polyphony
has been reduced to 4 voices.

024

The Accordion and the Bells

A synthesis of accordion sound embellished with high bells. The program
expands the preset #018. We've added a high pitch component made of Popsounding synthetic bells to recreate a specifics of many low-budged Pop
productions.

025

Soft Chorus Organs
(4 Voices)

This preset blends organ and synthesizer sound into a smooth and
homogeneous aggregate. The sum of signals constitutes a stylish background as
found on many Pop records. The Chorus effect is subtle and does not dominate
a basic generator timbre. The program utilizes the Harmonizer, and, for this
reason, polyphony has been reduces to several voices.

026

Studio Session Standard

Working in a recording studio environment usually allows you to catch every
detail of instrument's timbre thanks to accurate miking. In this preset, we've
emphasized the Rotary Speaker effect adding a wide studio ambience. We've
also applied the effect to a Pop-sounding register layout of the Flute section.
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6.1.4. Piano
Title

Description

027

Piano 11X

A basic piano sound of B-11X, recalling an FM synthesizer. The preset is a good
starting point to create your own versions. It does not have many modulation
effects, only a small stereo ambience.

028

80's Bell Piano with Pad

A combination of synthetic piano and synth texture with nasal sonority thanks to
a sweeping Phaser effect. A fusion of that kind can be found in many Classic Pop
recordings.

029

Pop Ballad Classics

More subtle and intimate rendering of a synthetic piano, which fits well into
atmospheric accompaniments or sparse melody notes of Pop ballad. The effect
has been amplified with explicit, long fading echoes. You can also achieve an
interesting sound in a lower octave range, in which the timbre is still clear and
distinct.

030

FM Piano

A stylish imitation of a simple FM piano toy. Specific filtering and a short echo
recalls a sound of a small on-board speaker, which have been placed inside a
tight, plastic chassis of the plaything. The preset definitely has the Retro genre
attributes.

031

Bright FM Piano

The preset is a modification of the previous program, and it introduces a more
noble synthetic piano characteristic. The frequency range is more saturated in
high frequencies. The sound is very selective, and preserves all its qualities even
while you're performing complex chords in lower octaves.

032

Multi-timbral Classics

An excellent combination of a synthesizer sound and a piano attack. A sustain
phase has been composed of lush, static tones of a synthetic choir and a string
section. The acoustic space is filled with a 'flutter' echo, which reminds early
constructions of outboard effect modules.

033

Multi-timbral Classics 2

A modification of the previous preset with a more subtle and wider background
texture. The program is velocity sensitive, and therefore shifts a background filter
cutoff frequency towards higher values.

034

The Dream

A contrasting timbre consisting of a high, piano-like attack and a vocal-like
sustain. The whole has been located in an imaginary acoustic space, which
creates an impression of emotional focusing. The program locates itself
somewhere between the Pop genre and an atmospheric electronic music.

035

Christmas Time

The sound of electric piano with sleigh bells harmonics. This presets combines
well with any winter or Christmas atmosphere. You can find such timbre in many
occasional Pop recordings, performing short and rhythmic staccato notes.

6.1.5. Mallet
Title

Description

036

Classic Saw Arpeggiator

The preset provides you with a well articulated sound, which was typical to
arpeggiated patterns of the Electronic Pop. A sustain has been shortened and
sounds slightly metallic, emphasizing synthetic provenance of the whole. You can
hear a distinct granulation of echo taps, which is typical to early digital effect
modules having a poor calculation performance.

037

Another Day in Studio

A characteristic sound from an instrumental introduction, which was frequently
played by keyboards with multi-sampled piano programs. The title refers to a
famous pop song from that period.

038

Wrapped Around

A combination of two synthesizer sounds having different dynamic envelopes.
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The first one brings a percussive attack, the second one fills up the whole sustain
phase. The component timbres are rather simple and easy to distinguish. The
preset fits well both sonically and emotionally into dry and ascetic musical
atmospheres.
039

Foxy Samantha

A sound of synthetic vibraphone that recalls video clips of the '80s. Music clips
became the integral part of artist's presentation at that time, as well as an
attractive physical image of female vocalists. Since then, visual information often
takes precedence over a meaning of song.
In this preset we aim to recreate a sound, which was used by one of the prettiest
disco pop stars. In many socialist countries (including Poland), you were
sometimes allowed to see your favorite star on public TV channel.

040

My Diary

A replica of a well known solo timbre in the genre of Minimal Pop. A simple
ingredient with a percussive dynamic envelope sounds an octave lower than a
basic generator tone with distinct Vibrato. The stereo space of the preset is filled
with a shallow Chorus and a monophonically decaying Echo.

041

Jamaica Sun

You can use this preset to create a main theme of your future summer Latin Pop
hit. We've achieved some kind of raw and ethnic sound by adding only a small
amount of filtering and effects to reveal original qualities of analog samples.

042

Matte Glass

A specific combination of synthetic vibraphones. At the back of shiny sound of
the first vibraphone resonates the second one with a damped high frequency
range. The whole sounds soft and cool, and combines well with typical, sparse
melodies of Pop ballad.

043

Africa

An American rock super-group incorporated the unique sound to the history of
Pop music. Their record, released in 1982, delighted listeners all over the world
with rich sound textures made of multi-layered synthesizers and guitars. We
tried to recreate an ethnic, African sound from the famous song.

044

Luka

Is was a common practice on many Pop records to replace guitar riffs with their
synthesizer equivalents. Many top chart songs featured well designed keyboard
programs performing chord riffs as well as leading motifs. With this preset we
replicate an example sound of that kind using B-11X Percussion registers.

6.1.6. Bass
Title

Description

045

80's Classic Octave Walker

A classic pop bass, which usually performs octave skips in low octaves. This kind
of arrangements combines well with an organ-like attack of a Percussion section.
We attempted to recreate all components of that idiom, here.

046

Mono Tail

A well defined synthetic bass with tuneful sustain and release. The whole is
monophonic, though wet and full thanks to a full utilization of Solo section
generators. The program perfectly exhibits analog qualities of basic samples,
mainly due to a small level of effects.

047

Danuta Summern

Artists from behind the Iron Curtain sometimes been able to achieve great
popularity, and they put their tracks on European top chart lists. With this preset,
we wanted to remind an international success of a polish female photo model,
who recorded an Italo Disco album just after leaving homeland. One of her songs
entered top chart lists in Spain and Benelux countries. The specific feature of this
preset is a kind of roughness, which arises from layering Solo registers. The
result combines well with an original sexual appeal of the artist.

048

Classic Mode Ostinato

This program is dedicated to arranging looped phrases of bass synthesizer. It
contains lots of high harmonics, which cuts well through accompaniments and
solo instruments. The filters are velocity sensitive, and shift a cutoff frequency
towards higher values. You can control this feature precisely while programming
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bass lines in your MIDI sequencer.
049

You're My Sound

In this program we wanted to capture a bass sound, which had been used by a
world famous German Pop music duet of the '80s. We've achieved the timbre by
using a wide Chorus effect combined with a short reverberation. Thanks to these
factors the bass sound fits very well into dense synthesizer textures, which the
artists had been using on many tracks.

050

Polizei

A high sounding bass in the Electro-Pop genre. The Chorus effect uniformly fills
the whole stereo space. You can also hear a pronounced modulation reminding
police siren. Combined with an organ attack, the program exhibits grotesque
character.

051

Saturday Night

A synthetic bass coming directly from Disco dancefloors. Component voices,
separated in octaves, are clearly distinguishable from the whole. Thanks to this
feature, the sound covers both bass and melody registers. You can tune
component voice levels to your liking by moving Flute and Solo sliders located in
the Volume Control section.

052

Italo Disco (Roman Power)

A synthetic bass from San Remo, which comes back to the style of Italo Disco –
the Italian music of the '80s. You can seldom hear bass guitars there, because
they had been usually replaced by keyboard instruments. The basic tone has
been embellished with synthetic bells. Such bass sound frequently constituted
an individual support for vocal lines.

053

New Wave Bass

A synthetic bass combining Classic Pop aesthetics with modern effects. The
timbre is essentially multi-layered, with a deep sub-bass and a dry tone of analog
generator at the front. The stereo space has been filled only with the Chorus
effect, not using any echo or reverberation.

6.1.7. Stab
Title

Description

054

Honeker Werk

The one of the most influential Electronic Music bands, coming from Germany,
became a pioneer of the genre; band members were sometimes called 'the
godfathers' of the modern Electronic Music. The title is a paraphrase of band's
name, and includes a name of a well-known German socialist leader. Clean and
technical synthesizer sound became a signature of the band.

055

Orchestra Hit 1

This preset imitates a standard effect from a General MIDI sound set. The effect
genuinely combined sounds of different groups of the orchestra, playing a single
staccato note. We have layered all available voice sections of the B-11X to
achieve a similar effect. We additionally added Harmonizer's voices to recreate a
full orchestral chord, and also to enrich clarity of attack.

056

Major Orchestra Hit

An accent sound, which combines synthesizers and organs playing a major
chord. Next, the resulting sound has been digitally filtered to add a cutting and
sharp attack.

057

Minor-Major Switched Hit (KS)

An alteration of the previous program. Some chord voices have been moved to
upper octaves. You can also change a chord mode from minor to major using the
C1 keyswitch.

058

Telex Delay (KS)

A specific special effect designed to perform short chord arpeggios. Arpeggiated
notes are repeated by distinct echo taps. A similar effect had been sometimes
used to open a music phrase or as an individual sound illustration. You can
adjust the program as you like, mostly by changing Delay effect settings. You can
also choose between several Harmonizer settings using keyswitches (C1, D1, E1,
F1).

059

Great Beginning

A strong and pathetic synthesizer sound you can use to emphasize instrumental
introductions or important parts of your song. The timbre is dense and
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substantial, even if you play a single key. A good result can be achieved by
playing fifths, or by doubling root notes in octaves.
060

Guten Klang

An electro-technical tone of an analog generator. The timbre is bright, metallic
and sometimes piercing. It fits well into futuristic textures of the instrumental
electronic music, as well as early Techno productions. The basic sound has been
completed with a short and fluttering echo.

061

Popcorn

A reconstruction of a timbre from a famous instrumental hit. The term
describing popular snack sometimes functions as a synonym of low-grade
artistic work. We've achieved the sound using Percussion registers.

062

Orchestra Hit 1.1

An another version of a standard General MIDI program originally created by
layering all groups of the orchestra. Likewise, we've used all available 'sound
power' of the B-11X.

6.1.8. Noise
Title

Description

063

Head Joint Malfunction

In this program, we show how could a small adjustment of basic settings create
an impressive special effect. An exaggerated utilization of the Vibrato recalls a
robot's behavior from science-fiction movies. We've also created some kind of
industrial acoustic environment by adding a bright reverberation.

064

Sonda Noise

A replica of a background timbre, which had been used in a main theme of a
famous polish popular science TV program. The opening track had been
somewhat a progenitor of Remix. It had been composed from fragments of
various records including technically sounding distortions and noises. We tried to
recreate the one of occurring components from B-11X samples.

065

Megaphone

Megaphone device has a very distinctive sound thanks to a plastic cone that
outputs the sound. The construction, as well as an artificial material used,
introduces a specific emphasis of cone's resonant frequency. The resonance
often locates inside a vocal region of frequency range. We've been able to
recreate the characteristic by tuning Filter Matrix regulators. The notes you play
obtain the megaphone coloration, and they become well distinguishable.

066

Megaphone Feedbacks (VS)

A modification of the previous preset. A filter resonance have been reset to
imitate the specific squeal of microphone feedback. This version is more like a
special effect.

067

Museum of Technology

This program combines two different textures: detuned and metallic high
frequency components and a dull background tone. It makes an impression of a
vintage, technical installation. There is a famous location of this kind in Warsaw,
with the same name as the title of this preset. For many years, it was virtually the
only place in socialist Poland to learn about scientific and technical achievements
from around the world. Some objects dates back to the beginnings of the
Industrial Revolution. We attempted to recall a nostalgic atmosphere of lonely
halls by transposing down the highest Solo registers.

068

Quality Control Unit

In this program, we present humorous capabilities of the B-11X. The sound can
be attributed to a toy or a barrel organ. It has light-hearted characteristic, which
we've achieved by intentionally deforming the quality of the basic sound.
Socialist industry in Poland established its own definition of quality, marked with
the Q letter, which rarely corresponded to reality. It sometimes resulted in funny
or frustrating situations, when a product proved to be an ordinary rubbish.

069

Dry Analog Noise

Thanks to our D2S technology, we are able to preserve nuances of a B-11X's
analog signal. In this preset, we take advantage of the technology. We've been
able to recreate a sound of a noisy analog signal path. The program is
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polyphonic, however, it looses its melodic qualities when chords are being
played. It then sounds more like a special effect than a noisy lead. The timbre
becomes somewhat granulated in lower octaves.
070

Sonar-like

An imitation of sonar. Appropriate settings of digital filters boost a single
resonant frequency while playing single notes in low octaves. A basic tone is
continually present in a background. To be used mostly as a special effect.

071

Lo-Res Landscape

A wide and spacious synthesizer sound with some digital distortion. The result
reminds an incorrect sampling of analog signal, which introduces an audible
hum and a characteristic granulation to a base sound.

6.1.9. Soundscape
Title

Description

072

Ships and Sirens

A soundscape in the style of early electronic music. By using repetitive pitch
modulations and softened Flute registers, we've obtained a gentle, vocal
characteristic. The result becomes more pronounced combined with delicate
accents of Percussion registers. The sound gets stronger with higher velocities.

073

Cyborg

This preset exhibits explicit technical sonority thanks to detuned Solo registers. It
sounds best in middle octaves, and it can be used to accentuate electronic
specifics of your production, or to imitate an electronic device. Filter envelopes
make the preset more metallic, though still in a conventional Pop manner.

074

Celtic

This program imitates a short-sounding Celtic harp. The ethnic characteristic of
genuine instrument was sometimes blended with synthesizers to create rich
sound textures of Celtic Rock and Celtic Pop songs. The association with the harp
is even stronger when you play open arpeggios all over the keyboard, imitating
the full scale of the harp. We've also applied the Chorus effect to add a bit of Pop
idiom.

075

Sonda

The name refers to a Polish TV show, broadcasted by public media from 1977 to
1989. Two charismatic hosts of the show presented selected scientific and
technical news in the way that attracted millions of spectators. The main theme
of the show quickly imprinted in people's minds, and became a commonly
recognizable track for many years. In this preset, we've managed to replicate one
of component sounds from the opening jingle.

076

Aurora

Due to long modulation times, this sound explicitly changes its coloration and
spatial location. You can adjust modulation settings by twiddling Speed and
Feedback knobs of the Phaser effect. The name of the preset refers to an
extraordinary spectacle of nature.

077

Invisible Links

This program comes back to the aesthetics of experimental electronic music. We'
ve combined a number of basic generators to create the sound that does not
remind any classic instrument or physical object. Such abstract sonorities were
frequently used within instrumental textures.

078

Take Care on Me

A very soft and harmonically saturated chord background. The sound may be
utilized to create a typical mood of Pop ballad. A slow and subtle pitch
modulation supports an impression of emotional perplexity.

079

New Age Landscape

This program fits well into the New Age style, which frequently featured
expanded oriental backgrounds. You can obtain proper timbre in high octaves of
the keyboard, where the base timbre have been embellished with ethnic bells
created from Percussion section voices multiplied by the Delay.

080

Haymaking

This preset has been designed for composers of the electronic ethnic music. The
sound consists of two layers: a very soft background and an alto voice at the
front, which reminds a folk flute. We've synthesized the sound from scratch. The
result virtually recalls a field landscape in August.
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6.2. New Pop
6.2.1. Pad
Title

Description

081

Wide Cover

The presets constitutes a homogeneous and well balanced chord pad with
positively detuned higher components that makes the whole sounding lighter. It
has a neutral characteristic, and blends well with various synthetic timbres.

082

High Polish Nail Tips

An expressive and dominating synthetic sound with plenty of effects that makes
high frequencies shiny. The explicitly noticeable, natural Chorus effect comes
from a combination of deeply detuned generators. You only need to play simple
intervals to create a rich background.

083

Glassy and Compressed

This program utilizes both voices of the Tremolo section containing modulations,
which comes from the genuine instrument. The sound itself reminds a sustain of
a glass object. It is cool and technical. To balance dynamics, we've also
introduced the Compressor.

084

The Nona (KS,VS)

This program utilizes the Harmonizer in a pop setting. The output chord contains
a nona, which has been added to the basic, major type of a chord. You can
switch off particular voices by pressing one of the configured keyswitches (C1,
D1, E1). The sound combines Solo and Flute registers in a good mixing. MIDI
velocity shifts digital filters with clearly audible resonance toward high
frequencies.

085

M.C. Brass

A modernized version of a classic synthetic brass section. We've introduced
deeper and somewhat unnatural pitch tuning, as well as a widened stereo base.
The digital filter emphasizes brassy coloration.

086

New Retro Pad 1

The preset provides you with a modern approach to the Retro style. The basic
sound has been modulated by a fluty Vibrato. In an attack phase you can hear a
slight detune of generators, which gradually fades into a correct pitch. It creates
an interesting glockenspiel effect, especially in high octaves.

087

New Retro Pad 2

The next Retro program. In this version, we've introduced a vintage organ with
trembling Tremolo. The acoustic space is full of echoes and binaural
modulations.

088

New Retro Pad 3

Another example of vintage pad. The basic vibrating sound has been moved
back in a dead stereo space.

089

Chord Riff Buider

A synthesizer sound with a subtle sonority of acoustic accordion. The timbre has
been located in the center of stereo space, similar to the Chorus effect. The
preset lacks long fading echos, yet we've introduced the Compressor that shapes
an attack of a chord creating the specific effect of 'gating'. You can successfully
use the program to build your own synthesizer loops.

6.2.2. Lead
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Title

Description

090

1000 MPa

The preset delivers a calm and melodic timbre with slightly nervous tuning. It
sounds best in highest octaves where inexact pitches are clearly distinguishable.
As a result, we've obtained more modern aesthetics.

091

Glassy & Fat

The program offers a leading sound with rich midrange. By using the
Compressor that controls a dynamic balance, the sound has become fat and
massive. High velocity values opens up high frequencies. The program also a has
long echo, which matches high notes of a melody.

092

One for All

A classic and versatile lead preset that sounds good all over the keyboard. We've
introduced some modern filtering. The filter is velocity sensitive, and blends high
frequencies into the bright whole at higher dynamics.

093

Minor Lead 1

A soft and melodious tone with a tearful Vibrato. It goes well with a mood of
sadness and hesitation. To further emphasize the character, we've introduced
negative detuning of higher voices. The whole has been placed in a standardsounding combination of Chorus and Delay effects.

094

Minor Lead 2

A modification of the previous timbre with adjusted detuning of voices. The
impression is more dissonant. The program sounds best in higher octaves of the
keyboard.

095

Flight to Venus

A strong and saturated synthetic sound with a natural chorus effect resulting
from exact detuning of eight constitutive tones. The modulation has been
delivered by a rather deep Vibrato effect. The preset sounds best when playing
legato – a direct sound seamlessly fuses with long echos. It fits perfectly into
energetic synthesizer introductions.

096

Gentle Man

A deeply filtered synth whistle, very smooth and mild at low velocity values
becomes glassy at higher dynamics. A long and warm echo adds a bit of
'stratospheric' character.

097

Dyskoteka

A well known from disco dance floors combination of generators with clear
octave doubling. The sound is pervasive, and plays a role similar to the entire
string section – it definitely leads a main theme of a song. Velocity controls an
opening of a resonant filter.

098

Glamour

A timbre of this preset can be described as "soft, brittle and shiny". It clearly
lacks bass in favor of the opposite keyboard range. We've already obtained high
treble saturation in the central zone of the keyboard, which becomes even
clearer in higher octaves.

6.2.3. Organ
Title

Description

099

New Retro Electrified

An electronic harmonica in the Retro style. The sound is high-pitched and
vibrating in a specific, vocal way. Volume and tuning have been set to further
enhance the vintage character. It is supplemented by fine crackles of depressed
keys (Release samples).

100

Vintage Connections

A synthetic harmonica made of typical generators instead of Flute section voices.
The Vibrato effect sounds a little outdated. You can control a modulation depth
with the standard Modulation Wheel up to the point where the sound becomes
ridiculously exaggerated. Definitely in the style of New Retro.

101

Organic

A combination of a soft and wooden electric organ sound and a synthetic,
percussive attack. This allows you to bring out a melody line up to the front of a
background texture.
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102

Organic Modified

Another combination of classic organ and synthesizer. Flute registers have been
filtered and passed through several spatial effects. Technical sonority of the
whole has been achieved by detuning the voices and setting a high level of
Release samples.

103

Wide and Dry

A Pop-sounding electric organ in the style of General MIDI sound module, lacking
spatial effects. The only Chorus effect comes from five precisely detuned Flute
voices. The program sounds rich and intriguing below the center of the
keyboard.

104

Hybrid Drive

A hybrid combination of Retro transistor organ and trance synthesizer. The
Chorus effect have been set to a higher rate, and already adds a bit of technical
character to the modulation. Due to the use of all Harmonizer voices, program
polyphony has been limited to three voices.

105

Miniature Drawbar

A very high transposition of upper Flute registers, resulting in a high-pitched
organ sound. This combination of effects is specific to Gospel style electric
organs, with some addition of a deep echo. Despite of very high pitch, the sound
preserves selectivity of chords.

106

Shining Organ Lead

This sound has been achieved from a single Flute voice by transposition and
multiplication. As a result, an organ tone has been transformed into an analog
generator waveform. To emphasize the result, we've only added a monophonic
echo.

107

Pop Diva

Another, ornamented sound of electric organ, designed to perform wide chords.
A large number of added effects introduce some modern Pop aesthetic. The
program has been well balanced dynamically over the entire keyboard.

6.2.4. Piano
Title

Description

108

Bell Soul

A synthetic piano in the style of Soul. It has a warm and crisp attack and a short
sustain. Modulations are rather shallow and non-dominant. You can obtain a
typical soul bell sound, which accompanies many famous ballads, in the highest
registers. The program uses basically a single voice of the Percussion section,
and gets its color largely due to the quality of original samples.

109

New Retro Upbeats 1

A combination of synthetic piano and organ, straight from early General MIDI
modules. Here, we primarily utilize specific sonority of original samples, with
only a small amount of echo. The preset can be successfully used to program
rhythmic, instrumental, Retro riffs.

110

New Retro Upbeats 2

A modification of the previous timbre with an emphasized, high-pitched sound of
electric organ. The Vibrato is also deeper, and the Echo has been reduced to the
minimum. The whole appears to be much closer and monophonic.

111

Rubik's Cube

The program name has been derived from a well-known and very challenging
puzzle in the form of plastic cube. It matches a hollow, plastic sound of this
program. The timbre proves itself as a distinctive, aesthetic opposition to a rich
sound of many modern productions.

112

New Ballad Piano 1

A typical 'ballad piano' with a sparkling and sonorous attack. A sustain phase
consists of a subdued organ without any striking modulation. The program can
be combined in a classic way with the sound of grand piano, adding some noble
trait.

113

New Ballad Piano 2

A modification of a typical 'ballad piano' enhanced with extensive spatial effects
and a rich synth background. Due to the use of additional voices of the
Harmonizer, polyphony has been limited to four voices. The timbre varies
significantly with notes of the keyboard – in middle octaves it is more subdued,
and in higher becomes dominant.
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114

Excellent Softness

A very soft and warm synthetic piano sound with the Phaser effect extracting
vocal 'ooh..' from the base sound. The program perfectly blends into a
background, and it is almost imperceptible in a combination with other
instruments. It harmonizes well with an acoustic piano, which leads a narrative
melody line of a Pop ballad.

115

Pure Pop Piano

A combination of timbres reminding multi-timbral modules. The most dominant
element here is a multi-layered replication of the whole voice structure in octave
intervals. We've added only a small amount of spatial effects, but we set the
Compressor to properly balance the dynamics.

116

Slightly Outmoded

A combination of piano attack and electric organ timbre with old-fashioned
effect settings. Speed and depth of a modulation seem mismatched compared to
an aesthetics of the base tone, and they clearly disturb a sustain.

6.2.5. Mallet
Title

Description

117

Octave Arpeggiator 1

The program has been designed to perform staccato articulation. It makes a
typical 'food' for an arpeggiator playing octaves. Its percussive attack is like a
synthetic Marimba. The program responds to velocity level changes highlighting
a synth component.

118

Octave Arpeggiator 2

A modified version of the previous program with up-sized effects. A basic sound
is subjected to the deep Vibrato which modifies subsequent staccato accents.
The whole effect goes through the Delay sustaining a tone for more than a
second. The program is very spatial, which, if necessary, can be corrected with
regulators of the Space section.

119

Sun Ray

A synthesizer sound with a small addition of multiplied Marimbas. A direct sound
of generators is continuous, therefore, percussive attack must be obtained
through short articulation in the highest octaves of the keyboard. The program is
then sunny and clear.

120

Hard Knock

This program exposes an organ attack of the Percussion section emphasized by
the Compressor. It is very well suited to create aggressive arpeggiator lines. The
attack is a bit mucky because of the Fuzz effect, which is slightly audible while
playing individual voices, yet becomes louder with intervals and chords.

121

Beaded Delay Taps

The program is designed to perform high-speed, large chord arpeggios. A fading
decay of a basic tone blends with the long and pronounced Delay effect
dynamically balanced by the Compressor. You can use the preset as an
ornament in openings and closings of your songs.

122

Arpeggiator Feed 1

A percussive timbre dedicated to program busy and rhythmic instrumental
phrases in your sequencer. Its style refers to classic sounds of the Pop music,
with its characteristic effect of 'Exciter'. The effect has been imitated by a high
filter resonance, which, as the key is pressed longer, turns into an individual
tone.

123

Arpeggiator Feed 2

Another percussive sound to program repetitive melodic runs. In this case, the
dominant Chorus effect, which, in combination with additional voices of the
Harmonizer saturates the whole sustain, moves played notes into a background
of stereo scene.

124

Arpeggiator Feed 3

A deeply modulated arpeggiator sound. A continuous waveform of a synthesizer
sounds good with short accents, as well as with monophonic legato lines. The
timbre is decidedly synthetic and contemporary.

125

Molo

A combination of Marimbas and synthesizer sounds in the style of summer Pop
hits. An ethnic character has not been greatly emphasized to maintain stylistic
consistency with modern loops and effects. The program sounds best in high
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octaves of the keyboard.

6.2.6. Bass
Title

Description

126

The Only Bass You Need

A well-balanced and versatile synth bass. The program responds to velocity
changes emphasizing the midrange. It sounds good both for short accents, as
well as with long static notes, which you can get by playing with little dynamics.
Interestingly, a good dynamic balance has been obtained only by precise tuning
of voices, without using the Compressor.

127

Groovin' Phases

A synthetic bass with an energetic 'kick' in the lowest band. On the opposite side
of the bandwidth, there are several synth voices with different types of filtration.
The program name has been derived from the floating Phaser effect that
uniformly modulates high and low frequencies.

128

Heads Back!

A bass sounds with extended stereo base. The timbre is soft and deep, but
through a combination of phase modulation and stereo modeling, clearly 'stands
out' from a recording. The sound moves across a stereo stage over and over
again. Rotation speed can be adjusted according to your needs with the Phaser >
Speed knob. The Compressor ensures proper dynamic balance in every
derivative setting.

129

Upbeat Pumping

Not very low synth bass with a percussive attack, lacking spatial effects. The
program is designed to perform off-beat accents. The timbre has been tuned up,
so as not to compete with a low, kicking sound. The Compressor compensates
for any level differences, and gently blends the bass with any rhythm track.

130

Great Times

A synth bass with an attack and the Chorus effect in the style of the '80s. The
timbre is not very low, rather in a range of tenor voice, and it is well-balanced in a
wide range of the keyboard. The width of stereophonic Chorus may be limited
according to your needs by twiddling the Chorus > Phase knob.

131

Minimal 1 (VS)

In this program, we've used a sound of a single generator in its basic form with a
low level of effects. Sound quality directly derives from analog origins of B-11X
samples. To create a modern attack, we've used velocity sensitive filters of the
Filter Matrix.

132

Minimal 2 (VS)

A modified and more technical version of the previous program. A sound of
generators is higher, and it has a wider chorus effect. There is no echo, and a
space has been artificially enhanced. The program can be used as a second bass,
playing above a sub-bass foundation.

133

Stereo Buzzer

The program uses heavily filtered and tripled Tremolo section sounds. In its
original form, it has a slightly crackling timbre, which has been further
accentuated here. The result is similar to a very aggressive setting of an 'Exciter'.
The program can be used as a second bass instrument in a song.

134

Organ-like

There you have a bass obtained by 'fuzzing' organ registers. The Fuzz effect adds
some harsh components to a basic Flute voice, and at the same time aligns the
dynamics. To modulate a static sounding overdrive, we've introduced the Rotary
Speaker effect.

6.2.7. Stab
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Title

Description

135

Orchestra Hit 2

A more modern version of a standard program from General MIDI set. In this
variation, the role of symphony orchestra has been reproduced by a combination
of synthesizer voices. A correct result can be achieved by playing very short
notes, which then will be accompanied by short and dynamic echos.

136

Plain, Bright and Dry

The program name characterizes its contents very well. The basis is a single,
strong and technical tone of a generator doubled by the Harmonizer. The timbre
is designed to perform short and piercing phrases that cuts through other
instruments.

137

Brand New Circuit

A digital sounding synthesizer easily covering all other instruments. Highest
tones of the Solo section have been dischorded and multiplied four times in
octaves. As a result, we have a natural chorus effect filling the treble range very
densely. Definitely in a modern style.

138

Bass Bounce

A low and biting bass tone with a highly compressed sustain. The program can
be successfully used to program drum loops or to emphasize phrases of a main
bass. The Phaser effect causes the sound to flow across the stereo stage back
and forth.

139

Bass Bounce Upgraded

A modification the previous program including an extended Echo effect. The
stereophony is also different – similar to a natural chorus. It's really massive and
heavier than the previous version, and it is ideally suited as a standalone musical
accent.

140

Orchestra Hit 2.2

Another version of a synthesizer Tutti. The sound is somewhat of a Lead type,
although it seems too complex to carry on main melodies alone. Single, short
notes in high octaves are sufficiently rich in harmonics, and allows you to
decorate special moments of a composition.

141

Ear Rip Up

A very sharp synth stab, strictly electronic and definitely in a modern style. Due
to the lack of enhancing effects, long tones are quickly becoming very irritating.
The program can be used within a wide range of the keyboard as a high and
technical 'drone'.

142

Painful Highs

Another piercing, digital sound. In this program, digital filters induce very high
and piercing frequencies. Even in the lowest octaves, the effect is clearly audible.
To balance great differences of dynamics, we've used aggressive Compressor
settings.

143

Sturdy

A sound effect utilizing a natural attack of B-11 samples enhanced by an accurate
setting of the Compressor. As a result, every new note starts with a specific,
analog click, which is well audible in short accents. You can obtain an interesting,
mechanical timbre playing in low octaves.

6.2.8. Noise
Title
144

Platinum Rod

Description
A metallic 'drone' created from a single voice of the Tremolo section. The Phaser
effect modulates the sound around a resonance frequency of a filter. The result
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resembles rubbing a hard metal object on a rough surface. Distortion is
moderate, which makes the program well-suited as a leading instrument.
145

Hollow Mind

A very irritating combination of distortions placed in an empty sound space. A
heavily distorted generator of the Tremolo section have been embellished with a
very high whistle of a digital filter. A thick and itchy granulation of timbre is also
clearly perceptible.

146

Worn-out Retro Vinyl

The program consists of distorted sounds of vintage synthesizer. The coloration
of distortions is like rubbing a rough, plastic surface, especially in the middle
octave of the keyboard. Regardless of a number of keys pressed at the same
time, the noise does not change, and the Compressor is necessary to
compensate for sudden dynamic changes.

147

Verrophone

The name of the preset comes from an association of a glassy and harsh timbre
with a percussion instrument of similar physical characteristics. The first
Verrophone was constructed in 1983. It consists of a series of glass tubes, from
which the sounds are produced by rubbing or hitting.

148

Digital Talk 1

Short keystrokes imitate phonemes having digital sonority, reflecting the essence
of language diversity. The sound is specific to a musical imitation of natural
language.

149

Digital Talk 2

As above. Short keystrokes imitate phonemes having digital sonority, reflecting
the essence of language diversity. The sound is specific to a musical imitation of
natural language.

150

Digital Talk 3

As above. Short keystrokes imitate phonemes having digital sonority, reflecting
the essence of language diversity. The sound is specific to a musical imitation of
natural language.

151

LF Madness

The program has been designed to generate distortion in the lowest frequency
band. Velocity changes shift the timbre only within a bass range. A stereo space
has been built only from the Chorus, and the whole has been balanced
dynamically.

152

Lo-Fi AD/DA

A dry and monaural sound with a dense, digital granulation. A distortion is
uniform over a wide range of the keyboard, and can be further brightened by
increasing MIDI velocity. The program is completely devoid of spatial effects and
modulations.

6.2.9. Soundscape
Title

Description

153

The Way the Universe Work

A musical space based on a synthetic piano. In high octaves, the sound is bright
and optimistic – in low octaves becomes softer and more mysterious. The whole
is accompanied by a long, cosmic echo.

154

Back to Earth

This preset provides you with a rich and sometimes even pathetic sound. It
densely fills the entire musical space and can perform a long part of a song all by
itself. We've have used a number of generators, as well as voice doubling
provided by the Harmonizer. Therefore, polyphony has been limited to four
voices.

155

Sustain Registers

The program uses only the voices of the Sustain section. Their original sound is
smooth and metallic. In this settings, we've softened them completely exposing
the lyricism that has been included in original samples of the Tremolo section. As
a result, we have obtained a versatile harmonic background, which fits well into
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any Pop aesthetics.
156

At the Level 6

A sound space with an imitation of an object flying across a stereo stage. This
effect has been obtained by specific settings of the Phaser. The biggest contrast
with a basic generator sound can be achieved in low octaves. In an upper
keyboard range, the program can be used as a typical synth lead.

157

Lonely Streets

A high and soft synthesizer sound placed in a large distance within an acoustic
space. It adds a kind of nostalgic impression of a distant landscape. In order to
build an atmosphere, you can play just a single voice of a melody.

158

Optical Link

A crystal clear and technical sound texture. Despite a large amount of high
frequencies, it is soft and full. The program takes full advantage of the quality of
the original samples, giving analog smoothness in all octaves of the keyboard.

159

Copernicus

A combination of a church organ timbre with a synthesizer circulating in a stereo
space. The timbre a bit pathetic, yet compensated with some modern feeling
thanks to the modulation used. Dynamic differences between stereo channels
have been smoothed by the Compressor, and the whole perfectly blends with
other instruments.

160

Hit Maker

The program has a specific shaping of frequency band, which is characteristic to
the modern Pop music. Higher mids have been boosted to achieve a 'presence'
effect. The natural chorus effect that tightly fills the stereo space has been
obtained by detuning of generators.

161

Hit Maker Upgraded

A version of the previous program. A characteristic shaping of the frequency
band has been completed with spatial effects and maximum stereo widening. As
a result, the sound comes largely from stereo space edges, leaving the center
free for drum loops and vocals.

6.3. Dance & Techno
6.3.1. Pad
Title

Description

162

Excited and Detuned

In this program, we've reconstructed a frequency boost of an Exciter. Exciter
effect adds a so-called 'presence', which makes the sound closer to a listener and
more direct. The program also uses clearly audible detuning of generators, which
makes an impression of multiplication of a basic tone. The preset fits well into
any electronic music style.

163

Octaver Pad (KS, Split)

The program offers several options based on features of an Octaver. The effect
adds voices in octave intervals to every key pressed, which makes a basic sound
brighter and technical. The keyboard has been divided into two areas in the C#3
key position (Split). Above this key, there is the active range of the Harmonizer.
With five keyboard switches (C1 – E1), you can add the Type I Filter to particular
voices of the Solo section. Rhythmic triggering of these switches can animate
long chords in a stylish way.
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164

Razor Edge

With this preset, we provide you with the sharpest sound of high frequencies
we've been able to achieve. Thanks to precise sampling, B-11X voices are
surprisingly resonant in the highest octaves. The program fits perfectly into any
modern production as a main, leading instrument. If you play staccato, the
sound reveals a metallic and hissing decay.

165

AGD 1

The name of the program comes from a specific behavior of digital filter with
high resonance. Cut-off frequency of the filter is shifted according to MIDI
velocity changes, which makes the resonance to appear at different positions of
the frequency band. As a result, you obtain a kind of 'boxed' sound. The program
can be successfully used to build chord riffs by programming MIDI velocities in a
sequencer. 'AGD' is the polish abbreviation for 'home appliances'.

166

AGD 2

A modification of the previous program 'AGD 1'. In this variation, filters have a
much higher resonance, and rapidly respond to velocity changes. The whole is
accompanied by clear reflections of the Delay, which fades out for a few seconds
after you release a key.

167

Lush Octaves

An imitation of an exceptionally rich enhancement of sound, which reminds a
usage of a 'Symphonic' effect. Various modulations makes the sound vital and
rich in harmonics, which is so characteristic to symphonic strings playing a full
chord. This way, we've obtained the 'wall of sound', which lifts the energy of the
whole song to an upper level, especially when performing large spreads between
the highest and the lowest voice of a chord.

168

Z.E.T.O. Friends

'Z.E.T.O.' is an abbreviation of 'Electronic Computing Technology Department' –
an organizational unit of a company at the beginning of computerization of
Polish industry. Dominant components here are a noise and a hum reminding
noisy electronics or telecommunication equipment. The program responds
vigorously to MIDI velocity changes shifting a filter resonance towards high
frequencies.

169

Ambient Pad 1

A soft and spatially rich music texture in the style of Ambient. Glazed and matte
tones of a generator bounce with distinct echoes in a stereo space. A bright
attack can be obtained by increasing MIDI velocity. Due to a slow phase
modulation, the sound seems to flow freely in a three dimensional space.

170

Ambient Pad 2

Another version of an Ambient style pad, which is excellent for creating music
atmospheres of emotional tranquility. It is very soft and melodious. Its attack
gradually sinks in long echoes of previous strokes. The program is very well
suited for performing high and very long sounds, which are frequently present in
the style.

6.3.2. Lead
Title

Description

171

Absolute Leader

A versatile leading tone in the style of Dance, with boosted highs similarly to an
application of an Exciter. Positive tuning of Solo voices adds some brightness
and sharpness. The Harmonizer introduces an additional component in the
interval of fifth.

172

Compressed Argon

An elegant synth timbre with clearly audible pumping of the Compressor. Thanks
to aggressive settings of the module, the sound gains more 'pressure', and
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breaks through other instruments with no effort. The result is sharp in higher
octaves. The program does its job well among aggressive drum loops and sound
effects.
173

Nickel Slaps

A metallic coloration of a synth waveform with a clear and distinctive echo.
Accurate settings of the Delay module mirror an attack just a split of a second
after it starts. The program may be used as a special effect, especially when
playing single notes.

174

Discrete Circuit Accordion

The preset offers a wide and spacious sound of a synthesizer with accordion-like
settings of basic B-11X generators. By adding some amount of an intense Chorus
and Echo, we've obtained a stylish tone, which matches the energy of Dance
music.

175

Abrasive Wheel

A very technical, sharp and direct resonance of a single B-11X register, which
screeches like rubbing a rough surface. Definitely in the style of Techno. When
holding a single note, the timbre becomes piercing and irritating. To be used as a
'drone' on the entire range of the keyboard.

176

Classic Dancefloor Melodies

A replica of a classic synthesizer sound bordering on Pop music. A well-built
midrange directly exhibits a melody. Clearly distinguishable octaves reminds a
combination of presets from a popular Multi-timbral module. Warm echoes
complete the whole picture.

177

Rio

An accordion in the style of Club Music. Bright and ethnic coloration breaks
through spatial effects. It is very well suited for programming Latin phrases and
loops. A sunny and warm characteristic reveals while carrying out a melody in
thirds or sixths.

178

Pecet

A monophonic generator with a digital timbre and a flat volume envelope.
Buzzing overtones recalls a music flowing directly from a computer. To further
emphasize the digital character, we've turned off all special effects and
modulations. The program explicitly applies to the Techno style.

179

Clipping Bass Drone

A bass 'drone' with some dirt like a clipped digital signal, which has been
overloaded. Fine grain of distortion appears on the top of a monotonous bass
generator. Really interesting 'drones' can be achieved by playing intervals in
lowest octaves, which generates cross-resonances of neighboring frequencies.
By playing a repetitive phrase, you can also create interesting loops.

6.3.3. Organ
Title

Description

180

Digital Spin

An organ sound in the Retro style with some mechanical intonation of the
Vibrato and synth-like overtones. These modern additives cause the timbre to
stylistically fit somewhere between common live entertainment and Dance
music. The exact sound of the preset is available in higher octaves of the
keyboard.

181

Velocity Tone Wheels

The program is based on specific organ settings of the Solo section
complemented with a clear filtering. A high resonance of a filter causes nonharmonic hums and noises. Their placement within the frequency band can be
controlled by the power of key stroke. The program turns into a high and
unpleasant whistle with high MIDI velocity values.

182

Crystal Pipes

A modification of organ timbre, which is characteristic to classical music. Here,
the role of organ pipes have been taken by generators. The sound has a noble,
ecclesiastical tone, although metallic synth overtones sounds modern.
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183

0.02'

With the help of the Harmonizer, we've created an unnaturally high organ
register. It resonates with other, lower registers of the Flute section adding some
brilliance and a bit of cosmic characteristic. The whole has been placed in a deep,
unnatural acoustic space.

184

Keyscraper

The program name isn't a paraphrase of a name of a building but a description
of a specific distortion added to an organ tone. By tuning filters and Fuzz effect,
we've achieved scratchy harmonics in the midrange. The whole has been
stereophonically modulated, and it is now bouncing off the left and right sides of
a virtual stage. You can use it as a standing organ 'drone' or as a background
texture.

185

Monotonic

In this program, we've applied additional features of voice tuning to organ voices
of the Flute section. In an original instrument, such option was not available,
which greatly limited its capabilities. In B-11X, you can tune every single register
independently, which allows you to create a synth-like basic waveform, which
have been demonstrated in this preset.

186

Spinning Twitters

Another transition of an electric organ sound into the world of electronics. Using
the Harmonizer, we've transposed Flute registers a few octaves up. As a result,
they have transformed to the high-sounding, glassy overtones that are specific to
sound coloration of analog synthesizer. The effect of rotating speaker fills the
entire frequency range, giving an interesting spatial spread.

187

Simply Squeezed

A somewhat childish organ tone without any modulation or vibrato. We've added
some contemporary, technical character through aggressive settings of the
Compressor, which dominates over the childishness of a base tone. There are
also no spatial effects, which further emphasizes the technical artificiality. As a
result, the program falls perfectly between drum loops and electronic
instruments.

188

Spectrum

A computer-generated organ sound coming from an on-board speaker. Such
hollow sound has been achieved mostly by filtering. You can use the preset both
as a special effect and a melodic instrument.

6.3.4. Piano
Title

Description

189

Brite Dancefloor Piano

A replica of a classic sound of 'Electric Piano', which was commonly used in
Dance music. Such programs generally perform rhythmic parts, accentuating offbeats or chord changes in a phrase. The timbre is definitely synthetic and a little
glassy. MIDI velocity brightens the treble.

190

Space Clavinet

The preset is based on a Clavinet, and has been enriched with a floating
modulation and a long, sharp echo. The program is designed to perform a single
chord emphasizing beginnings of phrases or structural changes of a song. It
sounds well with a very short staccato. A time interval between echo taps can be
adjusted with the Delay>Time knob.

191

More Bits Please!

A synthetic electric piano sound with an additional special effect simulating
digital distortion. Definitely in the aesthetics of Techno. The level of distortion
increases gradually as you add voices to the chords being played.

192

House Piano

A high-sounding, synthetic piano in the style of early House. It has a darker color
and an exaggerated modulation of the Chorus, causing the tune to swim. The
whole resembles a combination of basic options in a simple 'Multi-sample'
module, which was designed mostly due to technical limitations, and does not fit
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nicely into a track.
193

Hard Compressed Dance Piano

An electric piano with a touch of organ coloration and a short sustain without
any echo. It is designed to perform rhythmic patterns and off-beat accents. The
timbre is close and direct. Thanks to high compression ratio, it easily breaks
through drum loops and effects.

194

Synthetic Piano Impact

A combination of a synthetic timbre and a dominant attack of electronic piano.
High settings of the Compressor further boost the dynamics of chord accents,
and blend the whole sound together. The program is ideally suited to carrying
out all leading phrases and pulsating instrumental loops of Dance music.

195

Steelway

A piano-like special effect, which reminds hitting a rigid and thick, steel string. As
a result, the sound is dirty and harsh, and it resembles the energy of rigid
collision. Definitely in the aesthetics of Techno.

196

Clavi.net

A computerized version of a basic Clavinet sound. The program adds some
filtration introducing audible noises and wheezing. The Compressor flattens the
dynamics, and brings the whole closer to intonation of a cheap sound card. The
power of keystroke controls the cutoff frequency of the filter, and moves its
resonance towards high frequencies.

197

Dry House Piano

This preset is completely devoid of spatial effects. A plain electric piano sound is
a good opposition to extensive sounds of modern electronic music. An accurate
setting of the Compressor emphasizes an attack, and blends chord notes into a
single stroke. You can successfully use this preset to program instrumental and
drum loops.

6.3.5. Mallet
Title

Description

198

Matrix-11X

The program does not have an ordinary envelope of a percussion instrument,
although you can get one by playing staccato. The sound is like coming from a
vintage synthesizer, and it reveals specific, analog clicks with very short notes.
Such clicks comes actually from an analog domain thanks to exact sampling.

199

Ambient Drop 1

A highly illustrative sound in the aesthetics of electronic music. A stained and
percussive tone melts in a wide, unnatural space. A high setting of the
Compressor ensures the proper balance between melody lines and complex
chords.

200

Ambient Drop 2

A modification of the previous preset, with an atonal hum in a sustain, which
introduces a kind of empty and stony coloration. MIDI velocity controls a position
of the hum within the frequency band. With low velocity values, the effect is
rather cold, and, in conjunction with the Echo, it resembles an interior of a cave.

201

Perspectives

A warm and 'optimistic' sound of a synthetic vibraphone, widely filling a stereo
space. The Phaser adds some vocal modulation, which creates more intimate
feeling. The program combines well with extensive electronic melodies.

202

Needles

A very high and irritating sound based on Marimbas. An addition of
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Harmonizer's voices a few octaves up caused the sound to be more like tiny
metal objects than vibraphone bars. The aesthetics is decidedly technical. The
power of keystroke creates very piercing screams, and causes unpleasant
sensations.
203

Melatoninum

The name of the preset is actually the name of the hormone produced by human
body that have been exposed to a direct sunlight. The program offers a very
sunny and warm sound of synthetic Marimbas. In contrast, we've set the effects
to balance ethnic sonance of a basic signal. You can use the preset as an
opposition to electronic instrumentation.

204

Upper Volt

A variation of the sound of Marimba with some ethnic, African coloration.
Velocity-controlled filters emphasize resonances, which reminds handmade clay
pots or hollowed gourds. Obviously, the effect is entirely synthetic, and
constitutes an interesting musical fusion.

205

Quantized Knock

A Techno type sound with a single digital squeal in a decay. Attack and envelope
dynamics are typical for idiophones, but, in this case, they are hardly audible
through a static distortion. For use as a special effect or a drum accent.

206

Vibraharpz

'Vibraharp' is another name of vibraphone. In this program, we've layered a
number of copies of a synthetic vibraphone, like in General MIDI modules. The
result is simple and somewhat old-fashioned compared to contemporary
aesthetics. The Compressor gently corrects dynamic balance.

6.3.6. Bass
Title

Description

207

Upbeats

The typical bass of Dance music that have been created from a low range of
electric organ. It is perfect for typical off-beat arrangements of bass notes
playing along snare drum beats. Organ voices have been detuned giving a
natural chorus. For use in all varieties of Dance music.

208

Solid foundations

The program is a combination of three timbres, which fills a wide range of low
frequencies. We've put a humming tone of a generator on a soft and very low
bass foundation. The whole is accompanied by a much higher, organ attack. This
preset is very well suited to perform rhythmic ostinatos, as well as long notes.

209

Tubular Bass

The name refers to a specific sound coloration of the program. We wanted to
obtained the bass that is located in a background of stereo scene, and we've
been able to achieve that through a 'tubular' setting of the Chorus. The whole
has been spatially expanded. For use as a bass 'drone'.

210

tb-Prototype

A reconstruction of a characteristic sound of LPF filter coming from a well-known
Rhythm-Bass synthesizer. Its nasal and hoarse sound can be found on countless
recordings of Dance music, performing fast, tenor melody lines. In our program,
we tried to reproduce its basic waveform without adding any effects.

211

Stamping Sawtooth

A typically bass synth with an aggressive setting of the Compressor. In a
combination with a dull attack of Percussion voices, the timbre receives a specific
bass thump. The decay phase has been filled with the phasing that fills the entire
width of stereo space.

212

Subsonic 1

A very low bass with components that extend to the lowest edge of the audible
range. It is perfect for playing long bass notes below a regular rhythm section.

213

Subsonic 2

Another version of very low bass. In this case, the primary generator tone is
static and monotonous. A well-chosen Compressor setting gives an impression
of the high acoustic pressure in the lowest range. The program is versatile, and it
is suitable for all styles derived from Techno.

214

Subsonic 3

Another version of the lowest bass. We've added some modulation resulting in
audible animations of a basic sound within a stereo space. Higher tonal
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components are less noticeable, so the sound is a bit empty and withdrawn.
215

Harmonized

Low consonance in the interval of fifth with a saturated Chorus. It adds specific
midrange coloration, and tightly fills other ranges of the frequency band.
Program can be successfully used both as a bass and a complete harmonic
background.

6.3.7. Stab
Title

Description

216

Electric Cutter

A synth stab with a sharp, metallic sustain. You can use it to highlight a melody,
and to add some cutting character.

217

Transistored

The sound accent that is located within a bass range. It has been named after
specific sonority of the applied Fuzz effect, which is similar to a distortion of an
analog LPF filter. To be used also as a bass 'drone' in lower octaves.

218

WarSaw

A heavily distorted sawtooth waveform generator. Aggressive and thrilling
accents can be obtained by playing simple intervals. The program gives good
results while playing very short staccato. MIDI velocity controls brightness of the
timbre.

219

5 Quintals

A synthesizer sound with a hissing filtering. A basic tone has been multiplied by
the Harmonizer in fifths and octaves. You can use it alone to perform main
melody lines, however it can be irritating with longer phrases.

220

50 Quintals

A stylistic upgrade of the previous preset with a resonance moved to a region of
bright and shining treble. The program gives interesting results while performing
major and minor chords in second inversions.

221

Electric Shock 1

The first of a series of musical programs, which imitate thrill of electric shock.
We've used the dissonant setting of the Harmonizer that exhibits the specific
granulation of distortion, reminding the work of electrical equipment.

222

Electric Shock 2

Another program that imitate thrill of electric shock. In this version, the sound is
more melodic, and can be used to perform longer phrases.

223

Electric Shock 3

Another musical imitation of electric shock. This version has the mildest timbre,
and sounds good in lower octaves. As you move to higher notes, the distortion
changes from audible granulation to a uniform noise.

224

Silesian Mine Walkout

The deep and biting sound impact that culminates in a long, 'underground' echo.
The program fits perfectly in an atmosphere of Ambient style, especially in low
octaves. Characteristic sound properties have raised our association with
workers' demonstrations, which frequently ignited significant political and social
changes in Poland.

6.3.8. Noise
Title
225

10kV in a Studio

Description
A sound imitation of energetic devices. An impression is predominantly derived
from a specific granulation of distortion that reminds vibrations of transformers
and relays. Component sounds slowly change their pitch, and modulate each
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other. For use as a special effect.
226

Intercontinental Connections

A very illustrative sound deformation changing significantly with higher MIDI
velocity values. While playing soft, you obtain a muffled and slightly 'underwater'
sound of digital filter. By playing hard, you get a nervous and technical control
signal. The whole is surrounded by a deep echo. It is well suited for any atonal,
electronic atmosphere.

227

Broken Soundcard

A very aggressive distortion, like clipping in a digital domain. A sharp cutting of
voltage peaks introduces series of higher harmonics. You can use the preset as a
percussion instrument for programming percussion loops, or as an annoying
special effect.

228

Toasted Chipset

Another technical noise, even higher and more aggressive. In lower octaves,
digital filters introduce a very sharp timbre with soft-played intervals.
Sometimes, the timbre becomes almost organic, and reminds sizzling of hot oil.

229

Manhole Cover

The dull and metallic resonance that sounds like an object made of cast iron.
We've obtained a characteristic decay by fixing a very short time and a high
feedback value of the Delay effect. You can successfully use the preset to
program loops in the style of Hardcore, or as a special effect.

230

Test Launch

A dirty synth sound with an airy characteristic of filtering. The result is
reminiscent of a gas burst or a smoke outflow at high pressure. The program
preserves its melodic character despite a large amount of distortion, and can be
used as a lead in aggressive sounding productions.

231

Industrial Noise 1

A very distorted and out-of-tune generator waveform, which has been located in
an acoustics of a concrete silo. Like in other programs in this category, we've
preserved melodic qualities, allowing you to create main themes.

232

Industrial Noise 2

A modification of the previous preset, which is more musical and more detuned.
A basic sound dominates in high octaves, but in the lowest part of the keyboard
we get an atonal distortion. The whole has been placed in a tight space of a
concrete room.

233

Nitrogen Compressor

Another utilization of an airy sound of digital filter. By using quartal chords
generated by the Harmonizer, we've obtained a very cold and technical sonority.
A reminiscence of hissing gas outflow from a cylinder arisen spontaneously. The
program preserves its musicality despite a high level of distortion. The whole is
accompanied by a wide, stereo echo.

6.3.9. Soundscape
Title

Description

234

Singin' Drone

A musical space with some vocal coloration of a main tone. The power of
keystroke controls the filtering that goes from murmur to scream. Various
modulation rates change the sound slightly over long periods of time. It can be
successfully used as a uniform background by playing a single tone anywhere on
the keyboard.

235

First Contact

A more intimate and cinematic soundscape with a 'boxed' filter resonance in
background. The resonance frequency can be shifted by turning the Type I >
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Cutoff knob. The program comes back to the beginnings of electronic music.
236

The Abyss

The program name occurred to us after hearing an erring in space, stereo echo.
The foreground has been dominated by a simple and melodious tone of the Solo
section surrounded by phase modulated reflections. You can obtain the actual
special effect in the lowest octave, near the C0 key.

237

Subconcious Lows

The useful range of this preset is the lowest octave of the keyboard, in which
we've achieved a very deep and muffled bass sound. The preset can be used to
perform variety of psychedelic atmospheres. It has a lot of spatial effects, and
blends well into background.

238

Salt Mines

A melodic accent in the Ambient style, with an interesting sustain. A slight noise
contained in original samples triggers a digital filter, which resonates with a
single frequency. Its cool and crystalline sonority raised our lingual association of
the title. The resonance ends abruptly at the end of the original sample.

239

Industrial Guitars (KS)

A guitar Fuzz in the industrial acoustics. By using the C1 keyswitch, you can turn
on a filter with high resonance, which allows you for rhythmical animations of
long-held sounds. MIDI velocity moves cut-off point towards higher frequencies.

240

Utopian Optimism

A synth sound with positive detuning of voices. As a result, even a single sound
gets warm coloration. Program can be successfully used as a uniform musical
horizon while playing long-held, high notes. An interesting result can be achieved
by adding a bass note on the other end of the keyboard.

241

Coronal Mass Ejection

An instrumental background in the aesthetics of popular science programs. It
has a pathetic, organ character, and the deep, gurgling Phaser effect that is
clearly audible in bass octaves. The name comes from the most powerful
phenomenon on the surface of the Sun – an explosion many times larger than
the size of the Earth.

242

Artificial Eclipse

A deeply vibrating and nicely soft sound, reminiscent of incoming waves of liquid
or gas. You can obtain a rich background in lower octaves. You can also trigger
an additional modulation by playing simple intervals. For use as a deep
supplement to vast electronic soundscapes.
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6.4. Vintage Rock
6.4.1. Pad
Title

Description

243

Symphonic Rocker

The program to create basic backgrounds in the style of Symphonic Rock. It
mimics the use of a single synthesizer with limited technical capabilities to build
the fullest possible sound textures. It is raw and sparingly modulated. It has been
expanded in the following programs in this category (Vintage Rock / Pad).

244

Backing Synth Strings

The program offers a sound, which is typical to early designs of synthetic strings.
The effect of multiplication, creating the illusion of an instrumental section, has
been achieved through a distinctive modulation, like in early designs of
Symphonic effect. The sound is perfect for creating harmonic backgrounds in the
style of Symphonic Rock or Hard Rock.

245

Electric Lights

In this preset, we've tried to replicate a spatial harmonic background from
symphonic rock records. Appropriate adjustments of the Filter Bank uniformly
fuse individual voices. The Chorus effect is moderate. Regardless of pitch, the
sound steadily holds up in a background.

246

Electric Lights Dimmed

A version of the previous preset, which has more dull-sounding filters and
greater intensity of the Chorus. Designed to create soft and broad backgrounds
for other rock instruments.

247

Congress Hall Rockers

A sound coming from a system of keyboard instruments in a large concert hall.
Early mass events frequently took place in hired large theaters or town facilities.
In Warsaw, the role fulfilled and continues to meet the Congress Hall hosting
many music world-famous music stars. In this program, we've created the
reverberation that is typical to the acoustics of large theater.

248

Melotron Strings Amped

The Melotron was an ancestor of present samplers. Its sound came from looped
magnetic tapes, on which the individual tones of authentic acoustic instruments
have been previously recorded. It was used extensively in the '60s and the '70s,
in Progressive rock, shaping the genre. In our program, we've imitated a
Melotron string section. The tapes have been replaced by B-11X samples, and
further transformed by a digital filtering. We've also added an amp simulation
and a close acoustic space, which simulate nuances of Melotron's timbre.

249

We Want to Break Free

An imitation of a well-known synthesizer from an introduction to video version of
a world famous hit. Despite the fact that Poles did not know the English language
perfectly, they well sensed the ambiguity of song's message, though appliances
presented in the original video were probably a heart-throb of many housewives.

250

Rock Anthem

The program offers a lofty pad reminiscent of pathetic compositions of
Symphonic Rock. The sound has been obtained by layering voices in higher
octaves, and by adding a subtle phasing. The Delay is monophonic, and reminds
a tape driven 'Space Echo' device.

251

I Shot the Soldat

In the countries of the Warsaw Pact, military units of USSR Red Army stationed in
a large number. Soldiers were a regular sight in many Polish towns, and they
often became victims of ridicule and jibe on the part of residents. At the same
time it was the time of the explosion of blues-rock music in western countries.
Despite cultural isolation, lyrics infiltrated the everyday language, sometimes
creating humorous connotations, like the one in the title.

6.4.2. Lead
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Title

Description

252

Mini Prototype on Springs

A reconstruction of a classic analog synthesizer with an imitation of spring
reverb. The program is a good starting point to build your own presets, since it
has precisely tuned voices of the Solo section, shifted in pairs with Tune knobs.
The result resembles mixed signals from two generators.

253

The Countdown

A saturated and massive synth, straight from the Hard-rock era. The preset
utilizes the Harmonizer as an Octaver effect, and adds a bit of guitar energy. A
large number of modulation and spatial effects make the whole closer to the
aesthetics of Pop.

254

Early Stage

The imitation of an old analog synthesizer with a single waveform, which has
been multiplied in octaves. The program reflects the characteristics of original B11X samples, adding some softness and vocal presence to melodies. Definitely in
the aesthetics of Vintage Rock from the '60s.

255

Blues Harmonica

An imitation of distorted harmonica derived from a 'reed' combination of voices,
and passed through a guitar amp simulation (Fuzz). A high level of Release
samples simulates noises appearing while playing the acoustic instrument.
Depending on your needs, you can turn on the Vibrato effect coupled with the
Modulation controller, which allows you to control the preset in real time.

256

Highlander's Whistle

A high lead, based on organ registers of the Flute section. A characteristic feature
here is the detuning that adds a gently ethnic character. The whole has been
placed in a deep space without acoustic boundaries.

257

Ghost of Rock Opera

An interesting leading tone, with a deep and thick vibrato. Reminiscent of tunes
from scary TV movies, and has a bit of grotesque character. An explicitly different
and much more aggressive effect can be achieved by pressing the C1 keyswitch.
The timbre becomes heavily distorted then, and dominates the vibrating,
primary tone.

258

Fuzz On-board

An imitation of sonance of a transistor fuzz effect built in a chassis of an analog
synthesizer. Its specificity comes from different granulation of distortion, which
has been obtained by filtering. Decidedly in the Vintage aesthetic.

259

Early Modular Electronics

Another example of an analog-like sound of B-11X. We've used a single Solo
voice as a generator, which then have been passed through a filter and the Fuzz
that saturates the harmonics. This way, we've obtained a characteristic 'presence'
in the midrange, which perfectly harmonizes with electric guitar tracks. Probably
for this reason, modular synthesizers were widely used in Classic Rock.

260

Dynamic Keyboard at Last!

A massive, Rock-style synthesizer with the filter that simply responds to MIDI
velocity changes. The reaction is not very precise, and resembles early designs of
dynamic keyboard.

6.4.3. Organ
Title

Description

261

House of the Rising Sound

In Poland of the socialist era, the only place you could spontaneously listen to
popular music was a quiet room of your own home. Hard earned recordings
were repeatedly played back on home equipment. In this program, we were able
to recreate a Hammond organ sound from a world famous hit, which, likely, was
a part of every serious record collection.

262

Uptight

A well-known organ tone almost devoid of modulation. A high overload
introduces harsh harmonics, which appears during regular playing. The program
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also sounds intriguingly in low octaves, especially when performing intense,
pulsing organ riffs.
263

My Hand Made Amp

The market of socialist countries was characterized by unavailability of many,
sometimes the most basic goods. Poles, through their creative ingenuity,
however, managed to cope with everyday inconveniences. They turned out to be
exceptionally creative in the area of self-constructing anything. In this program,
we were able to modify the tone of the organ, which reminds the sound of selfconstructed combo amplifier.

264

Eine Grosse Phase

In this program, the appropriate form of modulation gave an unexpected effect.
The Phaser expands an organ sound with a clear, long vibrato. The German
name of the program is a tribute to electronic music artists from East Germany.

265

Can't get any more!

An organ tone with a specific combination of clipping and filtering. Distortion is
like a combo amplifier pushed to the maximum of its capabilities. You can hear
an audible buzz of the 'Fuzz' effect in a broad range of frequencies. The program
fits perfectly with blues-rock guitars, both as a harmonic background and a lead.

266

The Dark Side of the Socialism

One of the unique features of Polish socialism was the availability of western
music production denying economic realities of everyday life. There is no
paradox here. Polish immigrants living in Western Europe and the USA sent
parcels with goods, which were unavailable on the Eastern side of the Iron
Curtain. The original vinyl records reached many Polish music lovers. In this
program, we refer to an iconic Rock album.

267

The Fire

A replica of a well known sound of electric organ from a psychedelic rock hit from
1967. It offers an 'electric' sound without the characteristic modulation
introduced by the Rotating Speaker. It is mono, and the harmonics in the interval
of fifth have been boosted to enrich chord's consonance, especially in a minor
mode.

268

Oh My Lord!

A powerful organ sound, straight from an introduction to a rock band concert.
The distortion introduced has a distinctive, 'scratching' granularity over a wide
frequency range, which is then modulated by a slow spinning, rotary speaker. Its
speed can be changed by moving the switch of Rotary Speaker effect to the
position II (Fast).

269

Broken Soviet Transistors

A simple electric organ like an instrument with a small speaker. It is characterized
by the gentle distortion that has the form of continuous noise, which is audible
when playing single notes, and makes an impression of lowered quality of a
previously good sound. That reminded us of an amateur modification of
electronic circuit using low quality components.

6.4.4. Piano
Title

Description

270

Dirty Suitcase 1

The first of two programs offering an over-driven sound of classic Suitcase Piano.
Instruments of this type were provided with an amplifier located under its
keyboard, which has been simulated here using virtual amplifier. The overdrive
concentrates in the attack phase, and disappears gradually in the sustain.

271

Dirty Suitcase 2

A modification of the previous program. In this version, the timbre is brighter
and more artificial, and the distortion takes the entire decay time. The preset is
ideally suited to perform rhythmic accompaniments in the old Rock style.

272

Riff Maker 1

A synthetic piano with a well-controlled signal clipping. It is harsh, but retains the
clarity of both dense rhythms and complex chords. The program can be
successfully used to build keyboard ostinatos. It responds to the power of
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keystroke by slightly brightening the basic tone.
273

Riff Maker 2

The clean version of the previous program, in which we've replaced the overdrive
with an old-fashioned filtering. The whole is placed in the small acoustic space
that resembles a recording studio. The program is much less biting than previous
one, but offers greater clarity of riffs being performed.

274

Vibrating Soundboard

An interesting application of the Chorus to a basic tone of synthetic piano. A soft,
and a toy-like attack fades out with a slow vibration. The Chorus effect also
extends the stereo space, reminiscent of a compact housing. The program can
be used as a contrasting, musical color in psychedelic rock compositions.

275

Muddy

This preset has a piano-like attack and an organ-like sustain. It has clearly been
softened and moved back into the background of stereo scene. It reminds of the
sound coming from a low quality radio or a noise behind walls.

276

Plain Electric Piano Amped

A simple tone of a synthesizer with a piano envelope, which has been passed
through a 'clean' guitar amplifier. As a result, there is no clipping at lower
dynamics, but it reveals slightly with harder playing. The program has the short
and dull reverberation that moves the monophonic instrument closer to a
listener.

277

Vintage Ballad Piano

A subdued synth sound with a restless and fast Phaser effect. The result is
exaggerated, and reminds a Tremolo of an old electric organ. It's a bit softer in
the highest octaves, where the Phaser effect is not so dominant.

278

Rockabilly Piano Amped

A brighter and more flashy rendering of synthetic piano, distorted by a guitar
amp overdrive. The program responds to MIDI velocity changes by brightening
the basic tone, which next turns into a metallic hum, especially in the highest
octaves.

6.4.5. Mallet
Title

Description

279

Dirty Percussion Registers

In B-11X, the basis for creating Mallet type sounds is the Percussion section,
which is utilized in various combinations of voices. In this program, we present a
specific organ setting processed by the Rotary Speaker effect. We've also added a
bit of Rock-sounding overdrive.

280

Little Madness

A detuned and a little crazy organ tone with an out-of-tune attack. The program
also includes long-sounding voices of other sections, and requires a short
articulation to emphasize its percussive nature.

281

Electric Guitar Mutes

An interesting combination of the Harmonizer and the Percussion section. Low
components trigger Fuzz effect, which creates a volume envelope like the one of
a damped, electric guitar string. Despite the large octave spread of Harmonizer's
voices, you can play full chords in the highest regions of the keyboard,.

282

Vietcong Girl (KS)

The program in the ethnic, orient aesthetics that was sometimes applied to main
themes in the style of Rock or Pop-Rock. In conjunction with the appropriate
musical scale it creates a suggestive whole. Using the keyboard switches (C1 and
D1) you can disable individual voices of the Harmonizer, whereby you get several
variants of the basic tone.

283

Tibetan Bells (KS)

An experimental, ethnic sound reminding the harmonics of brass bells.
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Accurately tuned filters introduce specific resonances depending on MIDI velocity
values. Using the keyboard switches (C1, D1) you can turn off particular voices of
the Harmonizer. The C#1 keyswitch changes filter types.
284

Dirty Idiophone

'Idiophones' is the common name for all instruments, the sound of which results
from the physical properties of vibrating material from which they are
constructed. In this program, the source of the sound is the voice of the
Percussion section, accompanied by effects to give a more natural sound
associated with a real object.

285

FM Xylophone

A synthesis of a xylophone, generated from an FM synthesizer. The sound is
simple and a bit 'plastic'. You can hear a delicate modulation in the decay, like
inserted through an FM modulator circuit. The program can be successfully used
as a contrasting layer to Rock guitars or other psychedelic elements of an
arrangement.

286

Dull Marimba

A very softened version of the Central American Marimba. A dull sounding filter
took a lot of energy, and the sound is coming now from behind the stereo stage.
Like the previous program, this one also contrasts with a typical Rock band
instrumentation.

287

FM Carrier

Another program referring to a characteristics of FM synthesizer. In this case,
we've obtained the specific distortion, like inter-modulated waveforms. The
sound is monophonic, and the filter introduces a Retro character.

6.4.6. Bass
Title

Description

288

Through a Bass Speaker

A bass tone of electric organ passed through a large bass speaker. By tuning
filters and the Fuzz effect, we've obtained the characteristic paper fluttering, like
the cone of a working speaker of a large diameter. The sound is well balanced in
low octaves, despite the lack of Compressor.

289

Torn Fretboard

A heavily distorted organ bass. The distortion is so significant that it masks the
base tone. The kind of distortion can be associated with tearing of a thin material
or scraping a wooden surface – hence the name.

290

Burned out Speakers

Another program that uses a characteristic buzz of the Fuzz effect. In this case, it
has been particularly accented, and dominates the organ base. Combining the
Compressor with the Rotary Speaker, we've emphasized the speaker coloration
that resembles a mechanical damage of a speaker membrane.

291

Left Hand Alone

A low register of classic rock organ with a powerful overdrive of attack. The
program brings to mind a concert installation of keyboards. We have also
introduced a low value of MIDI velocity sensitivity.

292

Both Left Hands

The program name is a well-known Polish saying determining a person
completely devoid of manual skills and ineffective even in a simple work. For the
current program, it is not about literal effect of playing with both hands – we've
layered two low organ registers, so the sound has gained more energy and bass
depth. It is devoid of reverberation, mainly due to the Chorus that fills the entire
stereo width.
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293

Vintage Bass Synth

A synthesizer sound showing the qualities of B-11X samples. A high level of
Release samples means that both the beginning and the end of a waveform are
terminated with a click of switching electrical circuit. People, who are familiar
with old synthesizers, can associate the sound with a real analog instrument. A
basic generator has been replicated in octaves, and transposed down by the
Harmonizer.

294

Finger Bass Overdrive

An associations with finger playing comes from the very low frequency
component that is close to the lowest end of the audible frequency range.
Components of this type occur frequently when you strongly pull a bass guitar
string. The program uses the Harmonizer to generate such very low sound from
a basic tone, so the useful range of the instrument has moved up on the
keyboard.

295

Lower Manual Drive

Another bass program that uses low organ registers. In this program, we've used
a typical setting: two Flute voices plus two Percussion voices. To emphasize the
Rock characteristic, we've added the Fuzz that perfectly blends with the Rotating
Speaker effect. The program responds slightly to velocity changes.

296

Modern Synth Bassline

A synthesizer-like bass tone. The main modification here is some vintage,
'woody' coloration introduced by the rotating speaker simulation. A dynamic
envelope is flat and well-balanced in a bass region of the keyboard.

6.4.7. Stab
Title

Description

297

Soft Buzz Stab

The program combines Rock synthesizer and organ in a single, coherent accent.
The mild buzz dominating the midrange comes from Solo section. A short
staccato note ends with a few echo taps. The preset is well suited to emphasize a
form of a Hard-Rock track.

298

Organ Hit 1

An aggressive and filtered combination of Rock organs. With several layered
effects, the program sounds as a single tone of a strange synthesizer. MIDI
velocity slightly brightens the timbre in the midrange, and the acoustic space is
well filled between the right and the left channel.

299

Organ Hit 2

A modification of the previous program with a completely different setting of
digital filter, emphasizing the technical, synth-like sonority. A clearly audible
doubling of a base tone in the interval of fifth resembles electric guitar riffs.
Program can be successfully used along guitar tracks, or to emphasize a form of
your song.

300

Solo Registers Hit 1

The combination of B-11X Solo voices that stands out of a recording. The tone is
very synthetic, however it refers rather to classic analog instruments than
modern digital designs. It has only a slight modulation. Its simple tone fits well
with the Rock aesthetic.

301

Solo Registers Hit 2

An upgrade of the previous preset, thanks to spatial effects. The sound is very
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dense and rich, and can be used also for short melodic lines.
302

The General

While creating this program, we decided to use a historic association to express
its character. In the December 13, 1983, the authority in communist Poland had
been taken over by the Military Council of National Salvation headed by the
General. The Martial Law was announced that allowed the military to suppress
the democratic opposition. For many Poles, it was a time filled with a sense of
constant danger. Many historians called the introduction of martial law “the
most perfect military coup in the history of modern Europe.” The Sound of our
program evokes the mood of that special time.

303

303 Polish Fighter Squadron

During the work on this program, we've associated the program number with the
identifier of the most famous Polish air squadron, which was involved in the
Battle of Britain. To our surprise, the musical association proved to be possible,
and after a few moments, we obtained an archaic effect of diving fighter planes
during the Second World War. Polyphonic use the preset mimics an air combat
of the whole aviation squadron.

304

Organ Hit 3 (KS,VS)

Another combination of organ tones performing the entire chord, this time, with
a more vintage character. The program resembles a filtered sample from a
sampler module, which has been cut from a classic Rock recording. MIDI velocity
controls a cutoff frequency of a filter. In a basic setting, the Harmonizer
generates additional voices of a major chord, which can be changed to minor
with a single press of the C1 keyswitch.

305

Organ Hit 4 (KS)

A brighter and less filtered version of the previous preset. In this approach, the
MIDI velocity sensing has been disabled. We've preserved the option of changing
the mode of a chord from major to minor by using the C1 keyswitch.

6.4.8. Noise
Title

Description

306

Rotary Horn Failure

The first program from the category of musically useful noises and distortions.
We utilized a hum introduced by Fuzz effect. Depending on a note being played,
the strong deformation appears that changes the speed of oscillation. The result
resembles a damaged rotating object – in this case, a damaged rotating speaker.

307

Rotary Horn Winds

A special effect based on rock electric organ. The whole, including the Rotary
Speaker, seems to push through a loud noise of air, which quickly passes
through a ventilation channel or a slot. The noise level is moderate, so the
program can be successfully used as a regular harmonic background built from
simple chords.

308

Deconstruction of the System

A combination of several types of distortion: a floating pitch of harsh overdrive
and some unwanted resonances. The whole timbre is virtually on the edge of
musical usability – the sound is out-of-tune, uncontrolled and annoying.

309

Resistance Mismatch

The preset features the deep overload that have almost changed the basic tone
of a generator with rectangular waveform. If you play a melody, the sound
becomes similar to the sound of electric guitar. Playing chords brings out an
additional distortion. The whole reminds a strong input signal, which has been
delivered to a device – much stronger than the unit can accept.

310

Upper Manual Mayhem

A rock organ sound cutting through a squealing noise. An organ character is still
audible, although, in lower octaves, it becomes completely covered by sound
deformations. The program responds to MIDI velocity changes modifying timbre
the way that is difficult to control by hand.

311

FM Carrier Torture

A completely damaged sound of a synthetic piano. During an attack phase, the
sound is pure and clear, then transforms into a single and extremely annoying
resonance, which lasts until you release a key. This is like feedback in a signal
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path. The program can be successfully used as a special effect.
312

Shredded Bass Driver

A low-sounding deformation of attack, with paper-like coloration of clipping. It
resembles a material of a large speaker cone. The sound is well balanced in a
wide range of the keyboard, and can be used both as a special effect and a
specifically sounding bass.

313

"Conversation Controlled"

A technically sounding combination of synthesizer and organ, with an
emphasized click of disconnecting electrical circuit. The base tone smoothly
changes the pitch in the range of a semitone. Sometimes, distortions add up to a
single, high-pitched sound, which appears suddenly, interrupting the current
decay. The effect reminded us of, repeatedly ridiculed by Poles, interruptions of
telephone calls triggered by the socialist, official censorship – hence the title.

314

Fuzz Box Sustain

The type of signal distortion, which is like a cheap effect pedal. Grit distortion
sounds nasally and quite unpleasant, unlike a deep and powerful overdrive of a
good quality tube amp. The whole is sharp, and cuts well through guitar riffs.

6.4.9. Soundscape
Title

Description

315

Warszawa

A replica of the background timbre used in one of the rock recordings, inspired
by the capital of Poland and Polish folklore. The inspiration was a result of an
unexpected visit to Warsaw during his homecoming from the Soviet Union. It was
a recording of the folk group "Silesia" that became a reminder of the short stay.
The record was purchased at a bookstore at the former Paris Commune Square
(now Wilson Square).

316

Transistors instead of Pipes

A sound of transistor organ located in an acoustic space of a church. Such
combination may seem very unusual, however, in many Polish sanctuaries it
became a norm, probably for economic reasons. Originally designed pipe organ
installations were often replaced by electronic instruments made in GDR.

317

Big-Beat Mass

A somewhat entertaining electric organ, located in a small hall. The sound is
definitely in the Retro style, with a distinct vibrato, although specific settings of
Flute registers add a church characteristic. The whole may be associated with a
music from the Sunday Mass for the youth.

318

Soup for the Junkie

A sound impression based on a sad and subdued sound of a synthesizer. The
tone hovers in a vast space and fades out as a long echo. The program can be
used as an accompaniment, as well as an independent musical space.

319

Tube Amp and LFO

A noble and warm tone of electric organ, in the style of the '60s. Well-balanced
mids resemble a good quality tube amplifier, which was further passed through
a short reverb, locating the sound inside the recording studio. The basic tone has
a fast Vibrato.

320

Wind of the Renewal

An illustrative background with a clear and airy filtering. The whole reminds of a
wind or a sound of air duct. The base tone consists of voices from Flute and Solo
sections. The name refers to a well-known saying, meaning a long-awaited
change in the sociopolitical life.

321

Just Like Pipes

The imitation of pipe organ, made of electric organ registers. Detuning, filtration
and Vibrato mimic complex vibrations of the acoustic instrument. To underline
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the ecclesiastical character, we've added a long reverberation. The power of a
keystroke boosts whistling noises of out-flowing air.
322

Stalker

A futuristic sound of a vintage synthesizer, straight from science-fiction movies. A
negative tuning adds some sadness to the base tone, regardless of the mode of
the chord being performed. The acoustic space is also futuristic, and decays with
a single, monaural echo.

323

Last Concert (4 Voices)

A subdued sound of the entire set of keyboards, placed in an acoustic space of a
stadium or an open air, concert stage. Synthesizer and organ components have
been fused into a uniform tone. The program can be successfully used as an
independent music scene in a song.
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6.5. Grunge & Metal
6.5.1. Pad
Title

Description

324

Burned-out Speakers

A multi-layered harmonic background deformed in a manner resembling a
speaker with damaged coils. The effect have been achieved by appropriate
adjustment of filters. A level of distortion is moderate, and allows you to play full
chords.

325

The Bourdon

Originally, the term 'Bourdon' determined the lowest pipe of church organ. It is
now used in a broader sense, determining the static note in lower octaves that
underlies all harmonic and melodic structures. This program fulfills the role of
Bourdon with a low and growling Fuzz effect. It is well-suited to complement
heavy guitars full of lower harmonics.

326

The Electrician

A milder but more piercing harmonic background, well-suited for heavy sound
productions. An insistent tone of a modulation resembles a perpetual movement
of electrical equipment in an empty space of a yard. Chords significantly increase
the level of harmonic distortion. MIDI velocity controls the resonant frequency of
a filter.

327

XI Plenum (KS)

The program allows you to modify the distortion during live performances. You
can use the C1 keyswitch, which changes the type of the filter that has been
applied to all voices. The switch can be turned on and off rhythmically, building
specifically filtered phrases. The program also responds to the power of
keystroke, therefore various combinations of both modulations allow you to
obtain many intermediate sounds.

328

Strike (KS)

A dirty harmonic background, in which the overdrive gradually transforms into a
disturbing drone. The C1 keyswitch enables an additional filter, which adds
insistent whistle at higher frequencies.

329

Demilitarization (KS)

A deep synthesizer sound, in which the keyboard switches (C1, D1) bring total
destruction of the basic tone. In various combinations, the sound is like tearing
metal sheets, cutting metal rods or even like underground explosion. It is very
aggressive, and can be used as a special effect in the 'military' style.

330

Throat Infection

A dull synth sound with a vocal vibrato, distorted by the Fuzz effect. The program
sounds interesting with sparse intervals. When playing full chords, the level of
distortion masks the base generator.

331

Displeased Crowds (VS)

A 'stadium-like' sound of electric organ. It recalls a sound coming from a
loudspeaker system of immense power standing in front of the crowd. The Fuzz
effect introduces a distortion, which you can change by playing with different
articulation.

332

Grainy Sawtooth

A simulation of a distorted sawtooth generator. The level has been accurately set
to allow you to hear the original character of the waveform behind all
deformation. You can successfully perform extensive chords without losing
intelligibility.

6.5.2. Lead
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Title

Description

333

Leading 5ths

A basic lead sound on the basis of simple synthesizer. Component waveforms
were doubled in the intervals of fifth, like the Heavy Metal guitars. The sound has
been equalized dynamically by the Compressor, and it easily cuts through a
dense layer of electric guitars.

334

Low-Mid Lead

A stylish overdrive, extending to the lowest frequencies. The whole sound seems
to be very massive, though the distortion is somehow trying to break it with big
energy. The program can be used to perform main themes, however it is also
interesting in lower regions of the keyboard. Individual sounds in this range can
be used to additionally fill guitar riff tracks.

335

Grainy Auto-Wah

The program resembles a typical, guitar Wah pedal. The modulation comes from
the Phaser effect. The rate of change can be adjusted by moving the Speed knob.

336

Orleeck Mutes

A guitar lead with an old-fashioned distortion. If you play staccato, the sound
ends with a short, deformed sustain corresponding to a pluck of guitar string.
'The Orleeck' (Orlik) is the name of low quality guitars designed and
manufactured in Poland.

337

Worker's Song

A vocal-like combination of Flute section registers. The detuning of the highest
component is clearly audible in the front of the low, matte background. The
sound is fairly clean when you play a single melody line – when playing chords,
the overload becomes much louder.

338

Do What They Told You!

A typical guitar lead. The sound is very open and direct, and easily cuts through
any guitar background. The program sounds best around the C2 key, where it is
accurately balanced.

339

Big Brother Gets Angry

A distorted lead with synthesizer filtering, which responds to velocity changes by
brightening the treble. The scope of change includes a vocal range, and
sometimes resembles phonemes of human language. The program has a high
level of stereo echo, decaying a few seconds after you release a key.

340

Don't Scream!

A typical effect of 'screaming distortion' with the vocal vibrato that is often found
in guitar solos. The high level of Release samples imitates a string, touching frets
on a fretboard. The whole is accompanied by a clear, stereo echo.

341

Lead Guitar Solo (KS)

A heavy electric guitar sound, which you can modify using keyswitches. The keys
C1 and C#1 bring an additional filtering to the distorted timbre, and changes the
sound similar to pick-ups of a real instrument. You can shape the distortion
during performance, moreover, it is possible to imitate the 'tapping' technique
with rhythmic keystrokes.

6.5.3. Organ
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Title

Description

342

Oliva Organs via Stilon C60

A noisy and slightly over-driven sound of church organ. The program can be
successfully used in the 'Gothic Metal' style. The name refers to the famous,
historic pipe organ from the eighteenth century, located in the Gdansk cathedral.

343

In the Crypt

Another version of the previous preset, in the style of 'Gothic Metal'. The basic
tone includes the Rotary Speaker effect. A closed acoustic space and a raw
sounding filter resembles a concrete basement or a crypt.

344

Crunchy Rotator

An electric organ in a close space, with 'crunch' overdrive. The effect of a rotating
speaker has been obtained by tuning the Phaser, without the Rotary Speaker
module. As a result, the timbre is less 'wooden', and the distortion has been
more emphasized.

345

Screaming Register

A typical timbre of electric organ with strident tube amp overdrive. Properly
tuned filters produce throaty resonances of a single Flute register. A stylish effect
can be achieved by playing a melody in two voices, one of which is held for a long
time.

346

Suspended Punishment

A rock organ with a dark Fuzz. The distortion is like a low, subcutaneous growl,
and it is easily audible in the lowest octave. The program responds to the power
of keystroke, which shifts the resonant frequency of the filter towards the treble.

347

Underground Chapel

Another 'Gothic' organ. Its acoustic space is like a sound coming out of a cave or
an underground, stone hall. The program can be successfully used as a standalone musical color in an introduction to a song, or in a movie soundtrack.

348

Velocity Filter Plugded

A combination of a regular, organ sound and an external Velocity Follower
module. The effect of this type tracks changes in the level of input signal, and
generates an appropriate control signal – in this case, it controls an opening of
digital filter. Unlike synthesizers, electric organs are not normally equipped with
such modules.

349

High Q Pedals (KS)

A pedal register of the electric organ with a switchable, high resonance filtering.
The timbre has been well-balanced dynamically, and it can be used to replace a
guitar. You can switch the filter using the C1 keyswitch. The filter is unstable, and
sometimes resonates until you release the keyswitch.

350

Stainless Tonewheels

A special effect based on electric organ. The base sound gets some metallic, raw
sonority, barely resembling the soft tone of typical electric organ. The program
responds to MIDI velocity changes, shifting the metallic resonance towards
higher frequencies.

6.5.4. Piano
Title

Description

351

Low Range Gurgle

A massive electric piano sound, extended towards low frequencies. Each tone is
accompanied by a lot deeper and a little distorted component within low
frequencies.

352

Over-compressed

A distorted sound of an electric piano, which has been damped by a too highly
set Compressor. As a result, higher but steady volume levels suck the energy
from phrases being performed. The compressor's action can be heard clearly in
the decay phase, in which the volume increases gradually.

353

Fried Hammers

An electric piano, which have been distorted with specific sizzling. The fine
granularity of distortion concentrates in higher tones, and leaves the timbre clear
in the midrange. The acoustic space is very close and tight.

354

16 Valves

In this program, we've obtained a variation of Fuzz. The tube amp simulation
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boosts particular frequencies at the expense of others, which determines the
specificity of this program. Filter settings have been fine-tuned to further
emphasize these characteristic frequencies, so that the 'tube' effect is clearly
exaggerated.
355

Compressed and Noisy

A dynamically flattened synthetic piano, hidden behind a layer of noise. It
reminds an average quality sound speaker located directly in the front of a
listener. The basic tone contains additional low and high components introduced
by the Harmonizer, and for this reason polyphony has been limited to a few
notes.

356

Garage Sale Treasure

A distorted electric piano, placed in a small and dull acoustic space resembling a
garage or a basement. The timbre is quite clear and readable, with distinct
components within the high frequency range. The whole reminded us of a
valuable instrument that was found by chance in a stall with antiques.

357

Feedback in the Suitacase

A distorted sound of Suitcase Piano (a portable electric piano with an amplifier).
A single resonance appears when you press a key for a long while, like a
feedback in electric circuit. The resonance lasts until the end of the original
sample, then abruptly disappears.

358

Dry Crunch Fifths (KS)

A crisp timbre of overdrive with additional component in the interval of fifth. It
adds some Rock biting, which you can turn off using the C1 keyswitch. You can
also switch off a doubling of the base tone using the C#1 keyswitch.

359

Fine Saturation

An imitation of a saturation effect resulting in harmonic enrichment and a slight
overdrive. The sustain of this piano is smooth, the attack was only slightly
distorted by the Fuzz. Stereo effects concentrate in the center of stereo stage.

6.5.5. Mallet
Title

Description

360

Thick Acryl

A distorted sustain of a massive bar. The attack is a bit plastic, unlike metallic
brightness of vibraphone. Sound decays quickly and dully.

361

Feedback Vibes (KS)

A metallic sound with a percussive envelope, passed through a heavily distorted
guitar amplifier. A distortion overwhelms completely the original timbre, and
adds the accent that is more like a guitar. The keyboard switches (C1, C#1, D1,
D#1) complete the work of destruction by switching-on very aggressive filters.

362

Worn-out Hammers

A basic Marimba timbre, which has been deformed by the Fuzz effect. A wooden
decay has been damped by a dirty overdrive. The program sounds best in high
octaves.

363

Auto-Wah Kicks

An exaggerated effect of Auto-Wah, which have been applied to a distorted
sound of vibraphone. The modulation is rhythmic, and you can fine-tune its rate
by setting the Speed knob in the Phaser module. The program gives the actual
'kick' when playing chords, which emphasizes an aggressive attack.
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364

Pick Bass Mutes

A bass sound with a percussive attack resembling guitar picking. An overdrive of
the attack is moderate. The whole has been placed in a small, bright room.

365

Devotional Bells

A synthetic sound with dirty, bell overtones, straight from a Black Mass. It
intensely responses to MIDI velocity, which shifts metallic resonances to different
locations within the frequency band. Holding down a key brings out the selfexcitation of the filter, which lasts until you release the key.

366

Heavy Metal

A combination of two Percussion voices with a high-pitched, metallic resonance
of a filter. The initial attack, that is like a vibraphone or a marimba, gradually
transforms into a single and aggressive excitation. The effect occurs quickly
when you press more than one key. The program can be successfully used as a
special effect.

367

Digitized Lamellophone

The name 'lamellophons' determines a group of instruments constructed from a
single, metal lamellas attached to a resonant box, and struck with fingers at the
free end. In this program, we have created a futuristic lamellophone, decaying
with a vibrating tone, accompanied by a prolonged, digital squeak.

368

Gutterphone

An experimental percussion instrument, like hitting a galvanized sheet of metal.
Characteristically, high harmonics have been introduced by the Harmonizer.

6.5.6. Bass
Title

Description

369

Hi-power Drill

An energetic bass, which has been modulated, and sounds like a vibrating, highpower motor. Vibrations cut through a thick distortion, and excites a biting base
tone. A dynamic envelope is quite simple and almost rectangular.

370

Soft Punch

A faded bass with plenty of soft distortion. The initial attack, emphasized by the
Compressor, is not too aggressive, and moderately accompanies rhythmic
phrases. The sound is also evenly distributed in a wide stereo space using the
Chorus.

371

Mono and Crunchy

The specific timbre of an overdrive, referred to as 'crunch', here applied to a
standing, synth bass tone. The sound has a boosted attack, but does not change
during sustain and decay phases; there is no pitch modulation or balancing of
dynamics. The whole has been placed in the center of stereo stage, without any
reverberation or echo.

372

Tapping Rusty Brass (KS,VS)

A wide, synthetic timbre based on a synth brass section with many spatial
effects. The title 'tapping' can be obtained through five keyswitches (C1 – F1),
which enables digital filters on signal paths of Solo sections voices. Each of the
switches introduces a slightly different timbre, and they also respond to MIDI
velocity changes. Strong articulation shifts the resonance frequency of the filter,
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which becomes audible when you press the switch.
373

Overlaping Legatos

A very interesting bass sound, with a characteristic response to overlapping
notes when playing legato. If subsequent notes overlap, a clearly audible rumble
of the Fuzz effect will be triggered, which does not occur while playing detached
notes. The distortion is very specific, but rather difficult to control during a live
performance. However, when programming in a sequencer, you can fine tune
the effect.

374

Schabovy

A compact and well-balanced bass instrument for versatile use. As versatile as
the traditional Polish breaded pork chop cutlet we mention in the title.

375

The Butcher

A soft and dirty bass with a stylish, grunge coloration. A level of distortion
increases significantly when playing octaves or fifths, even though in the latter
case note readability is greatly reduced.

376

Sulinovo

A clear and readable bass with clipping, like a mechanical rumble. The preset
does not have any reverberation or chorus effect, although evenly fills the entire
width of stereo stage.

377

Standing Waves of Anger

A bass special effect. The Phaser effect introduces a modulation similar to an 'ua' formant of human speech. The fundamental tone is nasal, anxious and
insistent. An interesting effect of 'angry comment' can be obtained for static
chords with transiently occurring octaves and sevenths.

6.5.7. Stab
Title

Description

378

Semitone Carburetor

A specific musical accent in a Heavy-Metal version – an imitation of a car muffler
sound. The tone also reminds basic mechanical operations, as it repetitively
changes the pitch within a semitone.

379

Metalic Delay Taps

A tinny distorted, organ accent, which decays as a clear and metallic echo.
Reflections comes back to the listener from different parts of the stereo stage, as
if they have been strengthened. To excite such echos, you can just play a short,
staccato note. Definitely in the Grunge style.

380

Ionic Blast (KS)

A wide and spacious accent, embedded in a dirty, unreal space. The entire set of
derived sounds can be achieved with two keyswitches (C1 and C#1), which
enable a clear digital filter with resonance. The resonant frequency is controlled
by the power of keystroke, and shifts toward higher frequencies with greater
MIDI velocity values. The program is well suited for arranging filtered rhythmic
phrases.

381

G. Son

A mono accent in the interval of fifth, which resembles guitar playing in fifths on
the lowest strings.

382

Alcohol Kills

A piercing musical accent based on the sound of electric organ. Particular
registers has been extremely detuned, and the timbre changes according to the
Rotary Speaker. A short and 'glassy' filtering of the sustain makes the whole a
little blurred and 'seeing double'.
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383

Irritation

A specific tuning of the Fuzz, which overdrives the lowest voices of Flute and Solo
sections. This type of distortion is quite annoying, and yet it does not change
with time, which further irritates a listener. As with other programs in this
category, you can modify the brightness of distortion with MIDI velocity.

384

Stone Hit

A special effect resembling the acoustics of a stone hall or a concrete silo. By
holding down a key a little bit longer, you can trigger cyclic modulation of the
Phaser effect, which sounds more technically. The program responds vigorously
to MIDI velocity changes opening digital filters towards higher frequencies.

385

Nihilistic Stroke

Another version of an electric guitar, made from a single generator of the Solo
section and additional voices added by the Harmonizer. In this preset, the timbre
is brighter and more destructive. The initial accent blends well with short and
monophonic echo.

386

Psychodelic

A combination of muffled resonances, whistling noises and hums. The whole is
extremely psychedelic. The acoustic space is monophonic, which further
reinforces an impression of emotional distress. The program is highly sensitive to
velocity changes, which can be adjusted with the Velocity Sense knob of the Filter
Matrix module.

6.5.8. Noise
Title

Description

387

Chrome Mine Drills

The first preset from the category of Metal-style noises, resembling an intensive
drilling in a hard material. The basic tone barely cuts through a layer of highpitched noise caused by friction. Virtually, the entire range of the keyboard
sounds interestingly.

388

Concrete Grinder (KS)

An aggressive sound of damage, with some overlapping modulations that
change coloration of distortion in cycles. However, the real sound of destruction
can be achieved by using the entire set of keyswitches. There are as many as six
of them (C1 – F1), and each introduces a slightly different deformation of the
timbre. You can use them on one by one, which causes the distortion to build-up
gradually.

389

Titanium Lathe (KS)

A music tumult reminding a machine hall with a dominant screech of grinding a
hard surface. Like in the previous program, you can also use several keyswitches
simultaneously, which modifies a cacophony of friction noise. In addition, all
generators have been modulated with a slow vibrato effect, resembling an
industrial siren. For use as a special effect.

390

Roaring Bourdon

A combination of distorted synthesizers, whose color changes in cycles due to
the Phaser effect. The effect gradually changes from a simple modulation to a
specific vocal emphasis, like a long vowel 'a'. A basic tone sounds rather
insistently and mechanically.

391

In the Shipyard

An interesting combination of metallic filters and echoes, like a metalwork
somewhere in depths of a shipping dock. The aural association likely comes from
a combination of echo reflections that repeat a mechanical timbre. The program
is highly sensitive to velocity changes, and it transforms into a high squeal with
powerful keystrokes.

392

The Airport

A combination of pitch modulations introduced by two effects: the Vibrato and
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the Chorus. The sum of modulations resembles acceleration and deceleration of
an aircraft engine. The whole has been placed in a large acoustic space with
plenty of short reflections.
393

First Steps on Piano

A distorted timbre of a synthetic piano. A piano decay gradually becomes a single
squeak depending on the note you play and its velocity. The overdrive effect is
quite aggressive and insistent, while the acoustic space reminds a sound coming
directly from behind a thin wall.

394

Amps in the Startosphere

A sound of guitar amps coming from afar, and reflected with subsequent echoes.
Playing sparse chords, you can achieve an interesting musical texture. The
program intensely responses to MIDI velocity changes, and turns into a technical,
granular hum at high values.

395

Polishing Up

Another, mechanized sound in the dirty aesthetics of Grunge. In this program, a
color of distortion is like rubbing a rough surfaces. You can get various
combinations of harsh noise and scratches by playing chords, especially in a
close position. Like other programs in this category, MIDI velocity controls the
digital filter resonance, and shifts it towards high frequencies.

6.5.9. Soundscape
Title

Description

396

Winds in Bass Reflex Port

A musical picture, portraying the air squeezing through narrow channels with
high pressure. The static howl, slightly changing the pitch, reminds a howling
wind. The basic tone is harsh and distorted, and fits into a guitar background.

397

Echoes of the Riot

A wide stereo space consisting of two layers of distortion: a clear synth on the
primary layer, and a muffled and vocal tone on the secondary layer. The
background timbre creates a feeling of anxiety, which sometimes cuts through
the fore. An interesting effect can be achieved by playing two parallel melody
lines – a bass and a melody a few octaves apart.

398

Four Weddings Reamped

The timbre of electric organ, which is quite serious and a bit ecclesiastic. The
sound is like coming from a neighboring room. The organ tone is slightly
distorted, as if you use a guitar amp instead of a loudspeaker system in a church
interior. The acoustic space is not very large, it is more like a small chapel or a
wedding hall.

399

Silesian Air

The region of Silesia in southern Poland is the center of coal mining on a great
scale. It has, unfortunately, the most polluted atmosphere. The name is a loose
association with the acoustic space of this preset, created by a wide resonance
and a dusty and dirty sound of electric organ.

400

Brand New City Church

A simple sound of synthetic organ, strongly contrasting with the dirty aesthetics
of Heavy-Metal. It sounds alone in an empty space with flat, concrete walls. A
Flute register layout is typical to church organ, with no Vibrato and Rotary
Speaker effect. When keys are released, a slight noise appears, coming from
filtered Release samples.

401

Space Guitars

A sound space utilizing a typical, guitar-oriented setting of the Fuzz effect. Like in
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other imitations of this type, the Harmonizer introduces additional notes in the
intervals of fifth. The whole has been combined in a deep, surreal echo.
402

Rotunda Passage

A sound of out-of-tune musical instruments coming from an underground
passing. The title Rotunda is a landmark building in the center of Warsaw, near
the busiest underpass in the capital. Because of a great number of pedestrians,
the Rotunda Underpass is also a place of daily performances of many street
artists. The Rotunda also witnessed the greatest construction disaster in postwar Poland – a gas explosion that killed 49 people, and more than 110 were
injured.

403

Transplantation

A soft, low and melodious tone with plenty of spatial effects. The timbre is less
metallic than other programs in this category. The program responds to MIDI
velocity by boosting the middle frequency range.

404

Belchatov

An association with mechanical devices working in a vast, empty space. The
name comes from the largest mine in Poland. The timbre has a lot of low,
detuned components, therefore the most useful region is near the center of the
keyboard.
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6.6. Jazz & Blues
6.6.1. Pad
Title

Description

405

The Church of the Saint Pianist

An organ tone with an intermediate setting of the Flute section, between church
and blues register layouts. By adding some high components of the Percussion
section, the whole gets a piano-like attack, especially when playing staccato. The
whole has been placed in a medium-sized room with small diffusion of
reflections.

406

Smooth Moods 1

The program is dedicated to create harmonic backgrounds in the Smooth Jazz
genre, which brings improvised music nearer the Pop genre. In this preset, we've
introduced a brightened attack, characteristic of electronic instruments of Pop.
You can control the level of brightness with MIDI velocity. The program is well
suited to perform chords in a close position.

407

Smooth Moods 2

Another version of a harmonic background in the style of Smooth Jazz. In this
program, we've emphasized the initial attack, which makes the whole timbre
more pronounced. You can obtains a distinctive, clear and selective sound in
higher octaves.

408

Slow Motion

The program offers boosted mids of the vocal range, with simultaneous
softening of the treble. This makes complex chords sound good while
performing typical jazz harmony, leaving enough space for solo instruments like
saxophone or trumpet. This kind of timbre is often used in jazz ballads that make
use of synthesizers.

409

Blues for Free

In this program, we tried to add some exaggerated blues idiom, like a poor
performance without a thorough knowledge of the blues style. You can clearly
hear the synthetic component that makes chords too entertaining and too literal.
The lack of reverberation further enhances the effect.

410

Melotron Violins

The program imitates one of Melotron sounds. For longer notes, you can hear a
gentle irregular waving, resembling a work of a worn-out magnetic tape. The
preset can be used to build harmonic backgrounds in the Retro Jazz style. When
you release a key, a click is heard imitating electrical contacts, which we've
obtained by the appropriate setting of Release samples level.

411

R&B Drawbars

A backing sound in the style of early Rhythm and Blues. It has a register layout
and a vibrato effect referring to the style of Gospel, though not as expansive.
Delicate use of the Fuzz effect introduces a subtle, bluesy character to your
performance.

412

TV Show Keyboards

An illustrative program based on a synthesizer. It introduces a funny element
through a kind of 'reed' sonority, which is unique to street, barrel organ. The
Delay simulates the acoustics of a recording studio with audience.

413

Boxed Joy

The sound definitely in the Retro style – monophonic, with a thick vibrato. Filter
settings brings out a resonant frequency of a small enclosed space, such as a
paper box. Especially in high octaves, the timbre is quite humorous. For use in
productions imitating historic recordings on old vinyl disks.

6.6.2. Lead
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Title

Description

414

Ruelle du Jazz

The kind of timbre that is well known from many Jazz movies. The association
comes from a single register of accordion, performing a smooth melody of valsemusette in the popular French music. The nature of the tone has been replicated
with basic generators.

415

Tanzbude Swings

The program reminding a retro swing party with the record player that have
been cranked up to be especially loud. Applied filter settings raise an association
with lower quality equipment playing at 'full blast'. The preset is well suited for
playing the whole melody on one instrument. The high level of Release samples
helps you achieve deep swinging rhythms.

416

Ceskoslovensko

A reconstruction of a melodic timbre known from many songs and movies of the
'80s. At the time, the music and film production from behind the southern
border of Poland gained immense popularity. Authors often used simple synths,
like this program. The filtering of the Clarinet oscillator introduces an interesting
attack, like a blow. The program is also velocity sensitive.

417

Autumn in Warsaw

A melodic synth straight from the Retro Swing era. The Vibrato and the
Compressor create an impression of an old record. The name refers to a
standard tune of Jazz music.

418

Saint-Tropez

The program reconstructs a synthetic sound from a swinging musical theme of
typical French comedy. The setting of the Chorus brings the timbre nearer the
valse-musette accordion, but with warmer sonority. It has been completed with
the Delay to simulate the phenomenon of Early Reflections.

419

Estradnaya Pesnya

A sound in the 'Eastern Europe style'. The Chorus creates an impression of
multiple sound sources. The nasal timbre, created by filters and the vibrato,
working at the pace of the mandolin or balalaika picking, raise association with a
Russian song, especially when playing thirds. Interestingly, Jazz came to the
Soviet Russia as early as in 1920.

420

Qucking LPF

A soloing program, which can be successfully used to improvise in the style of
Jazz, Blues or Jazz-Rock. The filter follows MIDI velocity introducing an effect of
quacking. You can also use Pitch Bend and Modulation controllers to build your
improvisation, and to add some vocal characteristic to melodies.

421

Fisharmonie on Batteries

This melodic program is well suited to play intervals. The usage of a single
generator of the Flute section creates an effect of a small-scale sound. Filter
settings create a pipe blow of classic organ. The total lack of reverberation
introduces more electric than acoustic impression of the whole, which have
reminded us of a little harmonium.

422

Two Keyboard Layers

A solo program in the style of early multi-timbral synthesizers. Such devices
allowed for multiple layering of basic programs in a form of so-called
Combination, usually completed with a set of effects. In this program, we
combined the timbres of organ and simple synthesizer, the way that keeps the
distinguishability of particular components. You can use it to perform solo
phrases in jazzy styles of the '70s and the '80s.

6.6.3. Organ
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Title

Description

423

Walk With Me

A classic jazz organ with a well-built bass range, designed for accompaniments
with a walking bass line in the left hand and chords in the right hand. The wellmatched level of Release samples further supports the rhythm of your playing.
The program makes extensive use of the rotating speaker simulation. In the
basic setting it spins in a slower mode.

424

New Valves in My Amplifier

A pure, blues organ timbre. The preset is selective in the midrange, with a
moderate level of low organ voices. The sound is well-suited for chord
accompaniments in the styles of Blues-Rock and Pop-Rock. The very short and
dark reverberation warms-up the sound and brings it closer to a listener.

425

The Preacher

The program offers the familiar, organ timbre that often accompanies traditional
Gospel hymns. The register layout gives a warm and soft sound of the midrange,
leaving a necessary space for vocal lines. The whole has been finished with a
thick vibrato of the Rotating Speaker.

426

Multiple Leslies

The program imitates a sound installation of multiple, parallel-connected,
rotating speakers cabinets. Systems of this type were sometimes used by
organists during live performances to increase the power of an instrument.

427

Romanelli

An electric organ timbre, characteristic of Italian electronic instruments and the
Italian popular music. We've been able to replicate the idiom with B-11X by
setting filters to a kind of gently nasal sonority. The program sounds best while
playing sparse harmony in middle octaves. It is also perfect for performing
melody lines in the Italian style.

428

Quick Gig

The program offers a stylistically neutral approach to organ settings. The sound
has been modeled on factory programs of General MIDI modules. The applied
spatial effects also does not bring any dominant attribute. It basically constitutes
a versatile tool for universal use in 'an emergency'.

429

Let My People Go

Another program referring to the style of Gospel. In this case, we've used a
negative tuning of selected registers, which makes the sound a bit minor. A
similar timbre can be heard in accompaniments to slow hymns in that style. The
preset is the most suggestive within the two-line octave.

430

White Slaves

The program is a variation on a traditional Gospel organ. The vibrato effect is
clearly electronic and makes an impression of a cheap imitation of the style.
Similarly, the treble roll-off does not sound noble enough.

431

Jazz-Rock Tonewheels

In this program, we've used more modulation effects, which shift the aesthetics
towards Jazz-rock. The detuning of adjacent registers introduces greater
complexity of aliquots, and modernizes the whole sound. In lower octaves, the
preset takes on the characteristics of synthesizer, especially while performing
quartal chords.

6.6.4. Piano
Title
432

Mark XI

Description
Our approach to classical electric piano sound, which takes advantage of analog
origins of B-11X samples. The program responds to the power of keystroke, like
an actual electromechanical instrument. The Phaser completes the effect with its
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classic floating setting.
433

Release Me

The program offers a more intimate version of electric piano. The use of effects
is softer, and results in a more direct sound, especially when playing with small
dynamics. A release of a key triggers the maximum level of Release samples,
which, thanks to soft settings of the filter, blends well with the whole.

434

Groover

One of the most successful programs from the B-11X Factory Set. It provides you
with a reconstruction of the sound of electric piano from early Smooth Jazz
recordings. The sound is very close and warm, and the smoothly waving Phaser
fills the entire stereo space. This character has been preserved also in lower
octaves, giving a deep harmonic foundation. The preset responds to MIDI
velocity very smoothly.

435

Piano and Cabinet

The program simulates the sounds of an electric piano and an organ connected
to a column with rotating speakers. The timbre gains the organ sonority and
some saturation of a tube amplifier. This effect has been obtained by fine-tuning
the Fuzz. The program can be successfully used in Blues as well as derivative
styles.

436

Damped and Short

The program offers a version of an electric piano dedicated to perform rhythmic
riffs. The characteristic feature is the short volume envelope, decaying fast due
to additional attenuation. The reverberation is short, so as not to interfere with
faster rhythm patterns.

437

Vintage Clavinet

A reconstruction of historic Clavinet. The accuracy of timbre comes from the
maximum level of Release samples that recreates clicks of key release. The
distinctive, nasal timbre has been introduced by filters, which tends to sound
brighter with increasing velocity, like the genuine Clavinet.

438

Honky Tonk Piano

This presets mimics a standard program of General Midi set – a Honky Tonk
piano, detuned due to prolonged use. Of course, the sound of the original is
extremely difficult to recreate due to large variations and great complexity of
basic waveform. However, we've been able to capture an overall characteristic by
applying the Chorus effect in the manner of many General Midi sound sets.

439

Soft Pluck Wurli

In this program, we refer to the sound of legendary Wurlitzer keyboards. When
you change the dynamics of your playing, it reveals a peculiar, vibraphone
character. The attack has been emphasized by an aggressive setting of the
Compressor. The basic tone has been complemented with a monophonic and
shallow Phaser effect. The program is very versatile in application, like the
original Wurlitzer piano, which is commonly used from Early Fusion to
Contemporary Jazz.

440

DX 11

A replica of an electric piano sound coming from a classic synthesizer equipped
with FM technology. In FM synthesis, the source is a basic waveform: Sine,
Triangle, Square, subject to further modulations. Choosing the basis significantly
affect the sound as a whole, and this is what we've tried to recreate in this
program. The characteristic, 'plastic' coloration is clearly audible in the highest
octaves.

6.6.5. Mallet
Title

Description

441

Nu-Jazz Distorted Vibes

The program simulates a vibraphone passed through a guitar amp for a 'crunch'
attack. The effect is characteristic of sound exploration of Acid Jazz that introduce
elements of Rock, Funk and Hip-Hop to the improvised music. A moderate
distortion allows you to perform complex chords.

442

Studio Celesta

A replica of Celeste sound, echoing in a recording studio from the Swing era.
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Despite orchestral origins, the instrument featured in Jazz, both as a solo and
accompanying instrument. Many famous pianists used Celeste in Blues and
Swing.
443

Latin Vibes

A broad and warm sound of a vibraphone, for use in quiet songs in the Latin Jazz
genre. The initial attack is somehow like a sunny, Central American Marimba. The
program is well balanced, and very smoothly responds to articulation changes,
which makes it convenient to use when playing live.

444

Bossa-nova Riff Maker

A Latin Retro sound, reminiscent of a recording of the entire section of harmonic
instruments: a vibraphone, a synthesizer and an organ. You can perform Latin
riffs with distinctive coloration of sound like on old recordings of Melotron
accompaniments.

445

Latin Vibes Redesigned

This program is a modification of the preset #443, Latin Vibes. We have
introduced a clear, synthetic character by supporting the sustain with an analog
organ and the pronounced Phaser effect. The changes shift the program towards
modernity, rising an association with a Multi-timbral module.

446

Vintage Vibraphone 1

The program offers a slightly dirty tone of a vibraphone. In this setting, we've
introduced high frequency attenuation and a small level of the Fuzz effect,
imitating the saturation of an old, audio tape.

447

Vintage Vibraphone 2

The program is a modification of the Vintage Vibraphone 1, rising further
associations with a classic sound of a multi-sample module. In such device,
sounds on the entire range of the keyboard were calculated from few base
samples transposed into neighboring keys by the software. A distinctive feature
of this technology was the fact that the samples retained their character only in a
very narrow vicinity of the original pitch. We've tried to recreate this effect in this
program.

448

Marimba Goes Around

The program is an example of the benefits of virtualization. In the digital domain,
we've used an imitation of Marimbas to feed the Rotary Speaker effect, which
adds the well-recognized coloration of electromechanical organs. As a result,
we've obtained an interesting retro sound, with a clearly audible spinning of a
midrange tube speaker.

449

Vintage Marimba

The program replicates the sound of low sounding Marimbas with bars of wood,
and metal resonators. The filter warms-up the treble, and gives them some
sober, calm intonation, well-matched for all compositions in the style of Latin
Jazz.

6.6.6. Bass
Title

Description

450

Vibra Walker

An organ sound to carry out walking bass lines on swing tracks. The accurate
balance between registers gives great bass depth in a wide range of the
keyboard. The whole has been complemented by a gentle vibrato.

451

Jazz Bass Compressed

A synthesis of a bass guitar that has been connected to a compressor. As a
result, the initial attack has been smoothed, and the dynamics leveled. The
program can be successfully used both as a walking bass, as well as an usual
harmonic foundation.
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452

Fingered Fretless

An imitation of a sonic nuance of fretless bass played hard with fingers. This
technique enhances the timbre with the slapping on a wooden fingerboard. The
output signal captured by pick-ups contains the specific, deep attack.

453

Double Bass 1

A synthesis of a double bass, which have been connected to the Chorus effect.
Appropriate filter settings emphasize frequencies of the soundboard. The
Chorus mimics the characteristic of resonating, long strings of the acoustic
instrument.

454

Dark Tuba

An imitation of the largest wind instrument from B-11X samples. The sound
reminds a typical 'Tuba' program from a simple synthesizer, where the complex
timbre of vibrating brass has been simulated using simple voltage waveforms.
Acoustic Tuba and its relatives appeared in Early Jazz for many years.

455

Mellow Tuba

Another imitation of Tuba. This version emphasizes synthetic coloration, and
sounds vividly in a narrow range of the keyboard. The program fits perfectly in
the style of Nu-Jazz, giving a clear, electronic character.

456

Fretless with Chorus

The replica of the famous bass sound of the early Jazz-Fusion. The double bass
sonority has been overshadowed by the pronounced Chorus effect. As a result
the synthetic quality becomes more audible, and brings the whole nearer other
electronic instruments of Fusion style.

457

Dry Finger Bass

A replica of electric jazz bass sound recorded directly from the output of
instrument pick-ups. Thanks to accurate tuning of the lowest Solo generator,
we've obtained characteristic, ringing intonation of a metal string. The program is
very versatile, and may be further upgraded with the Chorus or the Phaser, if
needed.

458

Left Hand Walking

This preset provides an organ registry layout which is specific to lower manual of
Jazz organ that leads a walking bass. Percussion voices emphasize rhythmic
figuration of the phrase you play. The program contains additional compression
for good dynamic balance over a wide range of the keyboard.

6.6.7. Stab
Title

Description

459

Bambo (KS)

An accent build on the entire chord with an added component in the interval of
sixth. The basic timbre is actually an aged sound of Marimba, with slightly ethnic
character. The label KS determines the use of keyswitches; in this case, the chord
mode changes from major to minor while pressing the C1 key.

460

Circus Major (KS)

An accent based on a vibraphone, like a sound coming from an amusement park
or a circus. The echo, we've used, is like being inside a circus tent. With the C1
keyswitch you can change the mode of sixth chord from major to minor, creating
various harmonic sequences with a touch of a button.

461

Salsa Mode (KS)

The program simulates the use of the sample that have been cut from a Latin
recording. For a single keystroke, the Harmonizer generates remaining
components of the sixth chord. The basic sound here is a single Solo generator,
which resembles a muffled sound of a small brass section. Like other programs
in this category, you can switch between major and minor modes by pressing the
C1 key.

462

Out of Tune 1

An explicitly detuned chord accent. The simple level envelope sounds like an
ordinary recording sample. For use as a special effect between music phrases or
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at the end of a song.
463

Out of Tune 2

Another version of the detuned chord accent. In this case, it is also a sixth chord.
The sound is clearer and fuller, more synth-like. It goes well with the aesthetic of
Jazz-Fusion, both in individual accents and complex harmonic soundscapes.

464

Blues Ninth Hit

A bold accent built on a dominant chord. The chord has been processed through
filters and the Fuzz, to add some blues coloration. The whole is accompanied by
a monophonic echo. The program can be used as a special effect, or to embellish
rhythms in Nu-Jazz and Acid-Jazz productions.

465

Bright 7th Hit

The program replicates a specific sound of an Automatic Accompaniment
feature, which can be found in synths. Modules of this type formed chords by
applying the sound of the same generator to additional notes. This program also
uses a stylish 'tape' echo.

466

Full Percussion Stab (KS)

An interesting, rhythmic emphasis in the Retro style. The sixth chord is
performed using all voices of the Percussion section. In the basic mode, the
Harmonizer performs a major chord, which you can change to minor by pressing
the C1 keyswitch. You can successfully use this preset in many modern
productions in the style of New Retro.

467

Jazz Radio Jingle (KS)

An interesting harmonic accent resembling an old radio. Monophonic
reverberation belongs to a radio broadcast being played through a speaker. For
use as a special effect, and even as a harmonic background. With the C1
keyswitch, you can change the mode of the chord from major to minor.

6.6.8. Noise
Title

Description

468

Jimmy the Blacksmith

In this program, we've obtained an interesting special effect based on organ
sound. Layered sound deformations remind of low harmonic distortion
occurring during metalworking. The noise level is so modest that it is even
possible to perform full chords and melodies. The lowest octave has been
emphasized with a digital filter resonance.

469

Serious Hammer Hardness

An interesting special effect based on electric piano. In the long decay, you can
hear overtones of a heavy metal object being hit. The effect is independent of
the note you play. The program can be used to create amazing textures in the
style of Modern Electric Jazz.

470

Granulated Coils

An interesting example of a continuous noise accompanying electric organ. The
actual result can be obtained when playing full chords. The distortion depends
on note's pitch; it raised our association with a damage of electromechanical
organ's coils.

471

Granulated Coils Upgraded

A small upgrade of the previous program, Granulated Coils. In this version, the
distortion associated with an organ tone is more random and expressive. The
timbre, however, retains its melodic character, and can be successfully used to
implement dirty harmonic backgrounds.
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472

Very Noisy Amplifier

A typical special effect on the basis of appropriately shaped noise. The
aggressive and irritating result has been achieved by the maximum setting of the
amplifier emulation. The pitch of the note you play is barely audible through a
thick layer of distortion.

473

Leaky Bassoon

Interesting use of digital filters with a high value of resonance, creating an
impression of wheeze and hum caused by air. Specific settings of the Solo
section resembles a harsh sound of a bassoon, especially in lower octaves.

474

UKF

The program mimics phase changes while tuning stations in an analog radio
receiver. When making a chord, a large amount of noise appears in the signal.
The effect is most suggestive in middle octaves of the keyboard.

475

Defective Theremin

A Retro style special effect imitating a damaged Theremin. A characteristic
feature of the instrument is a very deep and smooth change of pitch making a
crazy vibrato.

476

Rubbing Rotator

In this program, we've used the sound of Jazz organ enhanced with a repetitive
distortion. The timbre and the rhythm of the distortion combines with the
Rotating Speaker, and sounds like creaks and squeaks caused by friction of
rotating metal parts. The effect is well-noticeable with sustained chords.

6.6.9. Soundscape
Title

Description

477

Warsaw Casino of the '30s

The program of a very distinctive character. We've used an 'antique' sound of the
Vibrato and some high frequency roll-off, which rises associations of vintage
recordings or the music performed on early electromechanical organs.

478

The First Radio Broadcast

Another program in the retro style, imitating the music coming from an old radio
receiver. A high level of compression imitates a limited dynamic range of radio
speaker. The program can be successfully used in various modern styles.

479

Samizdat

The program name determines an illegal activity carried out in the Soviet Union,
consisting of manual copying and distributing banned books and articles. The
actual association comes from the tremolo articulation, which were used
extensively in the Russian popular music. Clear, mono echo complements the
experience.

480

Jazz Hour Reminiscence

The preset is actually a metaphor, which uses a vibraphone playing 'through a
radio' placed in a wide stereo space. The name refers to a very popular radio
broadcast, which was also very important to the popularization of Jazz in Poland.
You can use the preset to build your own and unique harmonic backgrounds in a
jazz ballad.

481

Bounce Back

A combination of Jazz organ and synth background, to create romantic musical
atmospheres. Long echos and the nostalgic Vibrato work well with melodies and
harmonies in the major mode. The preset matches the aesthetics of Jazz-Fusion,
although its mild climate can also be used in the style of Smooth Jazz. The name
is the English saying that means a return to everyday activity after a difficult
period of life.

482

Gramophone Jazz

This program imitates sound vibrations from a wavy vinyl record. The effect
becomes more pronounced during solo playing. The keyboard is sensitive to
MIDI velocity, with the dynamic response which is characteristic of electric piano.
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483

Harvest Day Parade

In this program, we aimed to recreate the tone of transistor organ accompanying
an open-air event. The filter has been tuned to add some speaker coloration,
imitating an PA installation. You can hear a quiet, folk reed sound, resembling a
synthetic accordion.

484

Practicing Fugue

The scene, in which we can hear a tone of electric organ coming from corners of
a community center. By using stereo widening, we've created an illusion of a
large diffusive hall. The sound of the organ has been decorated in the Retro
style, with a distinctive, fast vibrato.

485

Warsaw Casino of the '90s

The program is actually an extension of the "Warsaw Casino of the '30s". While
the former preset presented a scene of an old-fashioned entertainment club,
this version recreates an acoustic atmosphere of a casino during the period of
nascent democracy in Poland. We've introduced a kind of cheap character
without smooth modulation, but with additional buzzing of a generator.
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6.7. Funky & Fusion
6.7.1. Pad
Title

Description

486

Dense Nasal Pad

The program has been designed to create a harmonically dense background in
the classic Jazz-Fusion style. Due to explicit presence of the interval of fifth, the
chords you play gain additional thickness of harmonic contents. A digital filter
has been enabled to add a kind of nasal coloration. The preset retains selectivity
even with complex chords in close position.

487

Distant Synthetic Reeds

A background texture resembling a combination of synths imitating Clarinet,
Oboe and Bassoon. It has a warm timbre and a rich midrange, which blend
together in complex chords. Presets of this type can be found in many tunes of
the Fusion style.

488

Don't Walk Away

The program offers a harmonic background with vibraphone attack and deep
spatial effects. It resembles the sound known from recordings of Fusion groups
using an electric vibraphone. The name refers to a Polish Jazz group playing in
this style. The program is velocity sensitive, it brightens the sound when played
strongly.

489

String Disconnection (KS)

A soft and wide sound of a synth string section, with a stylish setting of the
Chorus effect. It is well suited for performing complex chords along the bass
guitar that fills the lowest band. The program has five function keys: the C1 key
adds the Harmonizer generating four notes in the intervals of fourth. The keys
from C#1 to E1 allow you to switch-off individual chord components. Using the
keyswitches, you can create very interesting sequences of block chords in real
time.

490

Decay (KS)

A hard and strong tone of a synthesizer, straight from the genre of Funk-Jazz. The
explicit, technical sonority easily breaks through a powerful rhythm section. The
program allows you to create stylish consonances with the C1 keyswitch enabling
the Harmonizer in a quartal setting. Within an octave from the switch, there is no
active zone of the Harmonizer which allows you to play bass notes
simultaneously. The zone starts with the C#2 keyswitch.

491

D-500

The name refers to the first synthesizer utilizing samples in conjunction with
digital generators. The resulting sound was so good that the instruments of this
kind dominated the market for several years. In this program, we've tried to
reconstruct a timbre created genuinely by applying several layers (partials) of
basic tones and a variation of the built-in Chorus effect.

492

Keyboards of '88

In this program, we've used B-11X capabilities to reconstruct the keyboard sound
of the last concert of jazz trumpet legend in Poland in 1988. The concert
gathered crowds of Jazz-Funk fans, not only from all over the country, but also
from the neighboring socialist countries. The program takes full advantage of our
D2S technology, that perfectly renders the analog characteristics of original
generators.

493

Elements

In this program, we've compiled some elements characteristic of harmonic
textures of the Fusion style: a basic generator and a simple chorus obtained
solely by tuning. It has been complemented with a stereo echo.

494

In a Sentimental Mood

The program offers a romantic background like a deep space, which perfectly
matches modern interpretations of Jazz ballads. The vibraphone attack allows
you to slightly emphasize the highest voices in complex chords. The attack is
controlled by MIDI velocity. The decay is very soft, but well balanced across the
keyboard and fully preserves the meaning of intervals.
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6.7.2. Lead
Title

Description

495

Diatessaron

The name 'Diatessaron' determines the most prominent Gospel Harmony, but
also has been used for many centuries to call the perfect fourth. We used it to
name our program, which utilizes quartal block chords from harmonic
explorations in the style of Jazz-Fusion. The timbre is very melodic and richly
modulated.

496

The Remark We Made

In this program, we've have made a reconstruction of a very distinctive JazzFusion timbre. The original sound was created by layering electric piano and
synthesizers, with a distinctive setting of the Phaser effect. We've used the
Harmonizer to obtain typical inversion of a quartal block chord.

497

Yellow Flavour

Another example of block chords usage. The sound is warmer, with an attack of
Marimbas and a fast decay phase. For use in the Fusion style with some
elements of Latin.

498

Suspended Mood (KS)

A melodic tone with an option of constructing a suspended chord. The
keyswitches (C1, D1, E1, F1) control individual notes added by the Harmonizer.
When you press all of them at the same time, you get a single line of melody with
a percussive attack and a singing vibrato. Releasing particular keys adds voices of
a block chord, which embellish a melody.

499

Nonet

The program offers a characteristic of Jazz harmony, three-voice chord
arrangement in the inversion of the so-called 'drop chord'. Control keys C1 and
D1 disable additional notes in the intervals of fifth and major second. The basic
tone mimics a waveform of an analog synthesizer, and brightens high
frequencies according to MIDI velocity changes.

500

Lead and Bass Both

A melodic tone with wide octave span. A bright timbre of higher notes clearly
separates from a soft bass, giving an impression of two instruments playing at
the same time. It has been complemented with the stylish Phaser and the stereo
Delay.

501

Chromatic Descendants

A specific approach to melodic tone utilizing dominant chord with added none
and middle voices of the Percussion section. The name refers to a chromatic
movement of a melody, which results in a very characteristic pattern.

502

Old School Funky Lead 1

The program is devoid of effects. MIDI velocity controls the resonant frequency
of the filter, giving a characteristic nasal coloration and a kind of funny effect in
low octaves. For use in Funky and R&B as a melodic instrument or as a
complement to rhythm section riffs.

503

Old School Funky Lead 2

Another version of a melodic sound in the style of Old School. This time, we've
used a filter that adds some 'wooden' coloration, and resembles early
synthesizers with a single generator. MIDI velocity controls an opening of the
filter.

6.7.3. Organ
Title

Description
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504

Shock Man

An organ tone with a bit of Funky touch. The detuning of voices makes the sound
a bit ridiculous. On the other hand, the Fuzz effect makes the whole more rocky
than jazzy.

505

Shuffle Percussion

A Jazz-Rock timbre of electric organ with exposed Percussion sounds.
Accordingly, a short sustain complements rhythms of shuffle playing. The Fuzz
effect introduces a distinctive, flashy effect of 'screaming' while performing
intervals in high octaves.

506

Freaky and Funky 1

A funny sound in the style of Funky, with clear detuning of organ registers. The
lack of modulation and reverberation helps to emphasize rhythms, and makes
the sound more protruding from a recording. The detuning is clear even when
performing one-voice melodies.

507

Freaky and Funky 2

Another version of the Funky style organ. In this case, we've passed the sound
through the Rotary Speaker effect introducing an element of the Retro style. The
whole is accompanied by a flutter echo, adding a concert-like acoustic space.

508

Classic Harmony (KS)

The program uses Flute section registers to build a block chord. You can change
the mode of the chord from major to minor using the C1 keyswitch. The chord
inversion has the third in the bass voice. An addition of church echo makes the
whole slightly dignified.

509

2nd Harmonics Emphasis

A high-sounding tone of a retro-style organ. A characteristic feature is the
emphasis of the second harmonic, which also has been detuned to enhance
chords. The basic tone has been complemented with a moderate Tremolo effect.
The program sounds interesting in the highest octaves.

510

New Jazz Meeting

An electric organ tone in the style of early R&B. We've enhanced a range of high
frequencies, giving some modern, glassy sonority of upper octaves. It sometimes
raises an association with Sample Playback synthesizer transposing original
samples on the entire keyboard. The program fits well with a contemporary
styling of Retro Funk.

511

Entertainer

A replica of an organ tone accompanying sporting events. This tradition dates
back to the '40s. A loud, fanfare sound is designed to cut through a buzz of the
audience. In this program, we've used the Delay, which sounds like an interior of
a sports hall.

512

Backing Organs

This program offers a variation of electric organ in the style of Fusion with plenty
of spatial effects and modulations. Thanks to these components, the sound is
not dull when you hold long notes, and it is well-suited to build wide harmonic
backgrounds.

6.7.4. Piano
Title
513

Condensed Harmony

Description
A synthetic sound with a piano-like attack and A distinctive harmonic component
in the interval of fifth. It allows you to achieve densely sounding harmonies,
which is specific to harmonic explorations of Jazz-Rock and Fusion. The effect is
the most pronounced while performing chords in a close position. The programs
sounds good in lower octaves, too.
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514

Wide Phasing Piano

This program offers a decisively synthetic timbre with a piano-like volume
envelope. The deep Phaser effect clearly stands out from the whole, and
sometimes resembles 'u-a' vowels. The overall aesthetics fits perfectly into slow
tunes with elements of Soul and R&B.

515

Rusty Toy Piano

This preset contains an imitation of a small piano toy. It has a slight detuning of
voices and the Fuzz emphasizing the poor quality of the plaything. The preset
adds some memoir characteristic to the phrases you play, regardless of actual
feeling of your composition.

516

Phasing Clavinet

A reconstruction of Funky Clavinet with the use of Solo section voices. An
accurate setting of digital filters enhances the midrange and a crunchy sonority
of Clavinet. It also add some vintage characteristic to the whole. The high level of
Release samples recreates the click appearing when you release a key in the
genuine instrument. The basic tone has been passed through the monophonic
Phaser effect that brings the sound closer to the styles of Funky and R&B.

517

Electric Harpsichord

Another interesting preset that mimics the sound of acoustic harpsichord. We've
obtained very high harmonics from voices of the Solo section. This program
takes full advantage of the quality of B-11X samples, and retains the clarity in the
highest octaves of your playing range. It can be successfully used to replace a
Clavinet with a different, yet interesting stylistic element.

518

Thin Like a Paper

A very high sounding synthetic piano. A timbre of this type can be found in many
toy synths, equipped with miniature keyboards. Thank to distinctive sonority they
sometimes perform short phrases of melodic embellishment in various music
productions.

519

Sparkling Ideas

A wide and atmospheric pad with piano-like attack and shining trebles in the
sustain. The highest frequencies has been modulated by a melodious Vibrato,
which makes the whole much lighter. You can use the program to build harmonic
backgrounds with a bit of 'technical' feeling.

520

Multi-layered

This program replicates a combination of several sounds of the same type, which
have been transposed by one or more octaves. This approach to sound design
was frequently applied in Multi-timbral synthesizers to enhance the timbre. The
impression of multiplied sound sources is easily recognizable – it comes from
small time gaps recorded in source samples.

521

Bright Clavinet

This program offers a brighter version of Clavinet. To preserve clarity, we've
switched off Release samples in the initial setting. You can set the level later,
according to your needs. The whole has been placed in a close and bright
acoustic space.

6.7.5. Mallet
Title
522

Steps Back

Description
This program provides you with a synthetic sound of Marimba, complemented
with a subtle, clarinet sustain. It sounds a bit hollow and leaves a lot of space for
solo instruments. Likely, you can often hear this kind of timbre in many JazzFusion recordings.
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523

Pentatonic Down

A combination of a synthesizer and a wooden attack of Marimba, playing
together in the interval of perfect fifth. The lower component triggers quite
complex resonances for simple chords. The result is very stylish, and resembles
an auto-harmonizer adding intervals to the scale you play in real time.

524

Gamelans

Synthetic sound of the Gamelan, obtained from Percussion section voices. The
association with the ethnic instrument is not very close, so you can also use the
program as a substitute for a vibraphone or a marimba, adding some World
Music aesthetics to your own compositions.

525

Bright Vibra Pad

The program combines a simple synthesizer and a vibraphone attack. The
association with the Fusion style raises from the analog sonority of the basic
generator with a low level of vibrato.

526

Soft Vibra Pad

A modification of the previous program, with a softened sustain. In this variation,
we've got closer to the aesthetics of Pop. The whole has been accompanied by a
pronounced, stereophonic echo.

527

Chrome Plated

The name of this program perfectly determines the characteristic of
modifications we've introduced. The vibraphone attack resembles a resonance of
a big metal bar. The polyphony has been reduced to 3 voice only due to the
extensive use of the Harmonizer.

528

Sizzling Chorus

A synthesizer sound with the percussive type of volume envelope. The
characteristic feature of this program is the deeply vibrating Chorus effect, which
deforms the sound in higher octaves. Thank to the effect, the whole gains some
presence in the midrange, which brings good results while performing complex,
modern chords.

529

Retro Latino

A retro sound, based on an imitation of Latin vibraphone. A distinct modulation
of the Chorus reminds a vintage vibrato. The acoustic space is like a big dance
hall. You can use the program to perform rhythmic accompaniments of BossaNova or Cha-Cha.

530

Bright Octave Vibes

Another program referring to the aesthetics of Sample Playback instruments. It
replicates a combination of several layers of the same timbre in the intervals of
octave. As a result, the sound becomes richer and multiplied, but the polyphony
had to be reduced due to the extensive use of the Harmonizer.

6.7.6. Bass
Title

Description

531

The Phasing Bass

A bass in the Funky style, with a waving Phaser effect. The timbre has the wellbuilt midrange, and sounds more in the range of tenor than bass. This shaping of
the frequency band makes it more readable, especially while performing dense
rhythms of Funky ostinatos. The program responds to MIDI velocity changes
boosting the throaty attack.

532

Soft Slaps with Flanger

In this preset, we've tried to recreate a low, percussive attack of finger played
bass guitar. This kind of articulation triggers a soft punch in the lowest range.
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The Phaser effect adds some Jazz-Funky feeling to the base tone.
533

Double Bass 2

A synthetic bass utilizing extended features of B-11X. Appropriate adjustment of
the filter makes an impression of a soundboard. Although limited in relation to
the capabilities of an acoustic instrument, the program can be successfully used
in conjunction with electronic instruments of Nu-Jazz and Acid-Jazz.

534

Punchy Buzz

This program basically consists of the two elements: a soft but strong attack, and
a sustain of a buzzing analog generator. The signal has been passed through the
Fuzz effect, which stands out while playing chords. The distinct attack and the
lack of reverberation help you achieve groovy feeling of your bass playing.

535

Hard Played Upright

In this program, we've used the Phaser effect to mimic the resonance of strong
bass string picking. The filter emphasized a resonance of a soundboard, and
adds some acoustic coloration to the, actually synthetic, base tone. For use in the
electronic music.

536

Fading Thump

A synthetic bass with biting attack and slow decay. We've added two lower voices
with the help of the Harmonizer, which makes the attack really low. The accurate
setting of the digital filter brings out a subtle, analog noise, which adds some
'technical' coloration. Due to the use of Harmonizer, the usable range has shifted
towards middle octaves.

537

Stereo Attack Bass

A bustling bass that fills the entire stereo stage, with a high level of compression
that adds some softness to the attack. Thanks to the flattened dynamics and
spatial depth, the program fits well with modern productions based on loops,
filling the frequency range below a rhythmic track.

538

Soft Slaps Upgraded

Another version of bass sound with a soft, thumb attack. In this variation, the
timbre is definitely electronic. You can also hear a high-pitched voice of the Solo
section, which makes a musical link to solo instruments in the midrange. The
program gives some interesting results when you play staccato.

539

Double Bass 3

Another replica of double-bass. We've tried to emphasize a wooden resonance of
a soundboard by adding a bit of short ambience. The program may be useful in
the situation when electronics meets Jazz-Fusion.

6.7.7. Stab
Title

Description

540

Major Woody

The phrasal accent in the Retro style, with wooden, clarinet-like coloration of the
basic tone. The Harmonizer performs quartal chords in the Jazz-Fusion
aesthetics. The program sounds best in lower octaves, and can be also used as a
fading pad.

541

Nine

A sharp sound utilizing condensed inversion of ninth chord. Chord components
blend into one bell-like sound due to their close proximity. The lower you play,
the more distinct the chord notes become. We've also added the Phaser effect in
a Jazz-Rock setting.

542

Four Electric Bands

A sound from the great times of 'electric bands' – Jazz-Rock groups connected to
the mains. In this program, we have included a distinctive sonority of the highest
harmonics provided by wide Chorus settings. The program sounds good when
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playing octaves, giving an impression of multiplication.
543

Magnetic

A pronounced and electronic sound stab. Filter settings bring out metallic
coloration. A multiplication of voices significantly enhances high frequencies. The
program can be successfully used in modern Jazz-Fusion.

544

Suspended Dominant 1 (KS)

A sound in the style of Multi-timbral modules, obtained by layering several
samples of a vibraphone. By adding chord voices and spatial effects, the
program sounds like a 'tutti'. Keyboard switches (C1, D1, E1) exclude individual
chord components.

545

Suspended Dominant 2 (KS)

A modification of the previous preset. In this case, we've added a distinct echo.
Digital filters rolls off high frequencies, and adds some 'boxiness'. For use as a
standalone accent within a vast sound texture. Keyswitches exclude chord
components introduced by the Harmonizer.

546

Harmony Explorer

A harmonic accent referring to the aesthetics of Techno. It has a specifically
detuned generators and MIDI sensitivity. It gives some interesting results while
playing short melody lines.

547

M4 Room (KS)

For many years, 'M4' was the polish abbreviation of the four-person flat in the
Polish socialist municipal construction. In this program, 'M4' determines the
acoustics of a small room. You can use the keyswitches (C1, D1, E1, F1) to disable
particular chord components in the intervals of fourth.

548

Dominant Magnetic

An upgraded version of the 'Magnetic' preset, complemented with a dominant
block chord. The sound has a wider frequency range, and tightly fills the stereo
space. It sounds the most selectively in the middle range of the keyboard. Delay
taps converge to the center of stereo base.

6.7.8. Noise
Title

Description

549

Garage Rehearsals

The special effect, in which the output signal of the electric piano goes through a
feedback loop. Then, a single frequency appears in the sustain, which lasts until
you release a key. Additional cross-resonances appear when you press several
keys at the same time.

550

VoluMen

The illustrative effect that utilizes a deep and fast phase modulation. The result
reminds an electric impulse sent from a vintage electronic equipment. The name
refers to a famous town market in Warsaw, the only one where you could
acquire technical innovations from private imports.

551

Air Duct Music

This program utilizes a gentle hum, like a flow of air in an air duct. The result has
been obtained by setting a digital filter resonance. The program responds to the
power of keystroke by sliding the resonant frequency, which allows you to play
specific melodies. In the background, you can hear a single tone of a synthesizer,
which is reminiscent of the sound that comes from distant corners of a
ventilation.

552

Harmful Autophone

'Autophone' is the generic name of all instruments, the sound of which is
determined by physical properties of the materials they are made from. Hitting
the autophone triggers its natural timbre, as in the case of xylophone and
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vibraphone. In this program, we have created a strange autophone, which may
by harmful to human hearing. For use as a degenerated version of a vibraphone.
553

Minor-Major Granulated (KS)

A musical accent of a synthesizer with a specific hum resembling movements on
a rough surface. The sound is like made from many small glitches causing the
'granularity' of the base tone. Under a layer of distortion, you can hear major or
minor chords, depending on the actual position of the C1 keyswitch. The whole is
accompanied by a clear, stereo echo.

554

Bad Weather

A distorted version of the solo program titled 'The Remark We Made', with lots of
noise and random modulation. It sounds very aggressive, stylistically matching
more avant-garde music productions. MIDI velocity controls cutoff frequencies of
digital filters.

555

Pocket Recorder

A small and artificial tone of a synthesizer, like coming from a low-quality device.
Additional noises appear whey you play chords, the level of which may be
controlled by the articulation. The name refers to the cheap recording devices
that use cassettes.

556

C-60 Crosstalk

An imitation of characteristic sound coloration of old magnetic tapes. The sound
loses its resolution and dynamics in the midrange, and becomes significantly
distorted in higher volume levels, when you play several keys at the same time.

557

The Record Soiree

The program introduces a slow modulation of radio sound due to repetitive
phase shifts. A very short and dull ambience adds some technical coloration to
the base tone. Behind a noise you can hear an ordinary vibraphone. The whole
sounds like the radio, and reminded us of the well-known broadcast on Polish
Radio, which presented entire recordings without any interruption for comments
or advertising.

6.7.9. Soundscape
Title

Description

558

9th on Bass

The program provides a music background using large span of Flute and Solo
section voices. The Harmonizer introduces components of the dominant ninth
chord creating the Jazz-Rock consonance. You can create stylish and fullsounding harmonic backgrounds for solo instruments only by playing a singlenote melody.

559

Cold Fusion

A very spatial and cool synth sound. An impression is stronger at a large distance
between right and left hand, which means between Flute voices of the harmony
and a low bass foundation. In middle octaves, the sound becomes empty and
withdrawn, and combines well with the classic style of Jazz-Fusion.

560

Perfect Fourth Dimension

A well saturated and choral approach to the quartal harmony, like coming from
an outer space. A long and smooth echo blends the chords you play into a
stylish, smooth sound texture. Very nice harmony can be achieved by playing the
interval of none, however, the fifth and the fourth also sounds good. The digital
filter is velocity sensitive and goes smoothly between the formant 'o' and the
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formant 'a'.
561

Happy Retirement (KS)

In settings of the following program, we've added a positive tuning of the highest
Flute registers. We've obtained a mellow sound texture by adding a smooth
vibrato. With the C1 keyswitch, you can change a mode of a chord from major to
minor, however, the warm characteristic of the base sound remains unchanged.

562

Ouverture

A subdued timbre of synthetic strings, for use in introductions to build
atmospheric textures. It partly refers to the style of electronic music of the '80s,
but we have added some vibraphone attack. The program adds a bit of
symphonic feeling to Jazz-Rock productions.

563

Chillout Electronica

An extensive and tranquil music background with the attack of electric piano.
The program is ideal for performing monotonous, very long chords. Thanks to
multiple modulations it does not become boring, and goes well with other
instruments. Forced articulation highlights the initial attack.

564

Smooth Fluty Underlay

A Chillout style background with plenty of airy space. The specific lightness has
been achieved with Flute registers, and the positive detuning makes the sound
nice and pleasant. Well sounding harmonies should be constructed from a single
voice in bass octaves, which becomes a solid foundation for other components
of complex chords in higher octaves.

565

Even Smoother Fluty Underlay

The modification of the previous program, which has a darker and muffled base
tone. You can hear synth voices in the front of a uniform texture of Flute
registers. You can successfully use this preset in Jazz-Rock ballads, as well as in
relaxed Chillout tunes.

566

Stereo Casette Deck

This program mimics the sound of a synthesizer string section with a limited
pass band and damped dynamics. These qualities raised the association with a
sound of an ordinary magnetic tape. The timbre fills a vocal range and brings out
melodies even if hidden behind a thick layer of other instruments.
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6.8. Movie Soundtrack
6.8.1. Pad
Title

Description

567

Solaris

The planet Solaris is the action place of the often filmed novel by the worldfamous polish sci-fi writer. One of the versions from the '70s has a soundtrack
performed on Soviet synthesizers. New sound design possibilities of a new
generation of keyboards revealed during the search for the sound of interstellar
space. In this program, we've used a simple modulation of a basic generator,
which gives similar results.

568

Methane Mist

Another program from science-fiction movies representing a dense, gas
atmosphere of a distant planet. The dissonance introduced by the Harmonizer
creates a feeling of a cold and unfriendly environment. A noise emphasized by
digital filters mimics blows of a dense gas.

569

Close Orbit

A soundstage illustrating an abandoned satellite, drifting alone on the forgotten
orbit. A melodious high tone is accompanied by a steady technical murmur. Its
level is controlled by MIDI velocity, which moves the resonant frequency of the
filter.

570

Don't Cry for My Robot

A subtle but illustrative science-fiction sound texture. The program sounds well
with simple intervals. Excessive detuning of generators and a resonant echo
bring out the wistful and technical nature of the sound, drifting in an unreal
space.

571

Penny Whistles

An interesting, synthetic timbre designed to perform high-pitched melodies. A
subtle and ethnic characteristic resembles an Irish flute. Detuning of Flute
section voices adds a little cheerfulness.

572

We've got to Be Scary

The sound straight from low-budget horror movies. Timbres of this type, through
frequent visual associations, gained autonomous musical significance. They are
often associated with the behavior of movie characters, even without watching a
movie. They are fairly easy to produce using synthesizers, and usually associated
with the feeling of horror. In this program, MIDI velocity controls the pitch of
modulators.

573

Bermuda Triangle

A soundscape composed of a luminous, high-pitched base tone and a floating
modulation. These qualities reminded us of open views of the ocean. The
program sounds good even with very high notes, where the tone becomes very
bright, but not tiring.

574

Cartoon Organ Fun

This program imitates a funny, toy organ, illustrating the behavior of cartoon
characters. For budgetary reasons, electric organs sometimes replaced small
orchestras. We've obtained a funny character through a fast and shallow Vibrato.
The tuning of digital filters sounds like a distortion of a built-in loudspeaker.

575

Orion Nebula

Another extraterrestrial landscape. Due to several modulations, the sound can
be associated with freely spreading particles of matter. The program responds to
MIDI velocity boosting a single resonance. The whole timbre reminded us of one
of the most beautiful object of the observable universe – the Orion Nebula.

6.8.2. Lead
Title

Description
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576

Solar Charging Station

In this program, we've created the sound of outer space from the accurate
reverberation and Wha-Wha filtering, which give an impression of technical
devices. The whole sometimes resembles the common special effect of chemical
reaction, like (for example) in solar batteries of a space station.

577

Tatra Woodsman

This preset has a basic tone like a wooden, folk instrument. We've achieved that
by accurately tuning Flute section voices. The preset name refers to the
geographic region of Poland, where high mountains are covered by spruce
forests. The region is also a source of valuable wood for violin-makers.

578

Dwarfs Can Sing

This funny program gives you ample opportunities to build music tracks for
fairytale characters. The sound of generator is like a tenor voice, sometimes jolly,
and reminds unreal world from legends and fairy tales. The timbre has also an
optimistic, childish facet, like singing adult dwarfs.

579

Abandoned Asteroid

A sound of an outer space filled with solar winds and noises of flying asteroids.
We've combined synthesizer and organ with huge reverberation to build the
impression. Digital filters are MIDI velocity sensitive. The timbre becomes more
voice-like and nostalgic as you play higher and higher.

580

Hangar

In this program, we've achieved the reverberation of a big, tin hall. Accurate
settings of effects mimic working aircraft engines. This program can imitate the
change of pitch that is caused by raising and falling revolution speed of an
engine, which becomes apparent when you play long notes.

581

Bag Pipes in G

An interesting combination of two voices. Small modifications of original samples
create the sound like Scottish Bag Pipes. The preset has been tuned to G2 note.
Every key press is also accompanied by a similar hum. You can use this program
as a musical metaphor to mimic acoustic Bag Pipes in ethnic soundtracks.

582

Dudy in G Upgraded

A modification of the previous preset. In this version, we've added the Chorus
and the Delay to imitate a folk instrument. They create an impression of a wide,
open space of mountain meadows. The base tone is more raw and detuned.

583

What's Up "Mother" ?

A sound stage in the style of science-fiction movies, inspired by the computer
characters that take control over a spacecraft. The base tone is empty and cold,
and gives an impression of nervous expectation. If you play a short note, it
triggers a kind of technical cliques, which long resounds in subsequent
reflections of echo. The whole gives an impression of a question thrown into an
empty space that remains unanswered...

584

Cul-de-Sac

The timbre of the program refers to the main theme of the film under the same
title. Early productions by the most famous Polish director have been often
accompanied by the music of Krzysztof Komeda. The talented Polish pianist and
Jazz composer became world-famous, and some of his compositions are often
performed as jazz standards. In our program, we've tried to imitate the timbre of
leading motif from the movie using pronounced vibrato.

6.8.3. Organ
Title
585

Digital Carousel

Description
In this program, we've introduced a kind of childish characteristic, resembling an
atmosphere of an amusement park. A metallic timbre of higher octaves can be
associated with a digital version of barrel organ.
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586

Pope Hopes

In this program, we've obtained a very contemplative sound of church pipe
organ. The appropriate adjustment of echo creates a subtle, sacred atmosphere.
The sound has a slight feeling of hope. The whole reminds us of a social
atmosphere of the time when Polish Pope was chosen, in the fall of 1978.

587

Digital Carousel II

Version of program #585, Digital Carousel. In this preset, the sound is more pipelike.

588

Scary Funeral III

This program demonstrates the applicability of B-11X to music illustrations. The
sound fits perfectly into the pop-culture climate of fear like in a cheap horror
movie. Vibrating, church organ, which sounds like being located in a crypt, are
more grotesque than horrible.

589

Ectoplasma in My Bathroom

Another program straight from children cartoons. A vibrating, vocal timbre
resembles a bizarre song coming from a confined space. A glassy hum,
accompanying a decay, can be associated with a glass or a mirror.

590

In the Community Chapel

A variation of a stylish Gospel organ. In this version, it resound loud and wide,
however, the acoustic space is tight and small. The whole reminds an ambitious
organist practicing alone in a newly built parish chapel.

591

Music Class Nightmare

The simple and boring sound of transistor organs that is often used to 'torture'
children during music lessons in many public schools, which have been officially
equipped with electronic instruments. The short and hollow reverberation of a
classroom completes the picture.

592

Alien Chapel

The program featuring a detuned tone of church pipe organ, located in an
imaginary acoustic space, like a cosmic cathedral.

593

Don't Be Afraid...

A sound of pipe organ creating a growing mood of optimism and a deep religious
experience. A sublime and sacred atmosphere has been achieved by a typical
'church' setting of Flute registers.
"Do not be afraid.", these were the first words of the message, on the October
16th 1978, addressed to the world by the newly elected Pope – John Paul II.

6.8.4. Piano
Title

Description

594

Classic Harpsichord 1

In this program, we've obtained a harpsichord-like sound. The basic tone has
been made up of synth solo Section voices. Releasing a key triggers Release
samples imitating a plucking plectrum. The level of the effect can be adjusted
using the Release Level slider.

595

Classic Harpsichord 2

A slight modification of the previous program. Adding a static Phaser
emphasized a 'boxed' resonance of the wooden case.

596

Have You Seen My Child?

The long echo that slowly melts into unreal space introducing some wistful
feeling to this program. The basic tone is like a detuned toy piano. The sound can
be successfully used to illustrate a movie scene with a single-note melody.

597

Emigration

A modified version of toy piano, softer and with a delicate, vocal vibrato. The
program responds to velocity changes – at low dynamics the timbre is subdued
and withdrawn, harder keystrokes bring the whole out of background.
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98

Hopeful

A piano-like sound, which is well-suited to create spiritual moods of awakening
optimism. This aesthetic nuance has been obtained by the positive retuning of
high voices. The initial attack of the piano gradually transforms into a high
singing tone, sounding particularly well in high octaves.

599

Holidays with Ghosts

Another example of a use of vintage synthesizers in movie soundtrack. The
program reconstructs a vibrant timbre straight from the Polish family movies.

600

Fat Daddy

In this program, we have created an illustrative timbre having an exceptional
amusement potential. Infantile sound automatically puts a smile on listener's
face, and it is ideally suited for use in compositions of hearty characteristic.

601

Asteroids

A melodious combination of Percussion section voices, with a deep, stereo
modulation provided by the Chorus. The percussive tones fade in an unreal,
acoustic space. The program responds to MIDI velocity changes; at low values it
is slightly softened, and at high it becomes glassy.

602

Hevelius

We've decided to name this program for the famous Gdansk astronomer. Thanks
to church pipe organ sound hidden in the background, the impression is like a
night sky observation on a church roof. A deep echo emphasizes the musical
character of space exploration.

6.8.5. Mallet
Title

Description

603

Old Mossy Well

A harmonically complex timbre in the style of psychological thriller. The sustain
consists of several components of different heights and coloration creating an
undetermined chord. It is not easy to distinguish the dominant tone of any
ordinary instrument – all interfering components sounds unnaturally. The whole
has been accompanied by an increasing echo, which goes into a single, piercing
squeak.

604

Lost in Spain

A replica of the sound used in the atmospheric soundtrack of the movie titled
'Siesta'. It basically consists of synthetic Marimbas playing in thirds. The level of
additional voice added by the Harmonizer is rather small, so the component
vanishes when you play light. By using the keyboard switch (C1) you can turn off
this voice completely.

605

Unexpected Visitor

This program is based on synthetic Marimbas with a specific setting of the
Harmonizer. A response to MIDI velocity changes is not smooth – above a certain
threshold there is a clear, high component, in the interval of octave. It appears as
suddenly as a surprise guest.

606

Synth-ethnic Balaphon

In this program, we imitate the timbre of an African folk instrument – the
balaphone. The specific timbre comes from hollow gourds working as resonant
boxes. With the appropriate setting of our instrument, we've achieved similar
timbres.

607

Lute

An experimental result of using B-11X effects, resembling a resonance of
vibrating string. Traditional instruments raise undying interest among many
enthusiasts of early music. Violin-makers attempt to restore historic originals
from medieval writings and historical records. A feature of our lute is a wooden
and percussive sonority.

608

Black Volga

We inspired by a famous urban legend while making this preset. The legend tells
about a Soviet car driving on common roads, kidnapping small children right
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from city sidewalks. The legend had also a lot of other threads dating back to the
sixties. Versions changed along the development of automotive industry.
Currently, the role of the famous Volga could be fulfilled by a fully black sport
limousine. In our program, we've tried to capture a sinister facet of the road
cruiser.
609

Crude Oil Barrel

A raw and glassy timbre of this preset can be associated with an industrial
landscape, in which harbor cranes are loading ships. This metallic sound has
been achieved mainly through the Phaser and the Fuzz, and it is well-suited for
creating strong musical accents.

610

Happy Working Class

In a healthy socialist system, the real power had to be exercised by the working
class. The main task of the representatives, elected in special Party conventions,
was to make working class happy regardless of circumstances. In our program,
an optimism of working people has been somewhat muted due to the distortion
that musically comments those unrealistic ideas.

611

Sunday Mass

Another approach to ecclesiastical pipe organ. The appropriate use of the
Chorus and the Delay introduces a solemn and spiritual character,
corresponding to a musical setting of the Sunday Mass.

6.8.6. Bass
Title

Description

612

Why Can't We Start?

In this program, an increasing effect of working engine quickly begins to fade,
bringing to mind a false start of a vehicle. The low and heavily modulated sound
is ideal for music simulations of plane take-off or racing cars.

613

Fury 162

In this program, we've created a deep and static bass from horror movie. The
sound has a strong emotional charge, and it can be used in movie soundtracks,
adding to the sense of fear.

614

Approaching Saggitarius A

The program offers a dark and massive sound of electric organ located in a wide
acoustic space. When you play staccato, the taps of long echo are
interchangeably coming from right and left channels. The title 'Sagittarius A' is
the astronomical name of the recently discovered black hole in the center of the
Milky Way.

615

KGB Investigation

In this program, we have achieved a deep and penetrating sound with a
distinctive tremolo. The program can be widely used as a special effect.
Interestingly, we associate it with an investigation conducted by the intelligence.

616

Spacecraft Flyby

A gently vibrating, deep bass, we've used in this program, resembles a moving
object of huge mass. The sound creates an atmosphere of mystery and growing
concern.

617

Vast and Cruel Intelects

The program offers a highly modulated bass sound, escalating a feeling of threat.
The primary, flute timbre is accompanied by an over-driven and mechanical
resonance.

618

The State of War

A music illustration of a military threat. The martial law, introduced in Poland in
winter 1981 by the communist government, has allowed the suppression of
democratic opposition. Tanks and armed soldiers has become a common part of
the landscape, giving rise to people's concerns.

619

The Bay of Pigs (KS)

In this program, the dominant component may be associated with an exotic
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atmosphere. The modulation adds a bit of mystery, which clearly reveals in lower
registers.
620

Tectonic Motion

The program offers a very deep bass timbre. The appropriate adjustment of the
Vibrato gives a slowly changing underground sound, like tectonics plates that
move and collide.

6.8.7. Stab
Title

Description

621

Robot Tales

The specific accent, often used to imitate sounds by artificial intelligence. Robot
Tales is also the title of the set of grotesque fairy tales by the world-famous
polish sci-fi write, whose heroes are various types of robots.

622

Fat Androids Talking

A special effect that may be associated with the speech of robots in an
interplanetary canteen after a few gulps of diesel. There is a high, technical tone
in the front and a low, soft hum in the background. An interesting, distorted
effect can be achieved by playing simple intervals in close positions, or by
pressing adjacent keys.

623

CNC

In this program, we have achieved a piercing and irritating timbre carrying a
listener into an imaginary electronically controlled environment. By applying a
deep vibrato and the Chorus, this program is ideally suited for introducing strong
and sharp accents to a soundtrack.

624

Bugle Call 1

A computerized paraphrase of soldier's reveille. The Harmonizer plays the entire
major chord.

625

Bugle Call 2

A more synthetic version of the previous program.

626

Treasure Cave Burglary

The shining tone of jostled rings and small metal objects echoing in a rock cave.
The sounds is very illustrative, like the interior of a hidden cave of Treasure
Island.

627

Short Circuit

A persistent, metallic sound of drilling, placed in a small acoustic space,
resembling a persistent clatter of high-power machinery.

628

TV Game Alert 1

In this program, we've recreated the sound of video games. The base tone is
synthetic, and combines with the organ basis on which a chord is built. A narrow
frequency range sounds like a small TV speaker.

629

TV Game Alert 2 (KS)

Modification of the previous program. In this case, the sound seems to come
from a much more modern equipment – it is cleaner and more digital. Using the
keyboard switches (C1, D1), you can turn off individual components of a major
chord.

6.8.8. Noise
Title
630

Bubble Gum Factory

Description
For children growing up in Poland in the eighties, the true symbol of the western
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world was chewing gum, often sent in parcels from behind the Iron Curtain.
Having a good gum – turning into a big balloon – often decided on the position in
the backyard hierarchy. In this program, we offer the sound scenery of such
dream factory.
631

Drilling in Mind

This program evokes a feeling of pervasive and annoying drilling. A shiny,
metallic color has been obtained by an appropriate tuning of Flute voices, the
Fuzz, the Chorus and the Delay. It sounds like surgical instruments, the surgeon
operates in someone's head.

632

Behind the Iron Wall

In this program, we've obtained the sound that appears after hitting the metal
structure. The imitation went through a combination of Vibrato and special
effects. The timbre has a hint of horror.

633

Mad Semiconductor

A futuristic sound from the Science Fiction genre. We've created a musical
representation of mad from overworking, electronic components. A metallic
squeal is accompanied by modulated gurgling, like the vibrations triggered on a
surface of a printed circuit board.

634

Chernobyl

Chernobyl is known primarily from the largest nuclear disaster that took place in
the spring of 1986. Echoes of the tragedy are still present in the minds of Eastern
Europeans, who were directly exposed to effects of radioactive contamination. In
our program, we've built a music scene referring to the event.

635

Electro-magnetic Shield

In this program, we have achieved a mechanical noise associated with operations
of power-driven saws or other rotating disks. Playing staccato, you can trigger an
echo, which interchangeably appears in right and left channels.

636

Shipyard Still Working

A specifically shaped noise, imitating sounds from metal surface treatment in a
shipbuilding dock. A metallic, piercing sound is embedded in a space enclosed by
a ship's hull. Holding down a key triggers a modulation resembling a distant
signal of ship's siren.
Gdansk Shipyard is known mainly because of its historic role, as the birthplace of
the Solidarity movement. Meanwhile, the shipyard produced more than 1,000
seagoing ships for shipowners from around the world.

637

Kowalsky

One of the most popular Polish names helped us to entitle this program. The
sound can be also associated with hammer banging on a children glockenspiel.
The timbre is not as resonant and clear as a gently tapped instrument, but it has
unpleasant resonances like being hit by an untrained hand.

638

Falsetto Gizmo

An uncommon combination of effect modules. The sound has a distinct vocal
Vibrato, which is like a falsetto in high registers. However, it is strongly
suppressed dynamically and sounds like canned or coming from a small
enclosed speaker.

6.8.9. Soundscape
Title
639

The Attack of Giant Fly

Description
The sound straight from horror movies of class B, or even C. We've layered
several modulations, having different rates, on a muffled and buzzing generator,
which sounds like an annoying fly. Low frequencies are basically the feature that
makes the animal's imagined size much larger than real.
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640

Helicopter Is Waiting

A special effect, which utilizes extreme settings of the Phaser. A cyclic phase
modulation is like a rotating propeller. The effect dominates the basic tone, and
sounds evenly on the entire range of the keyboard.

641

Toy Cars Race

The special effect that uses overlapping modulations having different rates. The
sound is like buzzing of rotating parts in a small plastic case. We've associated it
with radio-controlled models of cars, racing around a living room.

642

Pole on the Pole

A broad sound space, which perfectly fits as an illustration of a natural
landscape. It has a slightly nostalgic and cool character, hence the title. The
name refers to the achievements of polish arctic traveler, who was the first man
in the world who reached two poles of the earth in one year.

643

Jordan's Playground

The nineteenth-century design by Henryk Jordan, to create garden play area for
children only, was unique in the world at the time. The idea has survived to the
present day. We've tried to create a garden scene with a spinning carousel in the
middle. Organ registers in conjunction with extended features of virtual
instrument restore the characteristic of barrel organ.

644

Cytoplasmic Ocean

A very cosmic synth timbre, like suspended in a vast outer space. It is soft and
warm, both in the highest registers as well as bass octaves, and perfectly fits in
atmospheric movie introductions. The name comes from the world-famous
polish sci-fi writer, who placed the Cytoplasmic Ocean on the planet Solaris. It
has been repeatedly transferred from the book to a movie screen.

645

Mazovia

The soundscape in which Flute voices have been detuned, so that they resemble
a simple, ethnic flute. They resound in a wide, open space. The timbre is warm
and sunny, and can be used as a cinematic metaphor of folk music.

646

Poligon

The dominant component of the timbre is a noise of helicopter rotor during
maneuvers on a military training ground. You can hear single echoes from
military installations on the practice field or from a forest wall. The sound may
well serve as an imitation of military vehicles.

647

Whales

An imitation of singing whales.
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6.9.1. Pad
Title

Description

648

Rhythm Keys 1

A material used to build energetic synth loops based on a massive combination
of Solo section voices. Decay of volume envelopes is immediate, and a high
setting of the Compressor boosts the attack. The Chorus is also narrower and
more controlled. The program responds to MIDI velocity by moving a cutoff
frequency of a filter towards higher frequencies.

649

Rhythm Keys 2

A modification of the previous program, with a disabled Harmonizer's voice in
the interval of fifth. Settings of other effects are the same. The timbre is less
massive than the previous one.

650

Melotron Punch

An imitation of Melotron sound with an aggressive setting of the Compressor. It
highlights an attack and enhances rhythms of your performance, as you can best
feel in high octaves. It has been complemented with a short reverberation.

651

Detuned Horns

A well-balanced combination of Solo and Flute section voices. This preset has a
completely flat envelope, and it sounds like it came from a single sample. The
Phaser slightly widens the stereo image.

652

Rap Brass 1

An imitation of a typical synthesizer brass program, in the style of the 80's. Voice
levels have been properly selected, so as to achieve 'the greatest mass' of sound.
The negative tuning, we've applied, further hardens the timbre.

653

Rap Brass 2

A much lighter version of the previous preset. The sound is weaker in a bass
range, and it is more dry. The effects only slightly widen the stereo image.

654

Basement Jam

Another massive sonic combination with a flat volume envelope. The sound has
a lot of bass and treble, with enough space for vocal lines in the middle of the
band. A high setting of the Compressor equalizes a level of subsequent chords.

655

Slow Jam Whistle

A harmonic background based on electric organ. It is more calm than previous
programs in this category, and well matches slower drum loops. The filter boosts
the frequency that is reminiscent of whistling.

656

Funk Zone

A little vintage sound of analog synthesizer with a floating Phaser. The acoustic
space is mono, and voices are clearly out of tune. The program fits well in tracks
with a strong influence of Funk.

6.9.2. Lead
Title

Description

657

Soft Drone (KS, Split)

The program is designed to perform long-held intervals or a single sound over a
background rhythm track. The Harmonizer adds two voices to a basic sound, in
the intervals of fifth and octave, which can be switched off during a performance
using the C1 and D1 keyswitches. The Harmonizer's active range begins with the
C3 key.

658

Mild Buzzer

A more hardcore and monophonic lead synth. Its distorted timbre fits well with
percussion samples of similar nature. The Compressor has been set aggressively,
and brings out initial clicks recorded in original samples.
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659

MO Calling

A soft and static lead based on organ sound. The Chorus brings out synthetic
characteristic, and the high-set Compressor adds some 'pressure' to the initial
attack. This preset sounds the most evidently in middle octaves.

660

Bass Buzz 1

A low and static sound of a synthesizer with the filtering resembling a tuba. The
timbre comes directly from B-11X samples, and reveals analog qualities down to
the lowest frequency available. Once again, the Compressor intensely pumps the
dynamics.

661

Bass Buzz 2

Another version of low and fluttering synth bass. You can obtain an interesting
effects by playing two separate single-voice melodies simultaneously, which
trigger a highly compressed overdrive. The program responds to MIDI velocity by
slightly brightening a basic tone.

662

Reed Model 1

A synth imitation of the Clarinet, with clear imperfections and dirty hissing in
higher frequencies. Consequently, the timbre is more Old School, more
monophonic and not so hard.

663

Reed Model 2

A more spatial imitation of the Clarinet, stylistically coming nearer Pop Music.
The program also utilizes the shorter echo.

664

Mini Melody

A replica of an Old School analog synth with an expressive opening of digital
filters in response to MIDI velocity changes. Due to the accurate mapping of
original B-11X samples, this program can sound like a good quality analog signal
in a wide range of the keyboard.

665

Mini Leads

A combination of two analog synthesizers, playing in octaves. The timbre isn't
complex, yet it is resonant and perfect for programming brisk arpeggios in the
old style.

6.9.3. Organ
Title

Description

666

...666...

...evil electric organ...

667

Rosewood Cabinet

An acoustically restricted sound of electric organ, like it strive to escape from a
limited space. A low level of amplifier simulation moves a sound source into an
imaginary cabinet speaker. Among Flute voices there is a dominant component
in the interval of fifth, which makes the timbre a little harder.

668

Student '88

A simple and old-fashioned electronic organ enhanced dynamically by the
Compressor. The preset has a low level of echo, and can be used to program
organ loops. The name refers to one of Polish organ designs.

669

Envelope Filter 1

A funky sound of a simple generator, with a common setting of filter's velocity
sensitivity. The program is in the style of Funk, and allows you to better animate
a timbre while performing main melody on a synthesizer.

670

Envelope Filter 2

A softer and more withdrawn version of the previous preset. An opening of a
filter appears within lower frequencies. In low dynamics, the sound becomes
muffled. The program gives best results in high octaves.

671

Portable 1

An imitation of audio capabilities of a cheap, portable transistor organ, equipped
only with basic waveforms. The program slightly responds to articulation
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changes by brightening Flute voices in a background.
672

Portable 2

Another imitation of a toy organ. The sound is like squeezing through a small onboard speaker mounted in a plastic housing. The dynamics is flattened, with a
slight emphasis of an initial attack. The program has a distinct character, strongly
contrasting with low sounds of typical Hip-Hop audio loops.

673

Next Day Syndrome

A special effect based on organ timbre with a little 'drunk' Vibrato. Loosening of
the sound is clearly audible at long-held chords. When playing staccato, we get
rather deeper modulation of the Rotating Speaker.

674

Fuzzy

This timbre has been obtained by blurring an electric organ with an overdrive
and thick modulation. In higher octaves it sounds like the alarm that is loud and
shrill. The program can be successfully used to create main melodies, as well as
audio loops.

6.9.4. Piano
Title

Description

675

Filtered Clavinet

A reconstruction of classic sound of the Clavinet, which has been filtered to
obtain heavier and fatter sound. Filters respond to MIDI velocity changes by
slightly brightening the timbre. The program combines very well with funky
keyboard riffs.

676

Honky Tonk Toy

A poor sound of a toy piano, located in a narrow, resonant enclosure. In a
background, you can hear a uniform, plastic hum, whose pitch can be adjusted
with the 'Filter Matrix>Type I> Cutoff' knob.

677

Harpsi Piano 1

A highly compressed sound based on the Clavinet, with an emphasized attack
and release. The program retains its funky feeling, but, thanks to the effects,
becomes more 'pumped-up' dynamically.

678

Harpsi Piano 2

A heavily filtered and dynamically enhanced alteration of the Clavinet,
accompanied by an explicit filter resonance. The sound is raw, without any
reverberation and modulation.

679

Broken Soundboard

A dull and broken sound of an electronic piano. The sound quickly dissipates. It is
distorted and dynamically flat. The whole gives a specific impression of a
defective instrument, however, it retains musical usability.

680

Dirty and Funky

A very direct and rhythmic sound of a synthetic piano, with a slightly edgy attack.
The timbre is excellent for programming keyboard loops. It responds to different
articulations like the real electric piano.

681

Ladies Night 1

A subdued tone with a piano-like envelope and a vibraphone attack. It goes well
with slow songs with elements of Soul. The Compressor pumps up a decay.

682

Ladies Night 2

A modification of the previous preset with additional spatial effects. As a result,
the timbre becomes more intimate, and it comes nearer the Pop aesthetics.

683

Boom Box Keyboards

This preset is based on the electric piano, then it has been filtered to imitate the
characteristic of a boom box speaker. A base tone has been placed in the middle
of a dark and small room.

6.9.5. Mallet
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Title

Description

684

Saturated Xylo

The preset consists of a distorted, percussive, wooden-like thump. An attack is
annoying and expressive. A very interesting type of sound deformation can be
obtained in the lowest octave of the keyboard.

685

Carribean Scene

A simple combination of Marimba attack and synthesizer. You can achieve more
modern phrasing by controlling MIDI velocity, which makes the sound more
'open'.

686

Malformed Arpeggios

A heavily distorted and highly compressed sound of a Pop arpeggiator. The
program can be used to perform rhythmically spaced chords. The sound is
distorted almost evenly over the entire keyboard.

687

Struck Ceramics

The program generates a specific sustain while playing intervals; it is then like
striking the items made of thick ceramics. The effect is the most pronounced in
higher octaves.

688

8-bit Sampled Vibes

A monophonic version of the Vibraphone in the aesthetics of Lo-Fi. The sound is
grainy and sharp, like low digital resolution.

689

Roomworks 1

This program has been designed to construct harmonic backgrounds with a
percussive volume envelope. An initial attack dissipates in a small reverberant
room. The acoustic space is short yet wide, like the one that is often used to
saturate Hip-Hop drum tracks.

690

Roomworks 2

A special effect based on the previous program. As a result of stronger filter
resonance, the sound loses clarity and pitch. The result is most pronounced at
low MIDI velocity values. The higher, the resonance moves to upper frequencies
revealing a basic tone.

691

Rhythm Bumps 1

This preset consists of multiplied voices of the Percussion section. The result is
an enhanced attack of electric organ. The program is ideally suited for the
construction of instrumental loops; it makes the classic organ sound more solid.

692

Rhythm Bumps 2

A version of the previous preset, strongly modified by filtration. Random,
overlapping resonances of digital filters cover a basic tone. A distortion is quite
apparent, though rather soft and non-aggressive.

6.9.6. Bass
Title

Description

693

Crude Oil

A mat and 'liquid' bass timbre, which is excellent for playing long-held bass
notes. A gentle, natural chorus and a subtle analog noise comes exclusively from
original samples of B-11, which have been slightly detuned.

694

Release with Next Key Press

A bass with a very interesting behavior when overlapping consecutive notes. For
a split of a second a cross-resonance of adjacent frequencies occurs, causing
massive rumble. With accurate programming, you can create very energetic bass
lines.

695

Deep Detuned

A very solid synthetic bass with a deep, natural chorus effect. A basic sound has
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been uniformly compressed and spoiled with two types of distortion: the Fuzz
effect and a clipping of the Flute 16' register.
696

Throttled and Compressed

A more tenor, synth sound, which gets throttled while playing two notes
simultaneously. In this case, the Compressor causes immediate reduction of an
overall loudness, creating a feeling of immediate loss of energy.

697

Punchy Comp Pump

An energetic, bass kick. The Compressor brings out analog clicks from original
samples. The program combines very well with low bass drum samples.

698

500HP Flat Out

A low, whirring and energetic bass, reminiscent of a working engine. It sounds
best within an octave or two below the center of the keyboard. It has a simple
envelope and a slight modulation; it can be used to play long-held notes.

699

Chopper Ride

Another 'mechanized' bass, like a low gurgle of motorcycle engine. The program
can be used to perform busy bass phrases. It interestingly reacts to MIDI velocity
changes, allowing you to animate the distortion.

700

Upright Drive

A distorted imitation of the Double Bass, which slowly flows in the stereo space.
The distortion is brighter and more direct, and it sometimes moves the bass to
the front of the stereo scene.

701

Dark Chorus

A low and resounding bass, enhanced by layering stereo chorus and natural
detuning of synthesizer voices. Interestingly, it is in fact very spatial, despite total
lack of reverberation.

6.9.7. Stab
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Title

Description

702

Major and Mono

A major chord like a sample from a sampler, which has been filtered by a noisy,
resonant LPF. The frequency of the emphasis can be controlled by MIDI velocity.

703

Hammered Stab

A musical accent with tinny sounding digital filters. Their sonority is quite
apparent, and gives an impression of physically large mass of metal. The
program can be used for short sounds, as well as continuous backgrounds.

704

Street Echoes

An energetic and aggressive whirr, which fades with long echoes in a deep stereo
space. The sound is excellent for rhythmically emphasize beginnings or endings
of music phrases. Echo bounce rates can be tuned using the Speed knob.

705

Cartoon 9

A dominant chord straight from a TV cartoon. You can obtain characteristic
phrases playing chromatic sequences up and down. The whole has been placed
in an empty room.

706

Minor-Major (KS)

A simple synth chord, reinforced by a high-energy Compressor setting. The
balance of voices corresponds to an orchestral tutti. With the C1 keyswitch, you
can change chord mode, from major to minor.

707

Pinball Congratulations 1 (KS)

An acoustically squeezed chord coming from a simple generator. The timbre is a
bit like the sound of electromechanical pinball standing in a cramped corner of a
club. The keyboard switch (C1) lowers the volume of the middle voice of the
chord in the interval of third.

708

Pinball Melodies (KS)

Another imitation of an electromechanical pinball. The sound is a bit plastic and
lacking the energy in lower octaves. We have four keyswitches available (C1, D1,
E1, F1) to exclude individual voices of the Harmonizer, which gives a lot of
derived chords with lesser polyphony.

709

Digital Overdrive 1

A true digital clipping of the Solo section signal path. In this program, we've
raised levels of all voices to the maximum, as well as a group slider in the Volume
Controls section. The actual overdrive is indicated by a flashing LED over the
slider.

710

Digital Overdrive 2 Soft Clip

A digital overload of the entire Flute section. The result is softer than the one in
the previous program. High volume levels have been balanced dynamically using
the Compressor.

6.9.8. Noise
Title

Description

711

Copters 1

An imitation of spinning propeller. The noise is a result of exaggerated
modulation settings. The whistle of air has been created by an accurate
emphasis of particular frequencies using digital filters.

712

Copters 2

A more cosmic imitation of helicopter's propeller. Digital filtering has been a bit
exaggerated, and a whole sounds much thinner.

713

Digital Pollution

A special effect imitating clipping distortion of varying granularity. Depending on
a position on the keyboard, the density of clicks and noise changes due to
mutual modulation with a base tone. For longer notes, you can hear a machine-
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like Vibrato.
714

Shelter Alarm

A modulated sound of an alarm confined in the concrete acoustics. The basic
tone inter-modulates with a digital filter, causing each note on the keyboard to
sound a bit different. The program can be successfully used as an aggressive
'drone'.

715

Nysa

A music imitation of car siren. The name comes from the Polish automotive
brand, which delivered questionable quality cars, used extensively by law
enforcement authorities. The program changes its base pitch according to equal
temperament, so you can easily match the key of a song.

716

Lo-Fi Sample (KS)

A Lo-Fi style synth chord. Sound quality has been reduced by dimming the treble
and over-driving the signal. In the initial setting, the Harmonizer generates a
major chord, which can be changed to minor using the keyswitch (C1).

717

Hi-Fi Sample (KS)

A modification of the previous program, with greater transparency in high
frequencies. The overdrive is still present, but it has much better resolution due
to a higher cutoff frequency of the filter. As in the previous program, chord mode
can be changed by pressing the keyswitch (C1).

718

4-bit Resampled

A very sharp and shrill combination of distortions, reminiscent of a low
resolution digital signal. The sound has a very large number of aggressive high
frequencies, and may be irritating. For use in a background of hardcore drum
loops.

719

Welder's Song

The program consists of a densely vibrating tone of a synthesizer combined with
a sizzling and metallic distortion. The title of the preset occurred unexpectedly to
us while listening to intermediate versions. The digital filter is velocity sensitive,
and changes a position of metallic resonance within a high frequency range.

6.9.9. Soundscape
Title

Description

720

Ambient LPF

A dirty and heavy sound, with a hollow echo within lower frequencies. Top notes
are more melodious, and allow for the construction of the whole music phrase.
You can obtain an interesting result while holding a single bass note parallel to a
melody.

721

Inharmonic Bass Drone

The useful range of the program is essentially limited to two octaves, C0-C2.
Within this range, the pitch is barely noticeable, because it has been dominated
by a soft, non-harmonic distortion. As a result of a slow phase modulation, the
timbre moves in a stereo space with every keystroke. For use as a harmonic
background.

722

P.P.H.U.

The sound of nascent entrepreneurship in post-socialist Poland. (P.P.H.U. is the
Polish abbreviation of 'Private Trade and Services Company')

723

Spoken not Sung

A classic synth from the early era of Rap. It resembles the sound of magnetic
tape; it is analog, monophonic, with a short echo. For use as a background
texture in Old School productions.

724

Aircrafts

The preset consists of a synthetic tone flying across the stereo stage and
changing the pitch. The timbre is relatively soft, but it also has a very low
component, which resembles a muffled echo spreading to a large open space.

725

2-stroke Engine

A mechanical sound space, filled with a low and energetic whirr. The effect is
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more pronounced in lower octaves, where the distortion is so moderate that a
basic tone is well audible.
726

Canned Oscillators

A synthesizer sound like squeezed in a tin barrel. The effect of this type can be
achieved by setting a very short time of the Delay effect, which merges echo taps
into a uniform decay.

727

Spiky

A heavily compressed synthesizer sound with a shrilling attack. This special
feature of the program makes it very rhythmic. It can be used to program biting
drum loops.

728

Soul Chant

A monophonic synthesizer in the style of Soul, embellished with a vocalsounding filter. Varying articulation strength shifts a resonance within the
midrange, which brings out various formants, like a natural voice. The stereo
space has been complemented with a long and soft echo.
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6.10. Sci-Fi
6.10.1. Pad
Title

Description

729

Super-Novak

'Supernova' is the astronomical term, determining the type of cosmic explosion.
'Novak', in turn, is the name of a film star of Polish origin. In this program, we
have pictured both – a cosmic sound, like a birth of a star.

730

The Spirit of the Telegraph

From the beginnings of civilization, one of inventors' interests was to transfer an
information for a long distance. The first such electromechanical device was the
telegraph, dating back to the eighteenth century. In this program, we've been
able to capture the spirit of this vintage machine thanks to an accurate imitation
of an erring signal on a transmission line.

731

Rotary Antenna

In this program, we refer once again to the sound characteristics of radio signal.
Using a long-decaying echo, we've pictured scattered radio waves, which are
being captured by a rotating antenna.

732

RP IV

The name of this program refers to a political project, which in recent years has
been implemented in Poland by one of the parties. Our program, like most
political promises, remains fictitious, and thanks to this feature perfectly fulfills
the task of building surreal musical landscapes.

733

Milky Way

In this program, we have created a pad sound to build interstellar soundscapes.
A mysterious coloration of low registers becomes clearer and more optimistic as
you play increasingly higher. The whole timbre pictures a stroll through the Milky
Way.

734

Lazy Pierogy

The name of a popular Polish dish inspired us to create its representation in the
world of sound. We refer to the taste of so-called 'lazy dumplings' in a humorous
way using sound coloration reminiscent of the oboe or the bassoon.

735

Space Station Compromised

A siren of digital alarm indicating a breach of security on a space station.

736

Longing Machinery

In this program, we offer a kind of nostalgic tone, which creates a scenery of
lonely machines drifting in an outer space. The reverberation has been
enhanced with the Fuzz, which becomes evident in a high range of the keyboard.

737

Voyager

The story of the space probe, which for more than 20 years travels through the
universe, inspired us to create this program. The same name also determines
one of the most famous spacecrafts in the popular culture.

6.10.2. Lead
Title
738

Digi Cowbells

Descritpion
In this program, a slightly ethnic characteristic has been modified with
pronounced settings of the Phaser and the Fuzz. We have achieved a sound
evocative of a rural landscape, which can be successfully used in illustrative
compositions.
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739

8.1 Promiles

An eastern custom of drinking high-proof spirits led, in many countries, to the
real scourge of drunkenness. Sobering-up stations consistently reported new
records of BAC (blood alcohol content). In our program, we've pictured an
atmosphere of these infamous records by musical means.

740

Polytechnics

A musical approach to the sound of working laboratory. The sustain is filled with
technical oscillations of the Phaser. Pitch of modulation can be changed by MIDI
velocity.

741

Opera Singer

The program exposes the Vibrato effect. It modulates the pitch of individual Flute
voices, and has an exaggerated, vocal characteristic. The timbre can be used to
perform a Retro melody.

742

Illegal Transfer

A muffled sound of an alarm, calling border guards for increased vigilance
against the increased activity of individuals smuggling cigarettes and hubcaps.

743

Ordonka

A timbre straight from a pre-war radio recording. A deep Vibrato resembles a
human voice in an old manner of singing. Filters have been accurately set, so
that notes in higher octaves of the keyboard resonate like phonemes of the
human speech.

744

Ordonka Unpluged

A version of the previous preset. In this settings, a basic timbre has been placed
in a small room acoustics, like a pre-war cafe.

745

Atomic Clock

A short accent that triggers a clock ticking in the micro-world of elementary
particles. A percussion attack has been extracted from the original B-11 samples
by the means of the Compressor. Rhythmic echos fade slowly, bouncing off the
ends of the stereo stage.

746

Hard Blow

An interesting use of a Flute voice. A high level of distortion adds upper
harmonics, and sounds like coming from a primitive flute. A useful range of the
keyboard has been shifted toward higher octaves of the keyboard.

6.10.3. Organ
Title

Description

747

Pulp Pumps

A synth imitation of bubbling pumps, pumping a viscous mass.

748

Droid Insects 1

In this program, a vibrating tone of a synthesizer moves closer and farther within
a stereo space. As it approaches a listener, a gentle buzz appears, which raise the
association of a mechanical insect.

749

Droid Insects 2 (KS)

A modification the previous preset. In this case, we are dealing with the whole
squadron of sinister cyber-insects.

750

Molotov Cocktail Boiling

An interesting example of a combination of the Rotating Speaker effect and the
Phaser, having similar rates. Superimposed phase modulations can be
associated with technical bubbling, and appeared to us as a preparation of a
chemical union against the Soviet Union.

751

Luxemburg Machinery

The program offers the most suggestive effect around the F1 key. Gritting timbre
resembles the work of old and worn-out industrial machinery. The name refers
to a famous Warsaw factory of incandescent lamps and cathode ray tubes,
founded in 1922 by Philips company.

752

Open vs. Closed Position Chords

A technical curiosity presenting tuning capabilities of B-11X. Depending on the
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chord span, components change their relative tuning. In a closed position,
differences are almost insignificant, and they reach almost a semitone in a
sparse layout.
753

Thickened Modulation

An exaggerated effect of rotating speaker. The changes of timbre introduced by
the Rotary Speaker have been strengthened by the means of the precisely set
Vibrato and Chorus effects. Modulation speed is almost the same as the
revolution speed of the Rotating Speaker, and specifically alters the timbre.

754

Atonal Organs 1

A system of two Solo section voices, detuned to the limits of tonality. A basic
sound of the organ has been amplified by the Rotary Speaker.

755

Atonal Organs 2

A modification the previous program, in which the limit of tonality has been
clearly exceeded, and it is difficult even to determine the pitch of a single note.

6.10.4. Piano
Title

Description

756

Childrens' Bend

A sound of an unruly children glockenspiel, whose sound cannot focus on the
right pitch.

757

Squealing Levers

In this program, individual notes are accompanied by a squeal of equal intensity.
A base sound retains its melodious character, though an accompanying effect
resembles a rusty lever mechanism of an unreal piano.

758

Steel Jaws

In this program, we've utilized the full potential of the Fuzz effect, yielding a
growing metallic sound. Particular notes retain the pitch, allowing you to create
melodies. The impression of clamping jaws can be adjusted by changing the
sustain. In Poland, the name is often referred to a portable booth, easily
constructed from steel sections and corrugated metal sheets.

759

Steel Jaws 2

A version of the previous preset. A small modification of settings makes the
timbre more insistent.

760

Modern Plumbing

In this program, we've obtained the timbre of the piano that was often used in
popular tunes in the eighties.

761

Annoying Capacitor

A timbre of an electronic piano, distorted and annoying. Performance seems to
be affected by malfunctioning electronic circuits.

762

Odd Harmonics

The timbre of this preset is like a strange layout of harmonics.

763

Reel to Reel Tape Transfer

Thanks to personal cassette players, the most popular sound carrier in the
eighties became the Audio Tape. Repeated listening quite quickly resulted in a
characteristic distortion. In this program, a gentle detuning mimics a repeatedly
used tape.

764

The Brightest

The brightest electric piano sound we've been able to achieve, well suited to
perform melodies.

6.10.5. Mallet
Title
765

Ghostspiel

Description
In this program, the timbre of popular children Glockenspiel has been modified
by the means of the Chorus and the Delay. The timbre has become more 'digital'
and scary.
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766

Gamelan

An unexpected result of sound design, which sounds almost like the Gamelan. A
specific selection of voices and filters let us mimic the ethnic instrument near the
G2 key.

767

Heavyweight Music Box

In this program, the detuning of the Percussion section brings the timbre closer
to the sound of a strange music box.

768

Electric Whistler

In this program, we have achieved the sound of electrical whistle. The whistling,
based on a slight vibrato allows you to create intriguing, 'analog' melodies.

769

Security Service Invaders

One of the most extensive police forces of the socialist countries was the security
service, the guardian of the political system. Almost all institutions, offices,
workplaces, and each community were under surveillance by specially recruited
agents. A short and dull timbre of our program pictures covert operations of
security teams.

770

Porcelain Percussion

Utilizing specific filtering, we've obtained the timbre of ceramic materials. You
can use it in the works in the Oriental style, in which this preset can easily
replace tuned clay pots.

771

Acoustic Guitar

A specific shaping of volume envelopes generate an attack like stringed
instruments. The effect of resonating soundboard of an acoustic guitar has been
obtained by an accurate filtering. The whole preset is actually a loose association
with the authentic sound of the guitar.

772

Pot Gongs in a Bamboo Temple

In this program, we've obtained a timbre nuance specific for the Far East music.
An important component of the timbre is the empty acoustic space resembling a
room made of bamboo.

773

Strange Metallophone

In this program, we've obtained an unusual color of small metal bars. With the
appropriate settings, the program may be somewhat mysterious, especially in a
lower keyboard range.

6.10.6. Bass
Title

Description

774

Giant Steps

An extremely powerful bass enhanced with effects. The sound is illustrative, and
may be associated with steps set by a large animal.

775

Frania

In this program, thanks to the Wha-Wha and the Vibrato, we have obtained a
deep and heavily modulated bass sound. It is like muffled gurgling of water, and
reminds us of the famous washing machine manufactured in Poland for many
years. The Frania, taking the form of an ordinary boiler with an electric motor,
was a typical low-tech product of the socialist industry. Despite this, the name of
the machine and the sound of its work imprinted in minds of many Poles.

776

Frania Upgraded (KS)

A modification of the previous program. A specific effect of bubbling can be
modified in real time with the keyswitch (C1), which introduces additional
damping.

777

My New Kalashnikov

An imposition of the lowest sections of the instrument mimics the sound of
machine gun. Obviously, the name comes from the most famous machine gun in
the world.

778

Lenin Ironworks

A deep and massive sound of the synthesizer with a heavy, flowing overdrive.
The title 'Lenin Ironworks', launched in 1949, began the construction of the
model, socialist workers' housing estate in Nowa Huta.

779

Earthquake

An interesting utilization of the lowest registers of the instrument. Slow
variations of low frequencies combined with a matte filtering reminds us of the
sound accompanying an earthquake. Although the area of Central Europe does
not know of such phenomena, the sound is well known from movies and news.
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780

Bungee

The program is an example of an unusual use of the Vibrato effect. Pitch shifting
in combination with appropriate voice levels imitate the sound of a stretching
rope.

781

Parasites in a CPU

A bass accompanied by a distortion, which pictures a virus attack in the digital
world. An unnatural shriek appears in parallel to the basic tone, which may be
associated with a presence of an intruder, hence the association with the state
propaganda, which induced a constant threat, spreading information about
invisible enemies. This allowed the rulers to take over complete control of the
society.

782

Mine Tunnel Collapse

Another interesting use of low registers. The preset sounds like rumbling coming
out from the ground. The name refers to the deadly threat that miners often
face.

6.10.7. Stab
Title

Description

783

Fluttering Cyberbird

An interesting sound accent. A distorted, vibrating screech of an illustrative,
organic characteristic accompanies the base sound.

784

Dial-up Tones

A distinctive sound of a telephone dial tone, like an analog earphone. The
readable timbre allows you to play a melody on the entire keyboard.

785

Acoustic Weapons

The program simulates the impact of sound waves of very high energy. The
keyboard responds to MIDI velocity gradually becoming more pronounced, up to
reaching a single resonant tone. The name refers to the experimental, military
use of lethal sound waves during the Second World War.

786

The Fat Kate

The title is actually the common name of the main water supply intake of
Warsaw, with a characteristic architecture. The program is basically an example
of special effect capabilities, and pictures the sound of an old-fashioned pump
station. The unusual setting of filters and the bubbling Phaser creates the effect
of water.

787

Nails and Spikes

With high levels of filters' resonances, we were able to obtain a metallic sustain,
further enhanced with the highest harmonics by the means of the Fuzz effect.
When you play arpeggio on adjacent keys, it triggers an illustrative effect of
scattered metal blades. A similar, slightly archaic timbre can be found in the
classic horror movies.

788

Van de Graff Discharge

A sound of electric shock from a high voltage generator. Aggressive settings of
the Compressor create and impression of a high-energy electrical discharge. The
preset is well-suited for accenting phrases due to its purely percussive nature.

789

Gameport

The program replicates a sound coming from a simple generator of a basic TV
game. Applied filters emulate the resonance of the plastic chassis of the device.
Appropriate delay settings place a whole inside a reverberant living room.

790

Gameport+

The program replicates a computer message, like 'Game Over' coming from a
simple generator of a basic TV game. Applied filters emulate the resonance of
the plastic chassis of the device. Appropriate delay settings place a whole inside
a reverberant living room.

791

Electric Arc

The title effect can be obtained by temporarily holding a key. Modulations mimic
the wandering of electric arc. The timbre has definitely onomatopoeic character.

6.10.8. Noise
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Title

Description

792

Feedbacks 1

An unusual combination of the Filter Matrix and the Delay.

793

The Shaft

A Sci-Fi noise inspired by movie combats with an alien life form. It offers a deeply
modulated timbre, which can be successfully used in movie soundtracks. A
vibrating tone of bells has been placed in a wide space, simulating an inside of a
cave or interplanetary station.

794

Metal Pan Flute

The program is a good example of exaggerated settings of a filter applied in an
upper midrange. It strongly emphasizes natural frequencies of a reed slot. In
addition, the digital filter makes the timbre more metallic, mimicking a large
amount of air exhausted while playing panpipes.

795

Jumping Engines

The program consists mostly of overlapping modulations that form a complex
vibration patterns. Low droning tones of a generator raise an association with a
group of machines working unrhythmically.

796

Cegielsky Facility Turbines

The preset's name refers to one of the oldest factories of heavy industry in
Poland, which produced steam engines, marine engines and locomotives in the
middle of nineteenth century – the largest mechanical equipment in the industry.
Through interesting settings of filters and effects, we've created a comparable
scale impression in the world of sound.

797

Thieves in a Basement

The program name is derived from an infamous activity. Thefts in basements
were a scourge of large housing estates. Inefficiencies of the socialist economy
meant that almost any good gave a successful sale. Therefore, common thieves
trophies were common items stored in basements. This program can be
successfully used as a musical illustration of a movie scene.

798

Ancymon

This program simulates an alarm. It may be an outdated police siren or an alarm
at a factory. The sound is definitely like a special effect, but the pitch is clearly
audible.

799

Harmonic Noise

The sound of extreme settings of generators that give rise to a musically usable
noise. You can hear single harmonics cutting through a background noise.

800

Better S/N Ratio

In this program, we imitate a crosstalk barely heard under a thick layer of noise.
The name refers to the technical parameter of signal path. A moderate distortion
allows you to perform melodies as well as simple harmonies.

6.10.9. Soundscape
Title

Description

801

Polon Reactions

An experimental sound with a specific 'physicochemical' element. The Polonium
is a radioactive chemical element discovered by Maria Sklodowska-Curie and
Piotr Curie in 1898. Although this is a very common element in nature, it has
unusual and unique physicochemical properties and an interesting political
entanglement. It was also used in satellites and space vehicles, such as the Soviet
'Lunochod'.

802

Baltic Deep

The deep of the Baltic Sea still hides evidences of historical events in Europe. Its
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waters are often searched for sunken ship treasures and medieval souvenirs.
Likely, the bottom is still poisoned by chemical weapons produced in the Third
Reich. Our timbre, pictures the nature of the mysterious depths of the sea.
803

War Camp Memories

For centuries, Eastern Europe was a battle stage for various armies on their way
from the west to the east, and from the east to the west. In this program, we
were able to get a kind of nostalgic vibe. The sound can be successfully used to
create broad, historical soundscape.

804

Flies in the Nose

In this program, settings of the Vibrato and the Delay create a nasal and piercing
sound effect. The name has been borrowed from a famous Polish saying,
determining unreasonable discontent or whim. The timbre remains melodious
throughout the keyboard.

805

Transmission Lost

In this program, the long sustain and the slow fade give an impression of a radio
signal getting lost. The sound freely moves in a stereo space, picturing an
extraordinary landscape.
In times of limited freedom of speech, popular, although a very dangerous way
to get accurate information, was the listening to the Radio Free Europe. Its
broadcasts were heavily jammed by the security services of the communist Party.
As it turned out, the costs of jamming were roughly three times higher than the
costs of broadcasting.

806

Computer Parts Grinder

The program offers a unique sound effect. A high and metallic tone, which
mimics working grinders, is accompanied by a mechanical gurgling in lower
registers. The resulting soundscape resembles mechanical processing of hightech electronic equipment. The sound may well illustrate a movie scene.

807

125p

125p (a car) was the dream of many Polish families and also the pride of the
domestic auto industry. This classic limousine produced by the FSO automotive
company in Warsaw from 1967 to 1991, was only slightly modernized over the
years. This program simulates the sound of the engine of the historic Big Fiat.

808

Interstellar

An interstellar space... and, at the same time, the farthest observable object of
the Factory Preset Bank.

809

Empty Preset

Minimum positions of all knobs and sliders.
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7. Technical Specification
Instrument type: virtual synth/organ
Maximum polyphony of single generator: 16
Library file size: 200MB
Factory Preset count: 810
User Preset count: 10
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8. Index
Direct to Sample...........................................15

MIDI................................................................36

Drag and Drop........................................23, 25

rag and Drop.................................................21

Key Off” action. Furthermore, you can set

Split................................................................21

the volume precisely using the stepless

VS....................................................................21

Release Level volume slider........................36

_ voices...........................................................21

KS....................................................................21
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